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86Trr CONGRESS 1 SENATE f REPORT
2d Session No. 1616

TRUST AND PARTNERSHIP INCOME TAX REVISION ACT
OF 1960

JUNE 18, 190i.-Ordered to be printed

1Mr. BYr) of Virginia, from the Committee on Finance, submitted the
following

REPORT
[To accompany H.R. 9662]

The Colmmiittee on Finance, to whom was referred the bill (H.R.
9662) to make technical revisions in the income tax provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 relating to estates, trusts, partners,
and partnerships, and for other purposes, having considered the same,
report favorably thereon with amendments and recommend that the
bill, as amended, do pass.

I. GENERAL STATEMENT
This bill is concerned with the revision of two subchaptelrs of

chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code. These are subchapter J,
which deals with the income tax treatment of estates, trusts, and
beneficiaries, and subchapter K, which deals with the income tax
treatment of partners and partnerships. lThe changes made in the
estate and trust tax provisions appear il title I of this bill and those
made in the partner and partnership provisions in title II.
The work on these subchapters began with advisory groups which

were established by the Committee on Ways andMleans in November
1956. Thie reports of these advisory groups were the subject of public
hearings by the House Commnlittee oin Ways and Means in February
and March of 1959 and the bill, as passed by the HIose, was tile subject
of hearings by your committee in April of this year.

A. ESTATES ANI) TIUS'1'S

The House bill, ,and your committee's bill, while retaining the basic
structure of present law, makes a number of important substantive
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2 TRUST AND PARTNERSHIP INCOME TAX REVISION ACT

and technical amendments to the income tax provisions relating to
estates, trusts, and beneficiaries. The amendments are concerned
with prevention of tax avoidance, correction of inequities, elimination
of unintended hardships and unintended benefits and the clarification
of existing law.
1. Principal provisions of House bill

(1) One of the important provisions designed to prevent tax
avoidance is the amendment relating to multiple trusts. Where sepa-
rate trusts, created by the same grantor, accumulate income over a
number of years for the same beneficiary, the splitting of the income
among several taxable entities results in taxation at lower rates and
reduces the overall tax burden. To prevent tax avoidance by the use
of such multiple trusts the House bill, in general, taxed distributions
from multiple trusts to the beneficiaries at the time they are received,
to the extent that income has been accumulated in the preceding 10
years.

(2) The House bill also added provision designed to prevent income
from escaping taxation in the case of the sale, etc., of property subject
to legal life estates or other terminable legal interests. This is ac-
complished by deeming a trust to exist with respect to the gross
income derived from property sul)ject to a terminable legal interest
which is not taxable to the holder of the interest.

(3) Another important change relates to the tier system which
establishes an order of priority for purposes of determining which
distributions to beneficiaries from estates and trusts are deemed to
consist of income. The Hlouse bill establishes a three-tier system
under which all beneficiaries who can receive distributions only out of
income are placed in lhe first tier, those who can receive distributions
of either income or corpus are Ilaced in the second tier, and those who
can receive distributions only of corps are placed in the third tier.

(4) Still another important change relates to the treatment ac-
corded charitable contributions of trusts under existing law. The
bill, in the interest of simplification of the law, treats these contribu-
tions as distribution deductions, rather than as deductions from gross
income as is provided by the present law. .-owever, to eliminate op-
portunities for tax avoidance, such deductions are taken into account
only to the extent that the distributable net income is not used up by
distributions to taxable beneficiaries falling within the three tiers de-
scribed above.

(5) The House bill revised the rules of )present law excluding
from taxation distributions of gifts and bequests of specific sums of
money or of specific property, and, with respect to estates, adds a new
provision which excludes distributions of real property or tangible
personal property (other than money) p)aidfrom corpus of the estate
within 36 months. The bill also exten(ls the application of the sepa-
rate share rule (now applicable only to trusts) tOestates.
2. Principal provisions of your committee's bill

(1) Among the more important provisions designed to prevent tax
avoidance is the amendment relating to multiple trusts. Your com-
mittee concurs in thle need for multiple trust legislation but has
adopted a different approach to the problem from that in the House
bill. In lieu of imposing a tax on the beneficiary at the time of
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'distribution, your committee's bill imposes a tax at the trust level
currently. Under the bill, if a grantor establishes two or more sepa-
rate inter vivos or testamentary trusts in which the primary beneficiary
or beneficiaries of the currently accumulated income or taxable income
allocated to corpus are substantially the same, then such income of
the separate trusts will be combined and taxed as if there were only
one trust.

(2) Another important provision added by your committee is de-
signed to prevent avoidance of U.S. tax by the establishment of foreign
trusts. There was no comparable provision in the House bill. Under
the bill, if a U.S. citizen or resident establishes a foreign trust, distri-
butions received by U.S. beneficiaries from such trusts will be subject
to the operation of the 5-year-throwba,: k rule, without the benefit of
the exceptions to that rule, to the extent that such distributions con-
sist of income from sources without the United States or capital gains
from the sale or exchange of capital assets whicl are not subject to
tax under section 871.

(3) The House bill added,-a provision designed to prevent income
from escaping taxation in the case of tle sale, etc., of property sub-
ject to legal life estates or other terminable legal interests. Your
committee las deleted this provision from tle ill in view of recent
court decisions which have eliminated the necessity for such a
provision.

(4) Another important change relates to the tier system which estab-
lishes an order of priority for purposes of determining which distribu-
tions to benieficiarjes from estates and trusts are deemed toconsist of
income. Your committee's bill retains the basicHouse provisions
revising the tier system but makes some clarifying changes.

(5) With respect to charitable distributions the House hill, in the in-
terest of simplification of the law, treated such payments as distribu-
tionlde(luctions, rather than as deductions from gross income as pro-
vidled under present law. In addition, the House bill, in effect, placed
the charitable dlistributions in a fourth tier so that deductions for such
amounts were taken into account only to tlme extent that the dis-
tributable net income was not used upI by distributions to taxable
beneficiaries falling within the first three tiers. Your committee hlas
modified the House provisions by placing distributions to charitable
beneficiaries in tlhe third tier along with noncharitable beneficiaries
who can receive distributions only out of corpus, and thus limiting the
fourth tier to amounts which are permanently set aside or to be used
for charitable purposes.

(6) The HI-ouse bill also riterules of present law excluding
from taxation distributions of gifts and bequests of specific suhls of
money or of specific property, and extended the application of the
separate share rule (now applicable only to trusts) to estates. Your
committee's bill largely retains the provisions of the House bill but
modifies them to expand the exclusionary provisions to apply to dis-
tributions of certain closely held stock and distributions of allioults
representing statutory awards or allowances for the sullplort of a sllr-
viving spouse or dependents. In addition, your comlnmitte has added
a new provision which did hot appear in the House bill which applies
to estates of decedents where the value of the gross estate is $100,000
or less. The bill, as amended, would exclude from taxation any dis-
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4 TRUST AND PARTNERSHIP INCOME TAX REVISION ACT

tributions paid from the corpus of such estates within 36 months
following the death of a decedent.
These and other changes made in the estate and trust provisions are

described under heading II below.

B. PAllTNERtS ANI) PAITNEIRISHIPS

Both the House and your committee's bill retain the basic structure
of the present partinelrslip provisions. Therefore, the changes in the
partnership provisions made. by this bill are largely ill the nature of
modifications and perfectiols of the existing provisions. Tlhe changes
in some cases take the form of removing unilltended benefits, in other
cases of removing unlintended harldsips, and in still others of clari-
fying the intent of existing law.
1. Principal House provisions
Your committee has retained most of the partlnerlship provisions

contained in tlhe House bill. The principal House partnership provi-
sions which are retained by your committee are described immediately
below. These are followed by a brief summary of the principal
modifications made Iby youI committee.
To reduce tlhe complexity of the partnership provisions in operation,

especially in tlhe case of smaller, simpler partnerships, the House bill
makes two changes rwhi(ch were accepted by your committee. Tihe
first of these is a rearrangement, of the partnership provisions. Under
tlhe rearrangement the provisions of general application, which the
smaller, simpler partnership is likely to have to use, are placed first
in tlhe law, making it necessary in most cases for tll members of
these partnerships to famliliarize themselves with the more technical
provisions which follow. In addition, the bill provides a simplified
reporting procedure which can, at tle elec(tiol of the partnership, be
followed in those cases wherlee most of the partnership's income (other
than capital gains a1nd losses and dividends) is ordinary income.
Among the more important unintended hardships of the existing

partnership provisions corrected by the House bill and in large part
accepted by your committee is the amendment relating to tile time
of tlhe closing of the partnership taxable year with respect to a partner
who dies. Under present law tills year 'continues to tlhe normal
ending of tlle partnership year with tlie result that thle deceased
partner's successor lmay lose an opportunity to offset against this
partnershlip income certain expenses inurre(l by tle partner in his
last year, Ias well as lose tlhe benefits of income splitting. Tlhe bill
p)roviles that tile partlershlip year is to close for a deceased partner
at tie time of his death, although permitting his successor to elect
to continue the year if he so desires.

'The ITouse and your coiniuttee/'s versions of the bill also substitute
for the pIresent definitions of unrealizedd receivables"'and "inventory
itemss, which under present latw myitLy result in ordinary income, a
definition wliichl determines \lwhetllerC a1n asset is 1an ordinary income
asset by ascribing to it the sunIl cllllactter it would have if the asset
wereC leld directly by tan individual. In connection with the revision
of these ordinary income or collapsible partnership provisions, the
two versions of tlhe bill also remove an unintended benefit under
present law wherein ordinary income, treatment possibly may be
avoided by borrowing funds and investing them in the partnership
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in a manner which reduces tlhe ordinary income assets below a specified
percentage of tile total.
Among other more important changes made )y the House bill in

the partnership provisions and( accel)ted by your colllittee are those--
(1) )providing in the code for the inll)osition of tax in certain

caIses where services are exchanged for an interest in the capital
of at partnership,

(2) refining the rules which apply in tlhe case of amounts paid
by a partnership) to a retiring Ipartlner or to a deceased I)artller's
successor in interest,

(3) clarifying the rules app)licalle to income in respect of a

decedent,
(4) lnlaking more precise the rules applicable in the case of

transfers between related persons where one or nIore of the lcer-
sons is t patrtne or partnershipp.

(5) providingg separate elections for special bases for partner-
ship property in tihe case of distributions and transfers, tand

(6) permitting an election at the organization level, rather
than at the level of the individual menlcbeirs, as to whether to
make the partnership provisions inapplicable in thle case of
groups set up exclusively lor investlllent or plrodluctioii, etc.,
buit not tor sale of property,y.

Tlie changes nma(de in tile p)artnIership prIovisions are descril)e(d in
heading 11 below.
2. Your committee's ameLndments

Tlhe principal modifications made l)y your committee in tihe Iouse
provisions relating to p1artlners 1111(a1 I)tl'rters1hips 1are as follow\ s:

(1) In section 702(e), which relates to tle election fori simpl1)ified
reporting for partners, your committee lhas modified the House
provision to permit this election to be ima(le or revoked for
any partnership year at any time before the end of 3 years fol-
lowing the due date for tle1partnershil) return.

(2) Your committee lias deleted the House Iprovision contained
in section 703(b), relating to tlhe writing off of orgallizational
expenses of at pIatnelrslhi) over a 5-yea'r period.

(3) Your committee in section 741 lias ad(led a new subsection
which ill general provides t hat where I)artllers buy tile I)('tller-
shil interest of another partner ona pro rata l)asis this is to be
treated in the same lmlanmer as liq(uidatinig (distributions to which
section 776 atl)Ilies ill tle case of retiring or (deceased I)llrtllers.

(4) In section 751, relatiilg to tihe de(finitioll of substantially
appreciated section 751 assets (i.e., assets resulting in ordinary
income tax treatment) for purposes of collalsil)le pnlartlnerslips,
your corlmittee has made tlhe following modifications:

(a) It has provided that the fair market value of section 751
assets to l)e "substantially appreciated" must exceed 125 percent
of their cost or Otller basis and must exccee( 15 pJercelnt of tlie
value of all other )partlneirslip)property withl ce'rtaill excel)tions).
This is in lieu of the present tests of 120 percent anl 10 percent,
respectively.

(b) It lhas provided(l that assets are to be consideredcs "sub-
stantially appreciated" only if the gain ilvolv(l amounts to more'
than $1,000, taking into account other comparable gains occurring
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in the 12-month periods immediately before and following the
transaction.

(c) It has provided that in applying the percentage tests
referred to above, assets contributed to, bought by, or otherwise
acquired by the partnership il the 12-month period immediately
before the transaction in question are not to be taken into
account unless there was a bonaI file )UsinesS purpose for the
contribution, purchase, or acquisition of the property by the
partnership.

(5) In section 764, relating to the closing of a partnership year
for a deceased partner, your committee has provided that, for the
successor of a partner who elects to continue the partnership year
with respect to a deceased partner beyond his (late of death, the
partnership year is not to close prior to the normal ending of the
Inartnlership year even though the successor has disposed of part
of the interest in the partnership before that time. Tie I)artner-
ship year with respect to such an interest will close, however, at
the time of the disposition where all of thie interest is disposed
of in this interval, in the same manner as provi(led under the
HIouse bill.

(6) In section 765, relating to sales or exchanges of property
with respect to controlled partnersllips, your committee made two
tecllical amendments.

(7) In section 770, relating to all interest in partnership capital
exchanged for services, your committee has modified thle House
provision to provide that partners given an interest in partner-
shlil) cal)ital in exchallge for services are not to include in their
taxable illcome ally value of the interest attributable to al)precia-
tion in ordinary income items whichll subsequently will be reported(
wlien thei income is realized )y thle partnership.

(8) Your committee has modified the -louse amen(iment to
section 1014((), relating to basis of plropcrty acquire(l from a

dece(dlent by providing that nothing in tiec amendmelntl is to
plIreventan inesei the basis of all interest il a partlnersllip of
a deceased partner attributable to his shllare of tlhe partnership
income in the portion of thle year I)efore his lecntil if tils income
remained in thle I)nrtnCrship at thle time of his d(eathl.

II. GENERAL EXPLANATION OF TIIE PROVISIONS OF
TITLE I

Section 6',/l. Inlpo.sition of tax (sec. 101 of bill)
(1) Secclon 6O.1 (c). Legal life estates (sec. 101 (a) of bill)

Sect ion 101 (a) of tle Iouseosbill adIded a new subsection (c) to sec-
tion 64-1 to deal with l)roblems arising from t;he sale, etc., of prol)erty
subject to legal life estates or other termiinable legal interests. Your
committee lhas been advised th.lt recent court decisions eliminate tlhe
need for such legislation an(l, therefore, lhas depleted this provision
from the bill.

(2) Section 6J1 (a) (2). Income collected by a guardian (sec.
101(a) of bill)

Section 101 (b) of tlhe House bill amends sections 641(a) (2) by
striking out the phrase-
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, and income collected by a guardian of an infant which i
to be held or distributed as the court may direct.

Inasmuch as such income is not, presently taxed under subchapter J,
the deletion merely clarifies the law. Your committee's bill retains
this amendment as section 101 (a) of the bill.

(3) Section 641 (c). Multiple trusts (sec. 101 (b) of bill)
The bill as amended by your committee adopts a new approach to

the multiple-trust problem, replacing tlat contained in section 113
of the House bill.

Tlle multiple-trust provisions of the House bill have been criticized
on the grounds that they are unnecessary, or that they are not; re-
sponsive to the problem, or that they are unsatisfactory in one or more
particulars. Your committee believes that multiple trusts constitute
an abuse, both present and potential, which requires immediate cor-
rective legislation. H-owever, your committee has adopted an ap-
proach which endeavors to meet some of the criticisms of the House
bill.
The approach adol)ted by the House was one which, generally

speaking, had the effect of treating trusts as multiple trusts if (1)
thle spameerson contributed property to tle trusts, (2) the trusts
coexisted at any time, and (3) the trusts made accumulation distribu-
tions (specially defined for this )purpose and called "sec. 669 distribu-
tions") to the same beneficiary. Once trusts were determined under
these rules to be multiple trusts, any beneficiary receiving section 669
distributions from two or more such trusts would be subjected to a
tax conu})uted tinder a. special 10-year throwback rule on all such
distriil)utions (other than those from the trust from which lhe first re-
ceived such a. di.st ribution, i.e., tlie primaryy trust").

''lle multip)le-trust problem stems from the fact that tax rates ap-
plicable to income taxable to a: trust are graduated rates, as distin-
guisl)ed from a flat rate. Tlie problem consists essentially in a' division
of trust taxable income for any given taxable year among two.or more
trusts. Through such a division tax benefits can be obtained which
are equal to the difference in tlhe tax whichll would be appllicable to one
trust, and that payable by tle separate trusts among whlch the income
is divided. Viewed conceptually, the problem can arise only wliere
a trust llas income which is taxable to it, and does not arise, generally
speaking, in years during which the trust. lias no taxaslle income (as,
e.g., where tle trust is required to or in fact does distribute all its
income cirlrently), or during years in which it does not distribute all
its income currently land has taxable income but. is inl effect not taxable
as an entity (as, e.g., where its income is taxable to the grantor under
the so-called "Cliflord" provisions). Moreover, although the prob-
lem may arise even in other contexts, it is generally viewed as
existing prlincil)alyl where the trust taxable income which is divided
among two or more trusts in lany given year is attributable to con-
t.ril)tions of property by the s smeettlor and may be payable, or is
ill fact paitl, to sll)stantialltvIlle s;lme beneficiary or( beneficiaries.
At tlie hearings held by your committee, tle 'multiple-trust provi-

sions of the -ouse bill were criticized on several grounds. It was
pointed out that the House bill applies to trusts which are not "mul-
tiple trusts" and imposes a tax which is unrelated to the benefits
obtained through the use of multiple trusts. For example, the pro-
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visions of the proposed section 669 would treat two trusts (which
otherwise qualify) as multiple trusts if they merely co-exist at any
time, even though during the period of co-existence there is no one
taxable year or other period for which the two trusts both have taxable
income. It was also observed that the technique adopted in section 669
for computation of the tax with respect to multiple trust distribu-
tions-namely, a special 10-year throwback rule underwhich section
669 distributions are includible in income of the distribute as if dis-
tributed at the close of the year from whllich it is (eemed distributed-
may result in a tax which has no relation to the benefits derived from
the use of multiple trusts and which therefore may be either more or
less than such benefits. In addition, it was noted that the deterrent
effect of section 669 would be considerably reduced by reason of the
"tax-free" buildup which would be permitted. Your committee does
not agree witlh such results and believes a sul)stitute approach is
needed.

In the provisions of section 641 (c), added by section 101 (b) of the
bill, your commiittee has adol)ted, with certain modifications, the ap-
proach recommended by the Advisory Group on Subchapter J in its
"Final lReport to the Subcommittee on Internal Revenue Taxation of
the louse Commiittee on 'Ways and Metans." Your committee feels
that t1lis approach more effectively meets the problem presented.
The approach Iadopted in the provisions of the new section 641 (c) is

essentially an "aggregation appl)roach"; that is, one in which desig-
'-auted income of separate trusts (regarded as multiple trusts) is re-
--ritired to be aggregated and taxed as if it 1lad occurred in one trust.
Any (additional tax resulting from the aggregation is imposed on
and allocated among tlhe several trusts, the income of which is aggre-
gated. For purposes of determilling whether trusts are multiple
trusts and for purposes of effecting the required aggregation, trusts
are classified into two groups-inter vivos trusts and testamentary
trusts. Tlhe trusts in one such group cannot be, combined with trusts
in the otiler group. In order to prevent tlhe necessity of making an
aggregation within resl')ect to separate trusts in certain cases, there are
provisions whllich eliminate the aggregation requirement. With re-

spect to inter vivos trusts, tle provisions will not apply (1) where the
combineddesignated( incomes of tihe sel)arate trusts aggregate less than
$2,000, or (2) where tlie separate trusts ldo not exceed two in number
at(nd are, created not less than 96 mionthls apart. With respect to testi-
nmentary trusts, the provisions will not apply wllere tle designated
incomes of the separate trusts a(grerga:te less than $2,000.

Generally speaking, incomes of separate trusts are required to be
aggregated only if alnd to the extent (1) that such incomes for any
year or portion of a. year are either currentlyy accumulated income" or
"taxable income allocable to corpus"; (2) that, during such year or
portion of a year. the "primary beneficiary or beneficiaries" of such
incomes are "substantially the same"; (3) that such incomes are con-
si(lered to be attributable to trust property which is contributed by
(or is attributable to property contributed by) the same person, and
(4) that such incomes of the separate trusts are attributable to the
same period.
Only that income which is "currently accumulated income" or "tax-

able income allocable to corpus" is taken into account. Tlle concept
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of "currently accumulated income" has reference to amounts whicl
are considered to be income under applicable local law.

l'he incomes of separate trusts may be taken into account in making
the aggregation only to the extent that during any year (or portion
of a year) the "primary beneficiary or beneficiaries"' of currently ac-
cumulated income or taxable income allocable to corpus are "substan-
tially the samee" The term "primary beneficiary or beneficiaries" is
defined by section 641(c)(4) (C) to mean the beneficiary or bene-
ficiaries to whom the accumulated income or taxable income allocated
to corpus "would first be distributed" where there is an order of suc-
cession with respect to such income or taxable income. For purposes
of determining the identity of the beneficiary or beneficiaries to whom
such income "would first be distributed," it is intended that the deter-
mination be made as of the close of the year or portion of a year to
which the income is attributable. For purposes of making this sane
determination, the phrase "beneficiary or beneficiaries to whom income
would first be distributed" has reference to tlle person or persons (de-
termined as of the time specified in the preceding sentence) to whom
such income would'first be distributed in the event that distribution
of such income were made at the time or times at which, under tlle
terms of the governing instrument or applicable local law, such dis-
tribution is first to be made. Since the making of a distribution, and
the time for making it, to any particular person will commonly de-
pend on the occurrence or failure of occurrence of one or more events
or contingencies, thle determination at any time of tlhe i(lentity of the
primary beneficiary or beneficiaries will necessarily lave to be made by
appropriate reference to external circumstances. The estate of the
holder of a testamentary general power of all)oiintmllent is treated as
the primary beneficiary of "taxablhle income allocated to corpus." Tlis
will limit tlie application of section (4 (c) to tle common cases in
wliicl the surviving spouse is the beneficiary of such taxable income
of both a marital deduction trust and of a family trust. Gellerallyspeaking, thle possible appointees under a power of appointment other
than a testamentary general power shall be considered to be the pri-
mary beneficiaries of currently accumulated income or taxable income
allocated to corpus subject to such power.

'Tle incomes of separate trusts may be takeii into account in nmak-
ing the aggregation only to the extent considered to be attributable to
trust property contributed by tlhe same settlor. Thus, if all the pr'l)-erty of two trusts h1as been contributed by only one person, all the in-
come of both the trust s may b)e taken into account, even tllough the
)property to which the income is aIttributable is not tlhe property origi-
nally contributed by the settlor but. is property whicll, in tlie course
of investment, reinvestment aldiadmninistrationI of trust assets, -asbeen substituted for or added( to tile l)1roerty, originally ac(qired. If,
on tle otlier ihand, thle property of two trusts lias been contributed bytwo or nore persons, only that po1rtionl of tlie income of each of the
trusts which is afttribut1able to p]ro)pe1rly contributed by a pl)eson (or
persons) who contributed to both trusts may be taken Into acCOulllt ill
making the aggregate io(. Whether income is attril)utlable to plropoertycontributed by a particular grantor is a question of fact; to )e d(etelr-
mined from alla1 fat(ts and circumnsliances. Whlere it; can 1) established
that income of a trust is attributalble to property contributed by a
particular granllor, income of tlie trust will, of colrst, to tlltt extentI I~~~~~coreI a

9
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be regarded as income attributable to property contributed by that
particular grantor. In the absence of evidence to the contrary, in-
come of a trust to which two or more grantors contributed property
will be regarded as attributable proportionately to the property at-
tributable to each of the grantors.
In the event that an aggregation is required Utnder section 641 (c)

the method for computing the total tax payable by the separate trusts
(in order to determine the tax resulting from the application of sec-
tion 641(c)) and for allocating and assessing it among the several
trusts, is to be prescribed by regulations. The method to be prescribed
for computing the tax is, of course, subject to the general rule pre-
scribed by the statute to the effect that the total tax payable by the
separate trusts with respect to the income which is required to be
aggregated shall be computed as though.the separate trusts were one
trust with respect to such income. Although it is "currently accumu-
lated income,' as determined under applicable local law, which is to
be taken into account in determining whether an aggregation is to be
made and for purposes of making the uireired aggregation, only that
portion thereof which is reflected in taxable income is subject to tax.
Thus, if all the currently accumulated income happens to' be exempt
from tax for Federal income tax purposes, when it is aggregated none
of it would be reflected in taxable income and none of it would be
subject to tax.
Paragraph (3) of section 641 (c) provides a flat 25-percent rate

with respect to long-term capital (gains wlich are, included in tlie in-
come lupon1 which a tax is conlputed under section (41 (c() (1) or (2).

Section (41-(c) (6) of your committee's bill broadens the disclosure
of information provisions contained in paragraph (5) of the HIousp
bill. It provides that the Secretary or his delegate may require the
grantor of two or more trusts, or his personal representative, or the
trustee of any trust, to furnish such information with respect to such
trust as reasonably appears to the Secretary or his delegate necessary
to carry out the pIur'poses of section 641 (c). The provision also per-
mits tlhe Secretary or his delegate to furnish to the fiduciary of a trust
information obtained with respect to another trust whose income may
enter into tlhe computation of tax under section 641 (c).

Section 102(c) of your committee's bill amendls section 642(d)
to deny the net operating loss carryb)ack to lnultiple trusts. The
at ndndment denies the carryback only witll respect to a year for which
the provisions of section 641 (c) (1) or (2) apply.

Section 119 (h) and (i) of your committee's bill amends section
6501 to provide a 6-year statute of limitations with respect to the
assessment or refund of taxes to the extent such tax is attributable
to currently accumulated income or taxable incolne allocated to corpus
which is required to be combined ulller section 641(c) (1) or (2).
Section 6t2. Special rules for credits and deductions (see. 102 of bil7)

(1) $50 dividend exclusion (sec. 6.42(a) (3) )
Section 116 (a) excludes from gross income certain dividends re-

ceived by an individual to the extent that the (dividends (lo not exceed
$50. Where an estate or trust receives dividends which qualify for
the exclusion but distributes a part of such dlivi(lenls to a beneficiary
during the taxable year, present regulations require that a ratable
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part of the $50 dividend exclusion be denied to the estate or trust.
For example, if an estate or trust receives $1,000 in qualifying divi-
dends of which it distributes '$500 to beneficiaries, the estate or trust
is entitled to exclude only $25 of the undistributed dividends.

Section 102(a) of the House bill amends section 642(a)(3) to
allow a trust or estate the full $50 dividend exclusion under section
116(a) if the fiduciary retains undistributed dividends qualifying
under section 116(a) in that amount. Your committee concurs in
the amendment made in the; House bill but has clarified the language
thereof. Under the House bill, and your committee's bill, the prora-
tion requirement of present law with respect to dividends which do
not qualify under section 116(a) (for example, foreign dividends) is
retained.

(2) Deduction for charitable contributions (sec. 6.4(c))
Under present section 642(c), an estate or trust is allowed an

unlimited deduction against its gross income for any amount of gross
income which is paid or permanently set aside for a charitable purpose
specified in section 170(c) or used exclusively for religious, charitable,
scientific, literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of
cruelty to animals, or for the establishment, acquisition, maintenance,
or operation of a public cemetery not operated for profit. As inter-
preted by the courts (Old Colony 7'Trust v. Corn., 301 U.S. 379 (1937)),
the deduction is allowed for chiaritablle distributions from undis-
tributed gross income of prior years, as well as from gross income of
the current year. Thus, the charitable ldedcti(on requires tracing to
determine whether the amount distributed to charity was an item of
gross income of the current or a prior year.

Moreover, because a distribution to a charitable beneficiary is
treated as a deduction from gross income iuder section 642(c), where-
as a distribution to a noncharitable beneficiary is allowed as a de-
duction with resl)ect to distributable nIet income Iunder sections 6(51
and 661, a'number of complicating adjustments are required. Where
an estate or trust has both cliaritable anld nonclharitable beneficiary ies,
the statute requires separate computations in prepar)ing tile income
tax return. Also, in allocating the items of income included in dis-
tributions to charitable and noncharitable beneficiaries, tle same item
of income is allocated in two dilrierent ways. This requires other
complex adjustments and may produce artificial results.
In order to simplify the law and to eliminate the necessity for

numerous complicating adjustments, anld to simplify the adminis-
tration of trusts and estates, your colnmittee proposes to treat chari-
table distributions by trusts and estates as distribution deductions un-
der section 661. Section 102(b) of your committee's bill, like the
House bill, is the first of a series of amen(lments required to accomplish
this result. It amends section 642(c) to deny a deduction for chari-
table contributions, except to the extent provided in section 661.
Such a disallowance is necessary to prevent a double deduction.
Further amendments necessary to carry out tle proposed change

are contained in other sections of the bill. Conforming anmel(lnlents
made to sections of the code outside of sulbchapter J are contained in
section 119 of the bill.
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(3) Net operating loss deduction (sec. 6142(d))
Section 102(c) of your committee's bill iamends section 642(d)

to deny a net operating loss carryback to a trust with respect to it year
to which section 641(c) (1) or (2) (relating to multiple trusts)
applies.

(4) Deduction for depreciation and depletion (sec. 642(e))
Section 102(d) of your committee's bill, like the IHouse bill, amends

section 642(e) by striking the word "allowable" and inserting in lieu
thereof apportioneded" The amendment makes it clear that a portion
of any depreciation or depletion allowances to which a trust or estate
is entitled should be allocated to charitable as well as noncharitable
beneficiaries. This is intended to be declaratory of existing law.

(5) Unused loss carryovers and excess deductions (sec. 642(h) )
Upon the final termination of an estate or trust, section 642(h) of

present law permits the beneficiaries who succeed to the property
to deduct a proportionate share of any unused net operating loss carry-
over, unused capital loss cairryforward, or other excess deductions of
the estate or trust.

Since the provision applies only to final terminations, none of the
specified items of deduction aree available to a, beneficiary where there
is a termination of such beneficiary's entire interest in the estate or
trust. Section 102(e) of your committee's bill, like tle House bill,
makes section 642(h) applicable on the termination of a single bene-
ficiary's entire interest in an estate or trust having more than one
beneficiary where such interest constitutes a separate share. The
amendment. provides that separate and independent shares of bene-
ficiaries in a trust or estate, as determined pluslluant to section 663(c),
shall b)e treated as separate trusts or estates. Trle continuing trust
cannot deduct that portion of tle excess deductions and unused loss
carryovers allocated to such a beneficiary.

(6) Deduction for estate tax on income in respect of a decedent
(sec. 642 i))

Section 102(f) of your committee's bill, like thle House bill, amends
section 642 by adding a new subsection (i) to allow an estate or trust
Ia deduction for estate tax paid on income in respect of a decedent which
is properly attributable to the estate or trust. T'he balance of the
deduction would be allowable to tlhe beneficiaries to whom the remain-
ing income in respect of a decedent is allocable. This is intended to be
declaratory of existing law.
Section 643. Definitions (sec. 103 of bill)

(1) Deduction for personal exemption and for estate tax (sec.
63(a) (2))

Since section 642 (i) allows tle dledluction under section 691 (c) for
the estate tax attributable to the income in respect of a decedent re-
ceive( by an estate or trust, a double benefit would result if such
deduction were allowed also to reduce distributabl)le net income. There-
fore, section 103(a) of your committee's bill, like the HIouse bill,
ameiids section 643(a) (2) to deny tle deduction under section 691(c)for estate tax on income in respect of a decedent for purposes of coin-
)iiting (listril)lltable net inconiie. Thiss i intenledl to be declaratory
of existing law.
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(2) Capital gains and corpus itemns of deduction (sec. 643
(a)() )

Under present law capital gains are included in distributable net in-
come and are taxable to the beneficiaries only to the extent they are
paid, credited. or required to be distributed during the taxable year.
If capital gains are allocated to corpus and are not paid, credited, or
distributed to any beneficiary or permanently set aside for charitable
purposes, they are excluded from distributable net income. However,
it is not clear whether a distribution of corpus will be deemed to include
a portion of capital gains realized during the same taxable year.
The amendment of section 643(a) (3) (A) made by section 103(b)

of your committee's bill, like the House bill, is a conforming amend-
ment required to carry out the proposed treatment of charitable bene-
ficiaries. It deletes the reference to section 642(c) but retains the
effect of present law by providing that capital gains which are perma-
nently set aside or used for specified charitable purposes shall not be
excluded from distributable net income. Your committee's bill amends
section 103 (b) of the House bill to make it clear that capital losses are
excluded in computing distributable net income except to the extent
that such losses are utilized in determining the amount of capital gains
which are (1) paid, credited or required to be distributed, or (2)
permanently set aside or to be used for charitable purposes.
Section 103(b) of your committee's bill, like thle House bill, also

amends section 643 (a) (3) by adding a new subparagraph (Bl) which
provides that capital gains shall not be considered paid, credited, or
required to be distributed (and therefore will be excluded from dlis-
tributable net income) unless at least one of the following require-
ments is met: (1) they are required to be distributed( currently under
the governing instrument or local law; (2) they are not required to be
distributed currently, but the books of tile fiduciary or notice to the
beneficiary shows an intention to pay or credit such amounts to the
beneficiary during tlhe taxable year; (3) tlhe fiduciary follows tle
regular practice of distributing all capital gains; (4) the capital
gains are received in tlhe year of terminilationI of tlhe estate or trust,
or (5) the capital gains are received in tlhe year of termination of an
entire separate share of an estate or trust. Your committee believes
that the amendment will clarify present law by establishing rules for
determining when a distribution of corpus will be deleted to include
a portion of the capital gains realized during the taxable year.
Under present law all deductible charges against an estate or trust,

whether paid from income or from corpus, are allowed as deductions
in comlnputing distributalle net income, so that the primarily benefit
of thle deductions inurles to the income beneficiaries. Only to tile ex-
tent that such deductions exceed (istri)lltable nt illclinome arei they
allowed to offset corpus income taxable to tile tIrust. Hence, even
where the deductions lare properly chargeable against corp1us1 anid
borne by the remaindermen, they are allowed first to bellefit thle in-
come beneficiaries and tlus, iln many instances thle remaindernlten are
improperly d(lel)iveld of tax deductions. Your committee l)elie\ves that
tlhe benefit of corpus deductions should not be shifted to the income
beneficiaries where gross income remains taxable to the estate or trust.

Thereforet, yourl (conlmittee's bill, like the Iliouse bill, a(lds sullbpala-
grapll (:) to section 643 (a) (3) to provide that cor'l)lls (leduct ions shall

,)(i707----0 -----2
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first be applied against income which is alloctble to corpus iand taxable
to the trust or estate. This amendment allows the benefit of corpus
deductions first to the corpus beneficiaries who ultimately bear the tax
burden. Only the excess of corpus deductions which the trust cannot
use to offset corpus income are permitted to reduce distributable net in-
come for the benefit of the income beneficiaries. The amendment will
continue the l)olicy of prie.,ent law to avoid wastage of deductions and,
at the same time, iwill result in more equitable treatment of tle remain-
dermen wNith respect to deductions chargeable against corpus. Clause
(ii) of section 643(a) (3) (C), which is added by section 103(b) of the
House bill, hashbeen amended bly your committee to exclude distribu-
tion deductions allowed by section 643(a) (1) in determining the
amount of corpus deductions which are excluded in the determination
of distributable net income. It should be noted, however, if the al-
ternative method under section 1201 is used in computing tile tax on
capital gains, the corpus deductions otherwise available are not per-
mitted to reduce distributable net income for the benefit of the income
beneficiaries.

(3) Foreign income (sec. 64f3(a) (6))
In the case of a foreign trust- section 643(a)() provides that dis-

tributlable net incolnme shall include amounllts of gross income derived
from sources oulsi(le the Inited' States. Section 103(c) of lie bill
amen(ls section 643(a) (6) to Inmake it applicable to a "foreign estate"
as well as a foreign trust.

(4) Conformin.lgaclmen1l ent (sec. 61P3 (a))
Section 103(d) of your committee's bill amends section 643 (a) by

striking out 1' last two sentences. 'hlis amendment eliminates the
refermeces to secl ion 642(c) (relating to charitable, etc., deductions)
and conforms the law to your committee's proposed treatment of
charita:)le contributions as distribution deductions.

(6) D)efilnition ofinJcome ( sec. 6 ((b ) )
Section 1023(e) of tlhe bill adds capital gains to the items which are

not to be considered income (under section' 643 (b)) when under the
terms of tlhe governing instrument; and apl)licable local law they are
properly allocable to corpus. This change merely clarifies present law.

(6) Clerical ame(1nd,m envt (sec. 63 (c) )
Section 103 (f) of your committee's bill makes a clerical amendment.

(7) DIefinition of charitable beneficiary (sec. 643(d))
Section 103(g) of the House bill amended section 643 of existing

law })y adding a new subsection (d) defining "charitable beneficiary"
for 1)purl)oses of p1art' 1 of subchalter J. 'rhe term "charitable belle-
ficiary" is tlere defined to mean any beneficiary to or for the use of
which a contribution by an individual would be a "charitable contribu-
tion" under section 170(c) (without regard to the percentage limita-
tions described in section 170(b)). This proposed definition of
"cllaritable beneficiary," in combination with tle deduction for
amounts lpaid or permanently set aside for a "charitatl)le benleficiary"
allowable ultlder section (61()( 4)( as plrolosed to be amended by sec-
tion 106(a) of tlhe ITolse bill, created tlle possibility of an unintended
change in the, present law relating to permissible "charitable bene-
ficiaries" of trusts and estates. At the present time section 642(c)
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permits a deduction for amounts of gross income paid or permanently
s;et aside for "a purpose specified in section 170(c)." There is no re-
quirenent that the beneficiary be a beneficiary to or for the use of
which a contribution by an individual would be a charitable contribu-
tion under section 170(c). The restricted definition of "charitable
beneficiary" in the House bill would not, for example, adequately
cover a charitable trust which uses its income directly for charitable
purposes but does not funnel it through an organization.
To avoid the possibility of such an unintended change in present

law, your committee has deleted from the House bill the proposed defi-
nition of "charitable beneficiary" and has amended section 661(a) (4),
as proposed to be amended by section 106(a) of the House bill, to
delete the reference to a "charitable beneficiary (as defined in section
643(d))": and substituted instead a reference to a "purpose 'described
in section 170(c)." In addition, your committee has made a con-
forming amendment to section 651(a) (3), as proposed to be amended
by section 104 of the House bill so as to change the reference to "chari-
table beneficiaries" to "charitable purposes."
Section. 651. Dedluctio. for trusts distributing current income only

(sec. 10 of bill)
(1) Deductio (sec. 651 (a) )

Section 104 of your committee's bill amends section 651 (a) to con-
form it to proposed changes in the treatment of charitable contri-
butions.

(2) Limit( tion on. deduction (sec. 661 (b))
Section 651 (b) of present law limits the deduction allowable to a

trust under section 651 (a) to the lesser of the "income required to be
distributed currently" or the distributablee net income." For this
purpose, distributable net income is reduced by tax-exempt items not
included in gross income, but the statute does not specifically provide
tlhat "income required to be distributed currently" shall be reduced by
exempt items of income.

Section 104 of thle House bill amended section 651 (b) to make
it, clear that the comlputation of both distributablee net income" and
"income required to be distributed currently" must be reduced by all
items of income which are not included in the gross income of the
trust for purposes of determining the amount of the distribution de-
duction under section ;51. The House amendment also made it clear
that tlhe character of such items was to be determined by reference to
the rules in section 652 (b).
Your committee concurs in the objective of the House amendment

but it; has been pointed out to the committee that the limitation may
not apply where the amount of the taxable income and the amount of
the tax-exempt income of a trust are identical. In order to make clear
the results intended, your committee's amendment adopts the limita-
tion language used in section 661 (c).
Section 652. Ihcltsi(on of amv-ownts in gross income of beneficiaries

(sec. 105 of bill)
(1) Character of anwunts (sec. 652 (b) )

Section 105(a) of your committee's bill, like the H-ouse bill, is a
technical amendment to section 652(b) which is intended to be de-
clarat ory of existing law..,

15
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(2) Different taxable years (sec. 652(c))
Section 652(c) provides that if the taxable year of the beneficiary

is different from that of the trust, the amount of gross income taxable
to the beneficiary is based on the income of the trust for the year or
years of the trustnding within or with the beneficiary's taxable year.
The languageoTexisting law is not explicit where, for example,
because of the death of the beneficiary, there is no taxable year of the
trust ending with or within the beneficiary's last taxable year.

Section 105(b) of the House bill amended section 652(c) to make
clear the amount of income of a trust which is includible in the final
return of a beneficiary. It provided that there shall be included in
the final return of a beneficiary who dies during the taxable year of
the trust or estate, such beneficiary's share of income of the estate
or trust up to the time of his death, reduced by expenses properly
charged against such share of income, whether paid before or after
the date of death of the beneficiary.
Under the House bill "bunching" of income might result from the

application of both paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 652(c), as
proposed to be amended by the House bill, to a beneficiary in certain
cases, by requiring the inclusion in the final return of the beneficiary of
as nuchl as 23 months of income of the trust or estate. In order to
alleviatetiet tax effects of such "bunching" of income in one taxable
year of tlhe beneficiary, your committee has adopted an amendment
providing that if amounts are includible in the beneficiary's return by
reason of both slubllpaagraph (A) and subparagraph (1B) of plaragaph
(1) of section 652(c) (corresponding to pars. (1) and (2) of sec.
652(c) as proposed to be amendedl by the House bill), the tax attribu-
table to tle amount includible by reason of subparagraph (B) of
paragraph (1) shall not be greater than the aggregate of tle taxes at-
tribultable to such amount, had that amount been includible in tihe gross
income of such beneficiary ratably in the taxable year in which the
beneficiary's death or other termination of existence occurs, and the 2
preceding taxable years.
Your committee's amendment thus imposes a ceiling on the amount

of taxes attributable to tle amount includible by reason of subpara-graphl (B) of paragraph (1), where amounts are includible in the
gross income of the beneficiary by reason of both subparagraphs (A)
and (B) of paragraph (1).
Section 661. Dedluction for estates atund trusts accumlldati.ng income or

distributing corimts (sec. 106 of bill)
(1) Deduction, for estates andtrlsts (sec. 661 (a) )

Under your committee's bill, as under the Iouse bill, the deduction
for charitable contributions from gross income under section 642(c)
is denied (see discussion under sec. 102 (b) ), and in order to effectuate
the proposed treatment of charitable contributions, it. is necessary to
amend section 661 (a) to provide for tle allowance of tle deduction
to an estate or trust.

Section 106 (a) of the House bill amended section 661 (a) to allow
a deductions to an estate or trust, for any amounts paid or permanently
set asile for a charitablee beneficiary" (as defined in sec. 643 (d))
or to be used for certaill s)ecifie(d purposes. Trle-Hose bill permitted
a deduction for such amounlwtswlhther Isuich lmounts were from gross
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income or flom corpus. Tle aggregate deduction allowed under
the House bill for amounts distributed to all beneficiaries, charitable
and noncharitable, and amounts permanently set aside, or to be used
for charitable purposes was limited to the amount of distributable net
income of,the estate or trust. Further, the charitable deduction under
section (061 (a) (4) of the House bill could not exceed an amount equal
to the distributable net income of the estate or trust for the taxable
year, reduced by the amounts specified in paragraphs (1), (2), and
(3) of section 661 (a) (relating to amounts distributed to noncharita-
ble beneficiaries .

Your committee has amended section 661(a), as it appears in the
House bill, in a number of respects. Section 661(a) (3) is amended
to include therein all amounts prlol)el'y paid for one or more purposes
described in section 170(c). The latter amounts are described in sec-
tion 661(a) (3) (B) of your committee's bill. Section 661(a) (3) of
the HIouse bill becomes section 661 (a) (3) (A) of your committee's bill.
This change also conforms section 661 (a) (3) of your committee's bill
to section 662 (a) (3) of your committee's bill for the reasons set forth
in the discussion under section 662.
For the reasons set forth in the discussion relating to your commit-

tee's deletion of section 643(d) (adding a definition of "charitable
beneficiary"), as proposed to be added by the I-ouse bill, your con-
committee las deleted the reference to "charitable beneficiary" in sec-
tion 661(a) (4) of the House bill and substituted instead a reference
to "one or more of the purposes described in section 170(c)-."
In addition, your committee lias limited section 661(a) (4), as pro-

posed.by the House bill, to amounts permaneqtly set aside for one or
more of tlhe purposes described in section 170(c) or to be t.use ex-
clusively for religious, charitable, scientific, etc., purposes. Further,
under your committee's amendment to section 661 (I) (4), only
amounts of gross inlco)me for the, txacble yearwhich, purslluant to the
terms of tlie governing instrument, arle l)ermanently set aside or to
be used for the described purposes will qualify for the deduction u1n-
der section 661 (a) (4). This is in conirtast to section 661 (a) (4) as
proposed by the I-touse bill under which ally atllomult which, lpurslluant
to the terms of the governing instrument, would qualify under section
661 (a)(4) (provided the other conditions were met) whether the
amount was set aside out of gross income for the taxable year, gross
income of prior taxable years, or from corpus.
Other amendments made by section 1)06(a) of your committee's

bill conform the provisions of section 661 (a) to the changes made by
your committee's bill in the tier system in (iG(a).

(2) Character of amounts (sec. 66j (b))'
Tlie amendment made by section 106(b) of your committee's bill,

like the House bill, conforms section 661 (b) to the change in treat-
ment of charitable beneficiaries.
Section 662. Inclusion of amounts in grossincome of beneficiaries of

trusts accziumulating income or distributing corpus (sec. 107 of bill)
(1) In.clusion by the beneficiary (sec. 662 (a))

Under present law, in general, amounts distributed by an estate or
trust (whether current income, accumulated income, or corpus) are in-
cludible in the gross income of the recipients to the extent of distribut-
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able net income, 5Where there is more than one beneficiary receiving
distribution, it is necessary to determine the order of priority in which
distributions to beneficiaries shall be deemed to consist of income
distributed by the trust. This is accomplished by a mechan-
ical device known as the "tier system" and section 662 of present
law established a "two-tier" system for this purpose. In general, the
distributable net income of the trust or estate is deemed to be paid
first to those beneficiaries receiving income required to be distributed
currently (first tier), and then, as to any remaining distributable net
income, to all other beneficiaries (second tier). Thus, beneficiaries
receiving discretionary distributions of income are placed in the same
class or tier with those beneficiaries receiving distributions from
corpus for purposes of allocating trust or estate income. As a conse-
quence, if distributions to required income beneficiaries (tier one) do
not, use up the full amoun,. of distributable net income, a beneficiary
who can receive distributions only out of corpus is taxed on a pro rata
share of the distributable net income (along with a beneficiary receiv-
ing discretionary payments out of income) even if the distributable
net income was in fact only sufficient; to satisfy the distributions to
the income beneficiaries.

Since charitable distributions under l)resent law are allowed as a
deduction from gross income under section 642(c), such distributions
are excluded from the tier system established in section 662. Under
existing section 662(a) (1) (relating to first tier beneficiaries) distrib-
utalble not income is computed without regard to the charitable deduc-
tion, whereas under section 662(a) (2) (relating to second tierlene-
ficiaries) ldistributable net income retains tlhe definition set forth in
section 643(a), which takes the charitable deduction into account in
arriving at distributable net income. Hence, any distributable net
income remaining after an allocation is made to the first tier benefici-
aries is allocated to the charitable deduction before being allocated to
beneficiaries coining within the second tier. Thus, under present law
in the case of a trust which requires the current income to be paid to
charity, and an equal amount. of corpus to be paid to Y, Y is not taxed
on the amount he receives.
Under the House bill a three-tiersystem of allocation was adoptedunder which the distributable net income of an estate or trust. was

taxed to beneficiaries in the following order of priority:Fir, st tier.-Beneficiaries receiving mandatory or discretionary
distributions which could be paid only from current income:
Second tier.-lBeneficiaries entitled to receive discretionary

distril)ltions which may be paid out of either current income or

c(orpls (including accunmllated incoino of prior years) ; and
7'third tier.-Belemficiaries entitled to receive distributions only

oullt of corpus (inclll(ilng ac(llmlulatedl income of prior years).
'Tle IHouse lill provided a special rule with respect to the treatment

of charitable contributions an (lcharit abl)eeneficiaries. For reasons
of simplificntion and to preclude the possibility of tax a voi(dnllce,
chaltitable distribution: were Ilac:' l i 1eere' ivale!,t of :Ifo"il lier.
Tills was accomplished by section 107(a) of the House bill which
established an order of priority for allocating tle distributable net
income of tie trust or estate to beneficiaries, other than charitable
beneficiaries. The result was that noncharitable beneficiaries were
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required to include ill their income all amounts distributed, to the
extent of distributable net income of .te trust or estate, unreduced
by any distributions to charity. -- :s\'
Your committee Ilas made a nu1111l of mIlodifications ii section 662

as proposed to be alllended by the Iouse bill. In the House bill it
appeared that the identity of thle beneficiary Lather thanl the charc(l(er
or source of alparticular payment, as lbetw\eeI iiicomne and corpus, to
the beneficiary, may have been determlinativ of the applicable tier
for such payment. Instead of letting the character or source of the
payment determine the appropriate tier for tle payment, the language
of the House bill could be construed to shift to the identity of tle bene-
ficiary and made the identity of the beneficiary determinative of the
applicable tier. As a result, it; was difficult to apply the section, for
example, to a particular discretionary payment which could come only
from income where the same beneficiary was also the recipient of
another discret;ionlary pa.ylien t which came from corpus.
Your committee makes it clear that it- is the character or source

of payment as between income and corpus, rather than tlhe identity of
the beneficiary, that is determinative of tlhe applicable tier of the
particular payment. To accomplish thlis, your committee lhas changed
the words in section 661 (a.) (1), as prol)sed to be armelnded by the
House bill, reading "to a benleficiary 'to whom no(amount lmay be paid
or credited during the taxxable year except fro!n income, for tlie taxable
year" to read "to a beneficiary only out, of income for the taxable
year." To accomplish its objective in section 66(a() (2), it changed
tile words "to a beneficiary to whom amounts may be paid or credited
during tih taxablex year out of income for thle taxable year or out of
corpus includingg accumulated income of prior taxable years) " to read
"to a beneficiary either out of the income for the taxable year or
out of corpus (including accumulated income of prior taxable years)."
These changes make it clear that a beneficiary mly be in tier 1 with
respect to one payment, in tier 2 with respect to another payment, a1nd
in tier 3 with respect to a third payment.
In addition your committee has amended section 662(a.)(1), as

proposed to be amended by the Ilouse, bill, to make the term "paid or
credited" read "properly paid or credited" to conform to the termI in
section 662(a) (3) of such bill and to existing law . It also nade a
similar change in section 662(a.) (2), as proposed to be amended by
the House bill.
Tier 2 (sec. 661 (a) (2)) of the H-ousle bill was limited to discretion-

ary payments which could be made out of either income or corpus (in-
cluding accumulated income of prior years). Under your committee's
amendment, mandatory payments of the same character will also be
in tier 2. Under your coninittee's amendment, tier 2 will embrace
any amount (other tiha amounts paid, set aside for or to be used
for charitable purposes) properly paid( or credited( (whether the
amounts paid or credited were paid or credited pursuant,; to a mIan-
datory requirement to do so, or to tle exercise of a discretion in
the fiduciary to do so) or required to be distributed to a, beneficiary
in the exercise of a discretion by the fiduciary to pay, credit or
distribute such amount to a beneficiary either out of income for the
taxable year or out of corpus (including accumulated income of prior
taxable years). ITence, under your committee's bill, tier 2 will in-
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clude a payment of anamount which is required to be made by a
fiduciary to a beneficiary, where the source of t;he paynlent may be,
in the discretion of the fiduciary, either income or corpus (including
accumulated income of prior taxable years) of the trust.
Under the House bill, nonclharitable beneficiaries were required to

include in their income all amounts distributed to tile extent of the
distributable net ilcoine of the trust or estate, unreduced by any
distribution to charity. Under the House bill, where a trust instru-
ment provided that all of its income was to be currently distributed to
a charity, and ali equal amount of corpus was to be )aid to an indi-
vidual )eneficiary, the individual beneficiary would be taxed on the
entire distribution to him up to the extent of the distributable net
incomlle. Your committee believes that' payments actually and prop-
erlymade (whether from income or corpus, including accumulated
income of prior years) for one or more of the purposes described in
section 170(c), as distinguished from those amounts permanently set
aside for such purposes or to be utsed for charitable, etc., purposes,
should fall in tier 3 secss. 661(a)(3) and 662(a)(3)) along with
all other amounts properly paid or credited or required to be dis-
tributed to a noncharitable beneficiary dluringi the taxable year. In the
examl)le given above, under the IHouse bill the individual beneficiary
would be taxed on the entire distribution to lim iup to the extent of
the distributable net income of the trust. Unde ryour committee's
amendment, tihe individual beneficiary in that example would be taxed
on only one-half of tlhe distributable net income since tle individual
beneficiary received only half of the total amounts distributed and
described in tier 3 (and no otller distributions were mlade to anyone
other than that of an equal amount made to charity). Tle other
one-half of the amount distributed and described in tier 3 wans paid
for one or more of the purposes described in section 170((c).
Where a grantor establishes a short-term charitable trust meeting

the requirements of section 674(b)), the separate slarle rule as applied
to successive interests regulationss sec. 1.663 (c)-3 (e)) prevents the
income of the trust for the year of termination from being taxed
to tle grantolr under tle tier system. And when the corpus reverts
to the grantor after the termination of sluch a trust, the grantor is
not taxed on tlle corpus at the time of such reversion.

(2) Character of amvounts (sec. 66(7(b) )
Section 107(b) of the House bill and your committee's bill amends

section 662(b) to conform the character rules with the anmenldmenlts
changing the treatment of distributions to charitable beneficiaries.

(3) Different taxable years (sec. 66?(c) )
Section 107(c) of the House bill amended section 662(c) to make

clear tle amount of income of an estate or complex trust whlicli is
includille in the final return of a beneficiary. In order to alleviate
tlhe tax effects of sluch "ll)uching" of as nm(' as 23 months of income,
that may occllr ill certain cases under the House bill, your committee
has adopted an amendment to section 662(c) substantially the same
as your committee's amendment to section 652 (c). See the discussion
of the latter amendment in connection with section 105(b) of tle bill.
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Section 663. Special rules'applicable to sections 651, 652, 661, and 662
(sec. 108 of bill)

(1) Exclusions (sec. 66b(a))
(i) Gifts, bequests, etc., of spec-ficsums of money or of specific prop-

erty.-Under section 663 (a)(1) bf present law gifts or bequests of a
specific sum of money (other than those which can be paid only out,
of income) or of specific property which, under the terms of the
governing instrument, are paid all at once or in not more than three
installments (regardless of when paid) are excluded from amounts
falling within sections 661 (a) or 662 (a). Thus, the estate or trust does
not get a deduction under section 661 (a) for payment of such specific
gifts or bequests of corpus, and the distribution is not taxable to the
recipient under section 662(a).

Section 108(a)(1) of the House bill amended section 663(a)(1) to
eliminate inter vivos trusts froIn tile provisions ol section 663(a)(1),
except for those whiclh, immediately before the grantor's deatll, were
revocable by tlhe grantor acting alone. Your committee's lamlenld-
Iment eliminates all inter vivos trusts and makes thle provisions of
section 663(a)(1) applicable only to estates and testanleltary trusts.
Your committee believes that the exclusions provided by section
663(a)(1) of present law are extremely broad and are subject to pos-
sible abuse and believes that the scope of these exclusions should be
narrowed. Although the House bill narrows the scope of the pro-
visions, the bill as amended by your committee would further limit
the scope of the exclusions by making the provisions of section
663(a)(1) applicable only to estates and testamentary trusts. The
bill retains the exclusion for lump-sunm gifts or bequests which are
paid all at, once, but expands the concept to permit payment in any
one taxable) year.
The bill. also amends the "three installment rule" of present law to

permit, in general, an exclusion for gifts and bequests in any number
of installments, provided they are paid before tile close of the 36th
calendar month which begins after the date of death of tie decedent.
This latter exclusion is not applicable if a gift or bequest is required,
under the terms of tile governing instrument, to be paid 1or distributed
in installments in whole or in part after tlte close of such 36-month
period.

(ii) Other gifts, bequests, etc.---It las come to the attention of your
committee that thle present exclusionary provision in section 663(a)
often results in inelquities, particularly with respect to corpus dis-
tributions by estates. For example, distributions of corpus to
residuary legatees, payments solely out of corpus to will contestants,
and payments out of corpus to widows pursuant to local law may not
be excluded by present law. As a result, distributions to beneficiaries
from the residue of an estate sometimes result in a beneficiary being
taxed with a disproportionate sllare of income.

Section 108(a)(1) of the Iouse bill and your committc's bill adds
a new paragraph (2) to section 663(a) whiichl, in conjunction with
the amendment to section 663(c) (relating to tlhe separate share rule),
is designed to remove such inequities arising under present law. The
amendment t adopts a "distributions in killnd" approach to permit ex-
clusions for distributions froman estate of 'real property or tangible
personal property ownelye tile d(eced(let at tlie d(lte. o f his (leatll,
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which are properly paid in satisfaction of a bequest, share, award, or
allowance from the corpus of a decedent's estate before the close of
the 36th calendar month which begins after the date of death of the
decedent.

Paragraphl (2) of section 108(a) of the House bill has been amended
by your committee to expand the exclusions for distributions from
the corpus of an estate so as to include distributions of "closely held
stock," as well as real property or tangible personal property, owned
by tlhe decedent at the (ate of his death. Under the amendment
"closely held stock" is defined as stock in a corporation, carrying on
a trade or business, if (i) 20 percent or more of the voting stock of
the corI)oration is included in determining the gross estate or (ii) such
corporation had 10 or less shareholders. In addition, the value (for
Federal estate tax purposes) of such stock must exceed either 35 per-
cent of the value of the gross estate of the decedet(l or 50 percent of
the taxable estate. For purposes of this second requirement, stock
of two or more corporations, with respect to each of vwhicll there is
included in (letermllning the value of decedent's gross estate more than
75 percent in value of the olltstandilng stock, shall be treated as stock
of a single corporation. For the latter purpose, stock wNlhich, at the
dlecd(ent's leanth, represents the surviving spoluse's interest in prop-
erty held by the decedelnt andl the surviving spots as comnlllunity
property is treated as having been included in d(etterl'ilin thle value
of tlhe gross estate.
Your comm-ittee has also amended section 663(a) by renlllllbering

paragraph (3) of the House bill as paragraph (5) and1y)adding a new
paragraph (3) to make it clear that any amount which is properly
paid during a period of 36 inonths from the corI)us of a decadent's
estate in full or partial satisfaction of a statutory award or allowance
for thle support of the surviving spouse or dependents, for a limited
period during tle administration of the estate, is to be excluded from
the operation of the tier system.
Your committee has also added a new paragraph (4) to sec. 163(a)

which broadens the operation of the exclusionary provisions with
respect to distributions by certain small estates. There was no com-

parable provision ill thleHouse bill. Under the amendment, if the
value of the gross estate is $100,000 or less, any amount which is
properly distributed( from the corpus of the decedent's estate within
36 months after tile (late of death will inot be taxable to the beneficiary
by reason of section 662, indl, of course, will not le deductible by the
estate under section6t61. For this purpose tlhe "gross estate" is de-
fined tomri an the gross estate for Fede(ral estate tax purposes, except
that thier is not to )be inicl(del il such computation tile value of any
property which is incluldible only )by reason of section 2035 (relating
to transactions in conlteniplation of (leath), section 2036 (relating to
transfers with retained life estate), sect ion 2037 relatingg to transfers
taking efFect at deathl, section 2038 (relating to revocable transfers),
section 20:39 relatingg to annuities), section 2040 (relating to joint
interests), section 2041 (relating to powerss of appointmentlt), or section
2042(2) (relating to proceeds ,of life insurance receivable by other
beneficiaries). For purposes of this provision a payment shall be
deemed to have beenmade from corpus to the extent it is properly
charged against corpus and designated as a distribution o,f corpus
on the books and records of the estate by the fiduciary.
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(iii) Denial of double (deduction.--Section 108(a) of the House bill
also anlends section 66(3(a)(3) (redisignated as par. (5) under your
committee's bill) to broaden its application so as to lprevewit d(cduc-
tion under section 661 for an amount distributed to a charital)le
beneficiary in a future year, for which a deduction was allowed ull(ler
section 642(c) in a prior year as an amount permanently set aside for
a charitable beneficiary.

(2) Separate share rule (sec. 663(c))
Section 663(c) of present law provides that in the case of trusts

having more than one beneficiary, if such beneficiaries have "sub-
stantially separate and independent shares," such shares shall be
treated as separate trusts for the purpose of determining the amount
of distributable net income taxable to the respective beneficiaries
under sections 661 tand 662. Since the rule does not apply to estates,
distributions to residuary legatees who are only entitled to receive
corpus may be taxed as distributions of income.

Section 108(b) (1) of the House bill and your committee's bill amends
section 663(c) to extelld the application of the separate share rule to
estates and simple trusts. Your committee believes that this will
eliminate many of the inequities under present law whereby benefi-
ciaries receiving distributions from estates are sometimes subjected to
taxation on amounts in excess of the share of estate income to which
they are entitled.

(3) Required distribution to another trust (sec. 663(d))
Your conllittee's bill, like the House bill, amends section 663 by

adding a new subsection (d) to provide for allocation of items of in-
c()one and deduction where a newtlust is created out of tle assets of
an existing trust or trusts ill order, for example, to provide for after-
born children. Tis amenldllent is colpleme(lnltar to the allenl-
mrents to section 665(b))(6) iand (e), contained in section 110(c) of the
bill.
Section 664/. Power in person' other than grantor to vest corpus or income

in, himself (sec. 109 of bill)
Section 678 provides that a person other than the grantor shall be

treated as the owner of any portion of a trust over which he has a
.power exercisable solely by himself to vest corpus or income in him-
self. In certain situations where a person other than the grantor has
a power to withdraw a limited amount of corpus each year and no
withdrawal is made, present law is not clear as to the tax consequences.
Likewise, there is doubt under present law as to the extent to which
a person with such a power is taxable on capital gains realized by the
trust, and what the tax consequences are where a trust provides that
a person other than the grantor may withdraw the income of the
previous year 1 day after the end of the taxable year.
Your committee believes that a holder of such powers should be

treated generally as a beneficiary under tlie tier system, rather than
as an owner under subpart E. Section 109 of your conlinittee's b1ill,
like the House bill, repeals present section 678 and adds a lnew section
664 to provide for such treatment.

Under section 664(a) of the House bill, if a person, other than the
grantor, has a power exercisable solely by himself to vest an amount of
corpus or income in himself the amount of income or corpus subject to
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thle power (including the amount of income attributable to the corpus)
is considered a distribution under section 651 or 661 (regardless of
whether or not the power is exercised) and may be taxable to the
holder of the power. Under the bill, as amended by your committee,
the provisions of section 664 will apply if a person otherthan the
grantor has a power exercisable by himself alone or by himself and one
or more related or subordinate parties to vest an amount of corpus or
income in himself. For example, if a grantor establishes a trust for
the benefit of his grandchild and gives his sonIa power to vest tlhe
corpus or incoine in himself, but only with thle approval of the son's
wife, the fact that the power is exercisable only with the approval of
the wife will not prevent the provisions of section 664 from applying
providedd that the wife's approval would not adversely affect a sub-
stantial beneficial interest which she Imay have in the trust). This
section does not apply if the power is disclaimed or renounced within
a reasonable time after the holder learns of its existence. However,
if dominion and control is retained, le may be subject to subpart E
even though the power has beenpartially released or modified.
Section 665. Definitions relating to treatment of excess distributions by

trusts (sec. 110 of bill)
(1) Definitions applicable to subpart D (the throwback rules) (sec.

665)
The throwback rules secss. 665-668), in general, provide that in

any year in which a trust distributes amounts in excess of its dis-
tributable net income for the current year, such excess is "thrown
back" and treated as having been distributed in the most recent of the
last 5 preceding years, and is taxed to the beneficiaries to the extent
that distributable net income for any of the 5 prior years was accumu-
lated. The amounts which would have been includible in gross
income by the beneficiary in the back years if actual distributions had
been made are includible in the income of the beneficiary for the cur-
rent taxable year, but the tax thereon may not exceed the aggregate of
the taxes that would have been payable if the distributions had been
made in tlhe prior years.- A refund is (leniled the trust alnd a 'credit is
allowed the beneficiary for thle amount of taxes paid by tlhe trust for
the prior years.

Section 110(a) of tlhe bill conforms section 665(a) to the proposed
changes in the tier system and in the treatment of charitable con-
tributions.

Section 665(b) makes the throwback provisions inapplicable unless
the accumulation distribution of the current year exceeds $2,000.
Moreover, the definition of "accumulation distribution" excludes
from the operation of tile throwback rules the following amounts:

(1) Amounts properly paid or credited to a beneficiary to meet
his emergency needs;

(2) Amounts paid or credited as income accumulated for a
minor;

(3) Amounts required by the terms of a trust, created before
January 2, 1954, to be paid to a beneficiary upon attaining a speci-
fied age or ages, provided there are not more than four such dis-
tributions and at least 4 years separate each distribution;

(4) Amounts paid as a final distribution of a trust if tlhe last
transfer to the trust was made more than 9 years before.
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Section 110(b) of the bill makes tle exception in section 665(b)(3)
applicable were, under the terms of the trust instrument, l, distribu-
tion to t beneficiary is payable upon a specified (late or dates as well
as upon such beneficiary's attaining a specified age or ages, provided
the other conditions prescribed in the exception are met.

''The purpose of the 9-year exception in section 665(b)(4) was to
exclude final distributions of a trust from the throwback rules without,
however, at the same time encouraging the creation of trusts for the
purpose of accumulating income and making final distributions within
unreasonably short periods. Interpreted literally, a final distribution
in 1958 of accumulated income from $100,000 of corpus originally
transferred to a trust 25 years ago would subject the entire distribu-
tion to the throwback rules if $100 had been added to the trust in
1956. Tilus, ta small gift from the grantor or any other person might
cause the throwback rules to apply.
Your committee believes that this inequity can be corrected without

undermining the basic objective of the present exception. Accord-
ingly, section 110(b) of your committee's bill also amends section
665(b)(4) so that the throwback rule will apply only to the extent the
final distribution is attributable to property transferred to the trust
within the 9 years preceding such distribution, including the income
attributable to such property.

Section 110(a) of tlie House bill conformed section 665(a) to the
proposed changes in the tier system and in the treatment of charitable
contributions. Your committee's bill modifies section 110(a) of the
House bill. Under the House bill, charitable deductions specified in
section 661 (a)(4) (after reduction by any amount disallowed under
section 681) reduced the amount of undistributed net income for pur-
poses of the tllrowback rules of section 665. As indicated in the dis-
(lcussion ull(ler section 661, as proposed to be amenllde(l by section 106 of
the bill, your collmmlittee's bill allows.,aniounts paid for one or lmore of
the purposes specified in section 170(c) as a reductionn under section
661 (a)(3) ()rather than under section 661 (a) (4)) and has llodified sec-
tion 661 (a) (4) in alnumber of respects. As indicated in that discus-
sionl, y01our committee's bill limits tle reductionn under section
661 (a)(4), as propose(l by the House bill, to amounts of gross income
for the taxable year which arepermanently set aside for one or more of
tile puIposes describedd in section 170(c) or to be used exclusively for
religious, cllwritable, scientific, etc., purposes.
Your committee does not believe that it is appropriate to reduce

undistribute(d lnet inlcomel for purposes of the throwback rules of
section 665 lby tlie amllounlts described in section 6(61 (a)(4), as l)rOlosCed
to 1be anillde(d by your co(olnlmittee's bill. Altllough such amounts of
gross incolnme for tlle taxable year may constitute deductions, subject
to tlhe limitations of section 661, in determining taxable income of ia
trust or estate for such Vye(, such amounrts Will nevertheless not 1)e
allowed t.o reduc(le unllistributeed( net itncolIte of that year forl)oropposes of
t.He thilowback rules of section 665. Your conlmiitt(ee believes thatlt
such an allendll ent is necessary to carry out tlhe ol)jective il placing
suchlamloulnts ill effect in a fourth tier of section 662 (via thle exclusion
of siuch( nnaounts from the first three tielrs of section 662) to lprvellt
such amounts from reduc('ing tile amount of tle (list.ril)ultable riet
i(icomle taxable to beneficiaries of lamounlts speci)fie(l ill anyl of tile
p)reced(lig tlhr(e tiers of section 662(a). Without. such anamtlll (lln(nllt
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to section 665 by your coliniittee's bill, the described policy of sec-
tion 662 coul(l be lthwatedt by currently reducing or elilninatitig un-
distributed net in(cone l)y the amounts permanently set aside or to be
used for charitable purposes an(d merely delaying to a later year the
distribution of amounts to noncharitable beneficiaries.

Section 110(b) of the House bill also added two new exceptions
(pars. (5) and (6)) to the throwback rules in section 665(b)). Para-
graph.(5) of sectioll 665(b), as proposed to be amended by the House
bill, excepts front the operation of the throwback rules certain amounts
paid as a final distribution of a trust upon a beneficiary attaining a

specified age if such trust' was created by will or was revoicble by the
grantor immediately before his death. Your committee believes that
such an exception would further underminne the objective of the
throwback rules anid has deleted it from the bill.

Paragraph (6) of section 665(b), as added by the House bill which
has been renumbered as paragraph (5) by your committee's bill,
excludes from the throwback rules certain amounts required to be
pai( or distributed to another trust. It is designed to avoid appli-
cation of the throwback rules where a grantor provides for the creation
of additional trusts out of the assets of an existing trust in order, for
example, to make provision for afterborn children.
Your committee has a(l(ed in subsection (c) of section 110 of its

bill the amendment to section 665(c) (relating to taxes imposed on
the trust) that would have been made by section 113(b)(1) of the
House bill (relating to multiple trusts). Your committee, however,
has deleted from the amendment to section 665(c) proposed in section
113(b) (l) of the House bill the reference to multiple trust distributions
since your committee's bill delettes the multiple trust provisions of
-section 113 of the House bill. (See discussion under sec. 101 of your
committee's bill.)

Sect ion 110(c) of the H:ouse bill adds al new subsection (e) to section
665 to provide rules for determining the portion of the distributing
trust's lundistributed nelt income (under sec. 665(a)) tand the taxes
imlposel on t the rust. (under sec. 665(c)) which are to be attributed
to the receiving trust under new section 665(b)(6), as proposed to be
amended bv thlelH-ouse bill. Your committee's bill retains this amend-
ment in section 110(d) of its bill.

(2) Foreigni truLst
Your committee llas added a. lew sentence atl tlie eind of section

665(b) andI(ew subsections (f) and (g) to section 665 in order to pre-
vent the avoitdanlce of U.S. tax with respect to distributions received
by U.S. citizensatnd residents from foreign trusts. There was no

comparable provision ill thie House bill.
Tlie probleln arises from tlhe establishment of trusts by a U.S.

grantor or settlor in a foreign country to accumulate the income and,
onl termination, to d(istri)ute tie corpus an(l accumulated( income to
a U.S. b)enefic(iar. The income derived )by tle trust (including divi-
(denlds and capital gains derived front investments in other foreign
countries) can be accumulated free of any U.S. tax. Because of
the excep)tions to thethrowback rules provided )by section 665(b))
(e.g., accumulation duringg minority or tlie 9-year rule), whentlhe trust
terminates and. distributes thle corpustlaaccumulated income to a
TU.S. citizen or resident, such distributionnmaIy entirely escapeUI.S. tax.
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II1 order to discourage tlhe creation of such foreign trusts for tlhe
)plrplose of uvoi(lillg U.S. tax, youll' committee haIs aedlll((ed sec(tionl
)665(b) to deal with this prol>)lim. Under new subsection (t) a foreign
trust is definedlias oie created by a citi.izlen re1sidlnlt of tile UlJited
States whichis subject to tax ull(ler chapter 1 onlly pursuant. to tlhe
provisions of section 871, or would, if it llad ilnco)lme from sources
within the United States, be subjectto tax undersuch provisions.
Under theIetllndment the $2,000 limitation specified ill section

665(b) and tlhe exceptions to the throwl)ack rule specified in para-
graphs (1) through (5) thereof are made inap)plicable to distributions
by foreign trusts to U.S. citizens or residents to thle extent such
distributions are deemed to consist of income from foreign sources or
net capital gains from the sale or exchange of capital assets which are
not subject to U.S. tax under section 871. Capital gains of a trust
which is a nonresident alien described in section 871(c) and which are
subject to tax under chapter 1 will not, of course, be regarded as gains
from the sale or exchange of capital assets whichvwere not subject to
tax under section 871." Tlie term "not subject to tax under section
871" also, of course, does not include capital gains which were subject
to the provisions of section 871 but were not taxable bly reason of
deductions or exemptions. Such capital gains are to be regarded as
"subject to tax under section 871" even though no tax was in fact
payable. Hence, the amounts distributed in excess of the distrib-
utable net income of the current year would be considered an accumu-
lation distribution subject to the operations of the 5-year throwback
rule in the hands of the beneficiary, and the distributionss would be
taxed to the extent income was accumulated by tlhe trust in the
preceding 5 years prior to the (listribution. Tro tle extent that
listributlons consist of ordinary income from sources within tlhe
United States, the existing provisions of section 665(b) (including the
limitation and exceptions) would continue to apply.

Thle new subsection (g) provides that neIt capital gains which are
not subject to U.S. tax under section 871 will be included ill distrib-
utable net income, without regard to section 643(a)(3), for purposes
of computing the undistributed net income under section 665(a).

In other respects, the rules of existing law will continue to apply
to distributions of foreign trusts. For example, tile credit for taxes
paid by the trust will be available to the beneficiary under section
668(b), an(l tile benelficiary will be entitled to a foreign tax credit for
his share of tlhe foreign income taxes paid bIy thle trust.

Section 666. Accumulation distribution allocated to 5 preceding years
(sec. 11 1 of bil)

Section 111 of your committee's bill makes a technical conforming
amendment to section 666 to reflect the proposed changes in the tier
system. Section 13(1))(2) of tlie House bill made certain aImendments
to section 666 wlich also appear in section 111 of your committee's
)ill. This ametldlment strikes out the last sentence of subsections
(a), (b), and (c) of section 666 and adds a subsection (d) to section
666 containing the same substantive rules.
Section 667. Denial of refund to trust (sec. 112 of bill)

Section 113(b)(3) of the House bill amended section 667 to conform
the revision of section 668(b) made by section 113 of your committee's
bill.
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Section 668. treatment of amoulzts deemed distributed( in preceding
years (sec. 113 of bill)

Section 112 of the H-ouse bill has l)een renhumbere(l as section 113 of
your (coomittee's bill. It revises section 668(a) in order to conform
this section witll tile proposed changes in the tier system. In alddi-
tion, the anend(lment Imade by section 113(b)(4) of the HIouse bill,
amending section 668(b) to provide that the beneficiafry will receive
a credit against his tax in an amount equal to the taxes deemed dis-
tributed to him under section 668 (b) or (c), is made by section 113(b)
of your committee's bill.
Section 671. Trust income deductions and credits attributable to grantors

as substantial owners (sec. 114 of bill)
Sections 671-677 of present law (commonly referred to as the Clif-

ford trust rules) not only treat grantors as the owners of all or a part
of the trust property where they retain substantial dominion and con-
trol over thle property transferred to a trust, but also tax them on the
income therefrom. Section 678 taxes persons other than the grantor
as the owner of any portion of the trust property over which they have
a power exercisable solely by themselves to vest corpus or income in
themselves.

Section 671 states the general rule that where the grantor or-another
person is regarded as the owner of any portion of a trust there shall
be included in computing the taxable income and credits of the
grantor, or such other person, those items of income, deductions and
credits against tax of the trust which are attributable to that portion
of the trust, as if the person deemed to be the owner of such portion
of the- trust were an individual.

Section 114 of your comnnittee's bill deletes the references to "other
persons" in section 67"1 in or(ler to conform the section with the
tamren(dment in section 109 of the bill which removes section 678 from
this subpart. The amendment also strikes from section 671 the words
"an individual" and substitutes in lieu thereof "the grantor" in order
to eliminatealny doubt as to tlhe proper computation of the tax where
a corporation, for example, is the grantor of a trust. This is intended
to be declaratory of existing law.
Sectioi 674. Power to control beneficial enjoyment (sec. 115 of bill)

SectioTn 674(a) establishes tile general rule that the grantor shall be
treated as the owner of any portion of a trust in respect of which the
beneficial enjoyment 6f the corpus or the income therefrom is subject
to a power of disposition exercisable by the grantor or a nonadverse
party, or both, without tlic approval or consent of an adverse party.

(1) Power exercisable by will or by deed (sec. 67/4(b)(3))
IUnder section 674(b)(3) a power in any person exercisable only by

will, to control beneficial enjoyment of the'income which is exercisable
only by will, is, generally speaking, excepted from tlle operation of
section 674(a).

Section 115 of your committee's bill extends the exception in section
674(b)(3) to a pow'(er to appoint byl deed, as-well as a power to appoint
by will, where the exercise of the power to appoint )by deed cannot
confer beneficial enjoyment of the trust property-oi anyone until after
the ldeatll of tlie holder of the power,.

'The last. sentence of t lllamllee(ld )paragrap)h (3) of section 674(1b)
makes it clear tlhat such par)agrLapl does not apply to a power which
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does not exclude the grantor and his estate as possible appointees; the
House bill referred in this connection only to a power exercisable by
deed.

(2) Power to distribute corpus (sec. 674(b)(5))
Section 674(b)(5) excepts from the general rule of section 674(a) a

power to distribute corpus to a class of beneficiaries under certain
prescribed conditions.
The last sentence of section 674(b)(5) provides that such a power

will not be excepted from the general rule, if any person has a "power
to add to the beneficiary or beneficiaries or to a class of beneficiaries
designated to receive the income or corpus, unless such action is to
provide for afterborn or afteradopted children." This latter pros ision
is known as the "exception to the exception," and where applicable,
renders inoperative the exception to the general rule pro ided in
paragraph (b)(5). This identical clause also appears in sections
674(b)(6), 674(b)(7), 674(c), and 674(d), and where applicable de-
stroys the exceptions provided in those paragraphs and subsections.

Section 115(b) of the House bill amends the last sentence of section
674(b)(5) relating to the exception to the exception to:

(a) make it clear that it does not apply where the person
having the power to add to the beneficiaries is an adverse party
as defined under section 672(a);

(b) make it clear that it does not apply to a power which
qualifies under proposed section 674(b)(3);

(c) make the clause inapplicable where a power to add bene-
ficiaries provides for adding an "after-acquired spouse," as well
as "afterborn or afteradopted children"; and

(d) substitute the word "change" for the word "add" in the
statutory language.

The bill as amended by your committee modifies the House bill so
as to eliminate the two changes made by the House described in
clauses (a) and (b) in the preceding paragraph. In other words,
your committee las eliminated so much of the amendments made by
the House bill to the "exception to tile exception" clauses as would
make such clause inapplicable to powers lield by an adverse party
and'I t powers qualifying under section 674(b)(3). Your committee
believes that the House amendments are unnecessary.

(S) Power to withhold income temporarily (sec. 674(b)(6))
Section 674(b))(6) provides another exception to tle general rule of

section 674(a) with respect to a power in the trustee to withhold in-
come from a current income beneficiary if ultimately the accumulated
income must go to such beneficiary, his estate, or his appointee oi
alternate takers in default of appointment, provided that-

such beneficiary possesses a power of appointment which does
not exclude from the class of possible appointees any person
other than the beneficiary, his estate, his creditors, or the
creditors of his estate, * * *.

It has been pointed out ti:at if the grantor were excluded from this
group of possible appointees the exception would not be operative
and the grantor, who could not take, would be taxable.

Section 115(c) of the House bill amended section 674(b)(6) for the
stated purpose of clarifying the language and closing what it regarded

)50;707- -;0( ---3
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as a possible loophole in present law by requiring that the grantor
and his estate be excluded from the class of possible appointees.
Under the House bill, this amcenldnelnt would become eiffctive 1
year after date of enactment of the bill in order to give the donee of
the power time to exclude the grantor and his estate as possible
appointees. Section 115(c) of the House bill also amended the last
sentence in section 674(b)(6), relating to the "exception to the
exception" clause as discussed in the amendment to section 674(b)(5).
Your committee has amended the bill so as to modify the amend-

ment which the House bill made with respect to exclusion of the
grantor and his estate as possible appointees. Although your com-
mittee agrees that the grantor and his estate should not be required
to be included as possible appointees in order for a power to qualify
under section 674(b)(6), it believes that this problem can be met by
simply eliminating the requirement that the grantor and his estate
be included as possible appointees and believes that it is not necessary,
and may only raise still further technical problems, to require that
the grantor and his estate be excluded as possible appointees. Your
committee believes that the question of whether the fact that the
grantor or his estate are possible appointees under a power described
in section 674(b)(6) should cause the grantor to be treated as owner
of the trust should be resolved under provisions of subpart E other
than section 674.

Section 1.674(b)-1(6) of existing regulations provides that where a
power described in section 1.674(b)-1(6)(a) exists which meets the
requirements of section 674(b)(6), the existence of the power will not
subject the grantor to tax under section 677. Under the change
effected- by your committee's bill itjwill be possible to exclude the
grantor and his estate as objects of a power qualifying under section
674(b)(6). This will eliminate the problem which would arise under
existing law with respect to section 677, and, therefore, the regulatory
provision will no longer be necessary.

YouJ. committee's bill also revises the amendments made to the
"exception to the exception" clauses as discussed in connection with
the amendment to section 674(b)(5).
Your committ ee's bill also revises the effective (late provisions

contained in section 115(c)(2) of the House bill. Although section
115(c)(2) of the House bill was intended to prescribe a special effective
date of 1 year after the date of enactment only with respect to so
much of the amendments made by section 115(c)(l) as amended the
requirement that the grantor andl his estate be included as possible
appointees, the effective d(late provisions inadvertently apply to all
amendments made by section 115(c)(1) of the bill. Your committee
has allendled section 115(c)(2) so as to limit the special effective date
provision to so much of the amendments made by section 115(c)(1)
as would eliminate the requirement that the grantor and his estate
be included as possible appointees.

(4) Power to withhold income during disability of a beneficiary
(sec. 674(b) (7))

Section 115(d) of the House bill amended the last sentence in section
674(b)(7) relating to the "exception to the exception" clause. Your
committee's bill revises this amendment as discussed in the amend-
ment to section 674(b)(5).
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(5) Exception for certain powers of independent trustees (sec.
67 (c))

Section 674(c) excepts from tho general rule stated in section 674(a)
a power exercisable solely by a trustee or trustees other than the
grantor, no more than half of whom are related or parties subservient
to the grantor, to (1) distribute, apportion, or accumulate income to
or for a beneficiary or class of beneficiaries, or (2) to pay out corpus
to a beneficiary or a class of beneficiaries.
Under present law if the described powers are vested in three

trustees, only one of whom is independent, even though unanimous
consent is-essential to the exercise of the power tlhe exception would be
inoperative and the giantor would be treated as the owner of the
trust income.

Section 115(e) of the H-ouse bill and your committee's bill amends
section 674(c) to extend the exception to a situation where the de-
scribed powers are vested in cotrustees and one is indepcncdit. For
example, where the described powers are vested in three trustees, one
of whom is an independent trustee, if the unanimous consent of all
trustees is essential to tle exercise of tihel power, it will qualify under
section 674(c). Section 115(e) of the House bill also amended the
last sentence in section 674(c) relating to the "exception to the excep-
tion" clause. Your committee's bill revises the amendment as dis-
cussed in the amendment to section 674(b)(5).

(6) Powver to allocate income if limited by a standard (sec.
674(d))

Section 674(d) excepts from the operation of the general rile in
section 674(a) a power, exercisable by a trustee or trustees, "none of
whom is the grantor" or his spouse, to accumulate or distribute income
to a beneficiary or class of beneficiaries, if limited by a standard, even
though the power is exercisable by related or subservient trustees.

Section 115(f) of your committee's bill amends section 674(d) by
striking the words "none of whom is the grantor" and substituting
the words "other than the grantor" in order to conform the language
in section 674(d) to the changes in section 674(c). Section 115(f) of
the House bill also amends the last sentence in section 674(d) relating
to the exceptionn to tlie exception" clause. Your comlnlittee's bill
revises the amlendcent as discussed in the anen(dment to section
674(b) (5).
Section 675. Administrative powers (sec. 116 of bill)

Section 116 of your committee's bill contains a technical amendment
to section 675 wlIich adds the words "acting alone" in the parenthetical
clause. It is intended to make clear that trust income will not be
taxable to the grantor where the trust instrument contains a general
lending power to make loans without regard to interest or securityin situations where the grantor is only one of several trustees.
Section 677. Income for benefit of grantor (sec. 117 of bill)

(1) Obligation of support (sec. 677(b))
Section 117(a) of the bill is a conforming amendment to section

677(b) which deletes the references to paragraph (2) of section 661 (a)
and substitutes references to paragraph (3) of section 661(a).
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(2) Existence of discretion as to income (sec. 677(c))
Under section 677(a) the grantor is treated as the owner of any

portion of a trust whose income "in the discretion of the grantor or
nonadverse party" may be distributed or accumulated for the benefit
of the grantor or used to pay premiums upon policies of insurance on
his life. Present law is not clear as to the extent to which it applies
to a trust in which the trustee has discretion to distribute or accumu-
late income, but the grantor reserves a power to withdraw a limited
amount of corpus in each year.

Section 117(b) of the House bill and your committee's bill adds a
new subsection (c) to section 677 which provides that discretion (re-
ferred to in sec. 677 (a)) exists to distribute income to the grantor or to
apply income for the support of a beneficiary whom he is legally obli-
gated to support or to apply income to the payment of premiums on
policies of life insurance, even though the terms of the trust specify
that the discretion relates only to corpus, to the extent that the in-
come of the trust is not required to be distributed currently. Thus,
where a grantor reserves a power to withdraw corpus, but gives the
trustee discretion to distribute or accumulate the income for the bene-
fit of another, the amendment makes it clear that the grantor will be
taxed on the full amount of the trust income to the extent it was not
required to be distributed currently.
Section 681. Limitation 'on charitable deduction (sec. 118 of bill)
The amendments to section 681 (a), (b), and (c) are largely con-

forming amendments to implement the proposed change in the treat-
ment of charitable contributions. The amendments correct technical
defects in section 681 (b) and (c) with respect to the 30 percent limita-
tion where the beneficiary is a church, educational organization, or a
hospital.
Section 119 of bill. informingg and technical amendments

Section 119 of your committee's bill amends various provisions of
the code to conform them to the bill. It also amends section 6501 to
provide a 6-year statute of limitations with respect to certain trusts
taxable under section 641(c) (relating to multiple trusts).
Section 120 of bill. Clerical amendments

Section 120 of your committee's bill makes clerical amendments.
Section 121 of bill. Effective date

Section 121 provides a general effective date for the amendments
made by title I of the bill.

IV. TECHNICAL EXPLANATION OF THE BILL

SECTION 1. SHIORT TITLE, ETC.
Short title

Section 1 (a) of your committee's bill corresponds to section 1(a) of
the House bill and provides that the act may be cited as the "Trust
and Partnership Income Tax Revision Act of 1960."
Amendment of 1954 code

Section 1(b) of your committee's bill corresponds to section 1(b) of
the House bill and provides that whenever in the bill an amendment
or repeal is expressed in terms of an amendment to, or repeal of, a
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section or other provision, the reference shall be considered to be made
to a section or other provision of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

A. TECHNICAL EXPLANATION OF TITLE I-ESTATES AND TRUSTS

SECTION 101. IMPOSITION OF TAX-AMENDMENTS OF SECTION 641

Section 641(c). Terminable legal interests
Subsection (a) of section 101 of the House bill added a new section

641(c), to deal with problems encountered with respect to legal life
estates, etc. Your committee's bill deletes this provision.
Section 641 (a) (2). Income collected by guardian
Income collected by a guardian of an infant is not taxable under

subchapter J. The tax falls on the infant. The deletion in section
641(a) (2) of the material referring to the guardian of an infant makes
no change in the substantive application of the section but eliminates
a latent ambiguity in the code. Section 101(a) of your committee's
bill corresponds to this provision of the House bill. This change does
not affect the return requirements of subtitle F. With respect to
income of this kind, the return is, in general, filed by the guardian.
Section 641 (c). Multiple trusts

Section 113(a) of the House bill added a new section 669, dealingg
with distributions by multiple trusts, which is deleted in your com-
mittee's bill.

Section 101 (b) of your committee's bill adds a new subsection 641(c)
to deal with multiple trusts, approaclling the problem by imposing an
additional tax at the trust level currently in lieu of imposing a tax
at the beneficiary level at the time of a distribution as was done by
the approach taken in the House bill.

Section 641(c) deals separately with inter vivos and testamentary
trusts. In the case of inter vivos trusts, if a grantor establishes at any
time two or more separate inter vivos trusts, then to the extent that
during any year or portion of a year the primary beneficiary or bene-
ficiaries of the currently accumulated income or taxable income allo-
cated to corpus of the separate trusts are substantially the same, the
total tax payable for such year or portion by the separate trusts on
such income or such taxable income or both shall be computed as
though the separate trusts were one trust with respect to such taxable
income. In making such a computation, no account shall be taken of
the excess of deductions over gross income or the net capital losses of
any one separate trust. qThe subsection will not apply whleii the com-
bined total of currently accunmulate(l income or taxable income allo-
cated to corpus of the separate trusts, or both, is less than $2,000.
Similar rules prevail in the case of two or more testamenltary trusts
created by the same testator; however, as indicated above, inter vivos
separate trusts are not to be joined with testamenltary trusts. 'Th
section will not apply in the case of inter vivos trusts if stchl trusts do
not exceed two i ll IumlI) anld were not. created withill a period( of 96
months.

If two trusts are created 96 months apart, they will be subject to
the operation of section 641(c) if a third trust, the primary beneficiary
or beneficiaries of which are substantially the same, is created, either
within the 96-month period or subsequently. This would be true even
if, for example, because of losses, there was no currently accumulated
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income or taxable income allocated to corpus in the third trust for the
taxable year involved. Thus, a third trust could cause section 641(c)
to require the aggregation of amounts received by two other trusts,
although none of its own income were taken into account in the
aggregation.
The term "currently accumulated income" as used in the new sec-

tion means income received or accrued during the taxable year of a
trust which under the terms of the governing instrument or local law
has been properly accumulated. The term "taxable income" allocated
to corpus would ordinarily include such items as capital gains, taxable
stock dividends, and extraordinary dividends.

Section 641(c) provides that the Secretary or his delegate shall pre-
scribe by regulations the method of computing the total tax payable
by the separate trusts and may require that the income of the separate
trusts be computed and reported in accordance with the same method
of accounting or on the basis of the same taxable year or both. The
Secretary or his delegate may also prescribe by regulations the method
of allocating and assessing the total tax among the several trusts. No
consolidated return for the multiple trusts wil. be required, but each
trustee will compute the additional taxes payable by his trust pursuant
to such regulations as may be prescribed.

It should be noted that the separate trusts retain their separate
identity for the purposes of determining the distribution deductions
available to each and the undistributed net income which each will
have in applying the throwback rule. The taxes imposed on each
trust for the purpose of:section 665(c) are the taxes allocated and
assessed to each trust pursuant to regulations prescribed by the Secre-
tary or his delegate.
For purposes of the new subsection, the term "inter vivos trusts,"

during the lifetime of the grantor, means any trusts established by
him, and after the death of the grantor, means any trusts established
by him during his lifetime where the terms of his will do not specify
an augmentation thereof. A "testamentary trust" is defined to mean
any trust established by will including any augmentation by the
testator pursuant to the terms of an inter vivos trust or otherwise
and any trust established by the testator during his lifetime where
the terms of his will specified an augmentation thereof.
A revocable inter vivos trust shall continue to be classified as an

inter vivos trust when the power of revocation ceases to exist by reason
of the death of the grantor. If, however, the grantor pours over to
an inter vivos trust from his will, the augmented inter vivos trust
shall be deemed established by the grantor's will and thus shall be
treated as a testamentary trust, even though under State law an
augmented inter vivos trust may not be regarded to any extent as a
testamentary trust.

Section 641(c)(3) provides for a special tax rate with respect to
long-term capital gains in computing the tax under section 641(c).
Under paragraph (3) the excess of such long-term gain over the net
short-termn loss will be subject to a flat 25-percent rate. The deduction
provisions of section 1202 and the alternative tax provisions of section
1201(b) would therefore not apply, since the flat rate of tax applies
notwithstanding any provision of tlie code other than paragraph (3).

In computing the tax on the capital gains of several trusts under
section 641(c) (1) or (2), it should be noted that paragraphs (1) and
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(2) provide that the net capital loss of a separate trust is not -to be
taken into account.
The words "primary beneficiary or beneficiaries" are defined as

the beneficiary or beneficiaries to whom the accumulated income or
taxable income allocated to corpus would first be distributed where
there is an order of succession with respect to such income or such
taxable income. Whether separate trusts which have been established
by a grantor or testator have "substantially the same" primary
beneficiaries depends on the entire beneficiary pattern presented by
the separate trusts.

If the terms of a trust call for the distribution in the future of accu-
mulated income to the children of a designated person and, if there
are no children, to someone else, such children may be the primary
beneficiaries, even though in the year in question no child has been
born to the designated person. If the trustee has discretion to pay
the income to a designated beneficiary or accumulate the same, the
primary beneficiary of the accumulated income is not the person
to whom it could have been paid in the first instance unless the trustee
has the power to pay such person accumulated income as well as
current income.

Generally, the possible appointees under a power of appointment
other than such a general power shall be considered to be the primary
beneficiaries of currently accumulated income or taxable income allo-
cated to corpus subject to such power. However, when a primary
beneficiary of the currently accumulated income has a power the
exercise of which will adversely affect his chance of receiving such
income, the objects of the power shall not be deemed primary benefici-
aries of such income in determining whether the primary beneficiaries
of currently accumulated income under several trusts are substantially
the same. Where a person has a power in a subsequent taxable year
to pay the currently accumulated income to himself, whether he has
such power alone or in conjunction with another who does not have
a substantial adverse interest, the holder of the power shall be deemed
the primary beneficiary in making such determination. When the
primary beneficiary of currently accumulated income or taxable in-
come allocated to corpus, or both, is the estate of the holder of the
power and the primary beneficiaries of such income or such taxable
income, or both, of another trust are the possible appointees under
a power, the primary beneficiaries of the two trusts are not substan-
tially the same.
The fact that the separate trusts have different termination dates

or different distributes of corpus (as distinguished from accumulated
income) on termination will not necessarily prevent them from being
taxed as one trust where the primary beneficiaries of currently accu-
mulated income or taxable income allocated to corpus are substan-
tially the same. If, however, as events occur, such primary benefi-
ciaries change so that they are no longer substantially the same, for
example, where the original primary beneficiaries die, then the sepa-
rate trusts will be separate tax entities from that time on. If, as
events occur, the primary beneficiaries change so that they become
substantially the same, then the separate trusts will be taxed as one
from that time on.
The primary beneficiaries of the currently ac'cunmlated income or

the taxable income allocated to corpus will be the persons to whom
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the trustee in his discretion may distribute such income from time to
time when the trust is one giving the trustee such discretion. The
fact that the persons to whom the trustee may distribute such income
under several different trusts differ in some respects will not prevent
the primary beneficiaries under the several trusts from being substan-
tially the same where the entire beneficiary pattern of the several
trusts makes it apparent that substantially the same beneficiaries will
receive benefits under the several trusts. Where a beneficiary is a
member of a group of primary beneficiaries of a trust, he may also
be treated as a primary beneficiary for purposes of determining
whether that trust and another trust of which he is the only benefi-
ciary are to be treated as multiple trusts.

Set out below are several examples indicating when the primary
beneficiaries of trusts are to be considered substantially the salle.
Example 1.--A establishes trust 1 to last for 9 years and 1 day.

During the period of the trust the income is to be paid to S or accurnu-
lated, in the discretion of the trustee. On the termination of the trust
the principal and accunlulated income are to be paid to S or his estate.
Oni the following day, A establishes trust 2 which is identical with
trust 1 except that the termination date is 10 years and 1 (lay after
its creation. The primary beneficiary of the currently accumulated
income and of the tlaxaIleO income allocated to corpus of the two inter
vivos trusts is the same and hence the total tax payal)le by the two
trusts is determined by treating the two trusts as onle.
Example 2.--' in his will gives the residue of his estate to a trustee

and directs the trustee to divide the resi(lue into as many equal shares
as there are children of '1T wlo survive hliml alid childl're of ' who
predecease1ilm leaving issue wlio S'irvive Iliim. One of such equal
shares is to be allocated to each living child of T afnd eachll share so
allocated is to b)e held in a separate trust in accotrdance with a dlesig-
nate(d provision in 'l's will. O(le of such equal shares is to be allocated
to tlhe issue of each deceased child of T alnd each share so allocated
is to be held in a separate trust in accordance with a designated pro-
vision in T's will. The trustee is given discretion to pay out thle cur-
rent income of the separate trust for each living chlildl of ' to any one
or more of the group consisting of such child, such child's issue, and
T's wife, or to accumulate it, and is given discretion to pay out to
such group any accumulated incoIme. 'The trustee is given (liscre1tion
to pay out thle current income of tlhe separate trust for thie issue of
each (leceasedl cllild of T to any one or Ilmore of tile group consisting
of such deceased child's issue and T's wife, or to accumulate it and
is given discretion to pay out to such group any accumulate incoine.
Though T's wife is one of the potential beneficiaries of the currently
accu(mlllllted il(omll( of each of tle sel)lrate trusts, tlie primary ben-
eficiaries are not substantially thle same inl tihe absellce of evidence
that his wife is to be l)refeIrrcd over other memnlbe)'rs of tle fallily group.
'The sel)arati t trusts are established( p)'rimilyllr for tlie (liffer'ent 1braltnches
of T's (desc(eil(Iat lille. TI'us ea1(: sepallrate trullst is a sep)aratec tax
entity. Separate inlter vivos trusts of tll same tvyep would also be
separate tax entities.

AExample 3.---n one calendar yearr A establishes trust I for the
benefit of hiis sister S alI(d trust 2 for the benefit of hlis brother B. The
current iicolne of trust I is payable to S and of trust 2 to 13. On tlhe
death of S, the trust prol)erty of trust I is to be distributed to A's
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issue then living, such issue to take per st irpes. On the death of B,
the trust property of trust 2 is to be distributed to A's issue then
living, such issue to take per stirpes. The primary beneficiaries of
the taxable income allocated to corpus of the two trusts are substan-
tially the samlle (the fact that A's issue living at S's death may be
different fro hllis issue living at B's death is not sufficient to make the
primary beneficiaries of the two trusts other than substantially the
same) and hence the total x payable by the two trusts on such
income is determined by t "eating the two trusts as one.

Example 4.--In one ;lacd(lar year A establishes trust 1 for the benefit
of his sister SI and brother Bl and brother B2; trust 2 for the benefit
of his sister 82 and brother 131 and brother B2; trust 3 for the benefit
of 81 and 82 andi Bi; and trust 4 for the benefit of S1 and S2 and B2.
Under each trust instrument the trustee is give discretion to pay out
the current income to any one or more of the designated beneficiaries
or to accumulate the same, lld is given discretion to-pay out to the
designated beneficiaries any accuulllated income. The primary ben-
eficiarics of the currently acculnulatedlincome of each of the four
trusts are substantially the same and hence the total tax payable by
tile four trusts on such income is determined by treating them as one.
Example 5.--I in his will divides the residue of his estate into two

shares and establishes a trust with respect to one share under which
the current income is payable to his wife, W, for her life and, in addi-
tion, the trustee is given discretion to pay principal to NW; and on W's
death, the trust property is to be distributed as she may appoint by
her will and in default of appointment, the trust property is to be
distributed to H's issue them living,such issue to take per stirpes.
H's will establishes a second trust with respect to the other share under
which the trustee is given discretion to pay out the current income to
any one or more of the group consisting of W and H's issue living from
time to time or accumulate tlhe same and is given discretion to pay out
principal stand accumulated income to any one or more of such group,
and on W's death, the trust property is to b)e distributed to H's issue
then living, such issue to take per stirpes. Tlle primary beneficiary
of the income allocated to corpus of the first trust is W. The primary
beneficiaries of tlhe income allocated to corpus of the second-trust are
W and II's issue. The primary beneficiaries of the income allocated
to corpus of tlhe two trusts are not substantially tlhe same, even though
W is a potential beneficiary under eachl trust, unless there is evidence
to establish that W is to bo preferred over the issue in the second trust.
If the trustee in tlhe second trust liad discretion to pay out principal
and accumulated income only to W, tlhe primary beneficiary of the
income allocated to corpus of the tw-o trusts would be W and hence
the total tax payable by the two trusts on such income is determined
by treating tie two trusts as one.

,Example 6.-H in his will divides the residue of his estate into two
shares and establishes a trust, with respect to one share under which
thel current income is payable to his wife, W, for her life and on her
deatli, tile trust property is to be distributed as slhe may appoint by
her will and in default of appointment, the trust property is to be
distributed to I's issue then living, such issue to take per stirpes;
and establishes another trust with respect to tlhe other share under
which the trustee is given discretion to pay out the current income
to W, or accumulate the same, and is given discretion to pay out prin-
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cipal and any accumulated income to W and on W's death, the trust
property is to be distributed to H's issue then living, such issue to take.
per stirpes. The primary beneficiary of the income allocated to corpus
of the first trust is the estate of W. The primary beneficiary of the
income allocated to corpus of the second trust is W.

It is possible for separate trusts each to have multiple grantors.
The operation of section 641(c) in such a situation is illustrated by
the following example: A and B establish trust 1, each contributing
one-half of the corpus, under which the trustee is given discretion to
pay out the current income of-the trust to any one or more of the
group consisting of A's issue, or to accumulate the same, and is given
discretion to pay out to such group the accumulated income. A and C
establish trust 2, each contributing one-half of the corpus. The
trustee under this trust is also given discretion to pay out the current
income to any one or more of the group consisting of A's issue, or to
accumulate the same, and is given discretion to pay out to such group
the accumulated income. The primary beneficiaries of the currently
accumulated income of each trust are the same. However, only one-
half of the currently accumulated income of each trust stems from the
same grantor. Therefore, only to the extent of one-half of the cur-
rently accumulated income of each trust will the two trusts be treated
as one under section 641(c).

If A gives property to other members'of his family and they each
set up trusts with lthe same primary beneficiaries of the currently
accumulated income or taxable income allocated to corpus, A may be
deemed to have established the separate trusts set lp by the other
members of his family so as to invoke the provisions of section 641(c).
Whether A will be deemed to have established the various trusts will
depend on whether it can be established that A gave the property to
the other members of his family with the understanding that each
would establish such, a trust with it.
The donor of a power of appointment will be deemed the creator of

any trust established by the exercise of the power if it can be estab-
lished that he gave tle power to the donee with the understanding that
the donee would establish the particular trust created by the exercise
of the power; otherwise, the donee of the power will be deIemed the
creator of any trust estabIlished by the exercise of the power. If it is
determined that the donor of the power is the creator of a trust estab-
lished by tlhe exercise of the power, such trust. will )be deemed one
established by the instrument creating the power in determining
whether it is an inter vivos trustor a testamentary one.

Section 641(c)((5) would limit the personal liability of a fiduciary of
a multiple trust for taxes due because of tie operation of section 641(c)
to tlhe extent lie did not know such taxes were payable. Subpara-
graplhs (A) and (it) supply rules relating to his knowledge in this re-
gard. Thie exemption of the fi(duciary from personal liability, how-
ever, applies only to tlhe amount of any additional tax which may be
il)posed( as a result of tile appllicati(on of section 641(c).

Section ()41(()(6) firovides that tlie Secretary or his delegate may
require tlhe grantor of two or Tmore trusts, or ins personal r'esenlta-
tive, or tlie trustee of any trust to furnisli such information with
respect to such trllsts as reasonably appears to tihe Secretary or his
delegate necessary to carry out tle pil)rposes of section 641(c). Sec-
tion 641 (c)(6) also provides that the Secretary or his delegate may on
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his own initiative, or at the request of the fiduciary of a trust shall,
furnish to the fiduciary of a trust information obtained with respect to
another trust whose income may enter into the computation of tax
under section 641(c), to the extent the fiduciary requires such infor-
mation in order to determine liability for such tax. Such information
shall be furnished only if it reasonably appears to the Secretary or his
delegate that the provisions of section 641 (c) may apply to such trusts.

Subsection (c) of section 102 of your committee's bill amends sec-
tion 642(d) to deny the net operating loss carryback provided by
section 172 to multiple trusts. A cross reference is also added in
section 172(b)(2). The amendment to section 642(d) will deny the
carryback only with respect to a year for which the provisions of
section 641(c) (1) or (2) apply. Accordingly, if a trust which is treated
as multiple in 1962 and 1963 sustains a net operating loss in 1964, the
loss may be carried to 1961 but not to 1962 and 1963. In such cases
tile determination whether the trust is to be treated as a -multiple
trust is made without taking into account any net operating loss
carryback. The amount which would subsequently be available as
a carryover to 1965, etc., would not be reduced by taxable income of
years to'which a loss could not be carried back.

SECTION 102. SPECIAL RULES FOR CREDITS AND DEDUCTIONS

Section 642(a) (3). Dividend exclusion
Section 116(a) excludes from gross income certain dividends re-

ceived by an individual to the extent that the dividends do not exceed
$50. Section 641(b) provides that the taxable income of an estate or
trust shall be computed in the same manner as in the case of an indi-
vidual, except as otherwise provided in part I of subchapter J. Sec-
tions 652(b) and 662(b) provide that amounts which are paid, credited
or required to be distributed currently to a beneficiary shall have the
same character in the hands of the beneficiary as in the hands of the
estate or trust.
Under present law, distributions of dividends by an estate or trust

are deemed to consist of a ratable part of the $50 of excluded dividends,
so that if, for example, the estate or trust receives $1,000 of dividends
and distributes $500 of dividends to beneficiaries, the estate or trust
will be entitled to exclude only $25 of the undistributed dividends.

Section 642(a)(3) was amended by the House bill to provide that in
determining whether an estate or trust is entitled to the dividend
exclusion, any amount of qualifying dividends allocable to a bene-
ficiary under section 652 or 662 shall be allocable first from the quali-
fying dividends which are not excluded from gross income, i.e., the
estate or trust shall be entitled to the $50 dividend exclusion to the
extent that the estate or trust retains qualifying dividends. Your
committee's bill contains a corresponding amendment, but the amend-
ment made by the House bill has been revised for clarity. For
example, if the distributable net income of an estate or trust includes
$1,000 of dividends which qualify for the exclusion under 116(a), and
the part of such dividendss deemed distributed to beneficiaries amounts
to $950, so that $50 of such dividends will be deemed not distributed,
the estate or trust will be entitled to exclude the entire $50 from gross
income. If in such case the amount of qualifying dividends deemed
distributed to beneficiaries is $975, the estate or trust will be entitled
to exclude the balance of $25 from gross income. ,'
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Section 642(c). Charitable deduction
Under existing law, an estate or trust is allowed a deduction for

charitable contributions without regard to the percentage limitations
applicable to individuals. Since the theory of taxation of estates and
trusts is essentially that they are merely conduits through which in-
come flows from its source to the beneficiaries, an estate or trust is
also allowed a deduction for distributions to beneficiaries other than
charitable organizations. The deduction for charitable contributions
is allowed under section 642(c) as a deduction from gross income in
computing taxable income. Section 643 provides that "distributable
net income" means taxable income with certain adjustments. The
concept of "distributable net income" is used to measure the amount
for which an estate or trust is allowed a deduction under sections
651 and 661 for distributions to noncharitable beneficiaries, and to
measure the amount includible by the beneficiaries in their taxable
incomes under sections 652 and 662.
As a consequence of the conduit principle, it is necessary to de-

termine the character of the items of income which are included in
distributions by trusts and estates to charitable and noncharitable
beneficiaries. For example, it is necessary to determine to what ex-
tent a beneficiary is considered to have received tax-exempt income,
or dividends subject to the dividends-received credit. The code pro-
vides, in general, that the inclusion of particular items of income in a
distribution to a noncharitable beneficiary is determined by a ratio of
which the numerator is the amount distributed to that beneficiary and
the denominator is distributable net income. However, in the case of
an estate or trust which has both charitable and noncharitable bene-
ficiaries, a similar allocation must also be made to the charitable
beneficiaries. As was indicated above, since a distribution to a
charitable beneficiary is treated as a deduction from gross income in
arriving at taxable income, which in turn determines distributable
net income, allocations to charitable beneficiaries cannot be deter-
mined by a ratio of which distributable net income itself is the denom-
inator. Therefore, although under State law a charitable beneficiary
is as much a beneficiary as any other beneficiary, the code literally
requires two separate rules for the two types of beneficiaries and two
separate sets of computations in preparing the income-tax return of
the estate or trust. Finally, in order to carry out the allocation of
items of income to a distribute which is treated differently from other
beneficiaries, a number of complicating adjustments are required in
the code.

Title I of the bill amends subchapter J to provide that charitable
distributions by trusts and estates be treated as distribution deduc-
tions under section 661, rather than as deductions from gross income
under section 642.
The amendment to section 642(c) made b subsection (b) of section

102 of your committee's bill is the first; of a series of amendments
intended to accomll)lish this purpose. 'Tiis change corresponds to
section 102(b) of the House bill. It substitutes for the charitable
deduction now allowed in computing taxable income in section 642(c)
a disallowance of aIly charitable (lded.uction at this point. Such a dis-
allowance is necessary to avoi( a double deduction for the same
charitable distribution. For example, a trust instrument nay direct
the distribution of 30 percent of the income to university A, and the
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accumulation of the balance of the income for eventual distribution to
X, an individual. Since section 641(b) provides that, in general,
the taxable income of an estate or trust shall be computed in the
same manner as that of an individual, a charitable contributions de-
duction would (but for this amendment) be allowed under section
170 for the contribution to university A, and a distribution deduction
would also be allowed for the same amount under section 661.
Section 642(d). Net operating loss deduction

Section 102(c) of your committee's bill amends section 642(d) to
deny the carryback of net operating losses to taxable years of trusts
to which section 641(c) (relating to multiple trusts) applies. See
discussion under section 101(b).
Section 642(e). Deduction for depreciation and depletion
The amendment to section 642(e) made by section 102(d) of yourcommittee's bill corresponds to section 102(c) of the House bill and

is intended to be declaratory of existing law and to make it clear that
charitable beneficiaries, as well as taxable beneficiaries, are to be
taken into account in determining the allocation to beneficiaries of
depreciation and depletion allowances. Section 642(e) of the presentcode states that an estate or trust shall be entited to these deductions
to the extent not "allowable" to other beneficiaries under sections
167(g) and 611(b). The word "allowable" may imply that onlytaxable beneficiaries are to be considered. However, sections 167(g)and 611(b) use the word "apportioned," which does not carry this
connotation, and the bill substitutes "apportioned" for "allowable."
Apportioned as used in this context means properly apportioned.
Section 642(h). Carryovers on termination

Section 642(h) is amended by section 102(e) of your committee's
bill, which corresponds to section 102(d) of the I-iouse bill, to extend
the deduction carryover provision of section 642(h) to the termination
of a single beneficiary's entire interest in an estate or trust havingdifferent beneficiaries where such interest represents a separate share
as determined under section 663(c). Under the amendment, the
trust loses that portion of the net operating loss carryover, capitalloss carryover, and other excess deductions allocated to such a bene-
ficiary.
Section 642(i). Deduction for estate tax
Under the amendment made by section 102(f) of your committee's

bill, (corresponding to section 102(e) of the HI-ouse bill, an estate
or trust is allowed only that portion of tile deduction for estate tax on
income in respect of a decedent which is properly attributable to so
much of such income as is taxable to the estate or trust. The re-
maining portion of the deduction will be allowable to the beneficiaryto whom the remaining income in respect of a dece(delt is allocable.

SECTION 103. DEFINITIONS

Section 643 (a) (2). Deduction for estate tax
The amenlltdnent made by section 103(a) of your comlllittee's bill

correspolnds to section 103(a) of tile Houtse bill ain(l makes it clear that
in computing distributable net income the (deduction under section
691(c) for estate tax attributable to income in respect of a decedent
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is not allowed. Such deduction is allowed to the persons taxable upon
the income in respect of a decedent to which it is allocable (see the
discussion under sec. 642(i)).
Section 643(a) (3) (A). Conforming amendment

Section 103(b) of the House bill changed section 643(a)(3) (A) to
conform to changes made by that bill to the tier system under sections
661 and 662. Section 103(b) of your committee's bill revises sub-
paragraph (A) to conform to your committee's revision of the tier
system and to conform to the revised treatment of amounts paid,
perilanently set aside, or to be used for charitable purposes. Your
committee's bill amends section 103(b) of the House bill to make it
clear that capital losses are excluded in computing distributable net
income except to the extent that such losses are utilized in determining
the amount of capital gains which are (1) paid, credited, or required
to be distributed, or (2) permanently set aside or to be used for chari-
table purposes.
Section 643(a)(S)(B). When capital gains are paid

Capital gains are included in distributable net income and are tax-
able to the beneficiaries to the extent that they are paid, credited,
or required to be distributed to a beneficiary during the taxable year.
This is the rule stated in the present section 643(a)(3) with reference
to capital gains which are allocated to corpus. The present statute
leaves uncertain whether a distribution of corpus will be deemed to in-
clude capital gains realized during the same taxable year. For example,
if a fiduciary sells property at a gain and deposits the proceeds in a
bank account in which are held funds constituting principal and
makes a distribution from that account during the taxable year, it
is not clear whether the distribution is to be deemed to include all
or a part of the capital gains.

Section 103(b) of your committee's bill, like the House bill, amends
section 643(a) (3) (B) to provide that capital gains shall not be cor;.
sidered paid, credited, or required to be distributed (and consequently
will be excluded from distributable iet income) unless at least one
of the following requirements is met:

(1) They are required to be credited or distributed currently
under the provisions of the governing instrument or local law.

(2) They are not required to be credited or distributed cur-
rently, but the books or other records of the fiduciary or notice
to the beneficiary show an intention properly to pay or credit
such amounts to the beneficiary during the taxable year.

(3) The fiduciary follows the regular practice of distributing all
capital gains.

(4) The capital gains are received in the year of termination of
the estate or trust.

(5) The capital gains are received in the year of termination of
a separate and independent share (as determined under sec.
663(c)) of the estate or trust, but only to the extent attributable
to such separate share.

For example, if an executor sells property for $10,000 realizing a
gain of $2,000, and deposits the proceeds of sale in a comnminglged
bank account, and distributes $5,000 from the account to a bene-
ficiary, the (listributiOll will not 1)e considered to include any part of
the capital gain if none of the five enumerated requirements is met.
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On the other hand, if the fiduciary issues a check on the commingled
account for $2,000 payable to a named beneficiary and makes an entry
on his books showing that the check is a distribution of capital gain
or so notifies the beneficiary, the distribution will be considered a
distribution of capital gain.
Under the amendment, where the executor makes a distribution

to a beneficiary, he may identify the distribution on his books or
records or by notice to the beneficiary as being a distribution of
capital gains.
Section 643(a) (3) (C). Corpus deductions
The existing statute allows all items of deductions other than capital

losses and the personal exemption, whether paid from income or from
principal, primarily as deductions in computing distributable net
income, which measures the amounts taxable to income beneficiaries.
It is only to the extent that deductions exceed distributable net in-
come that they are allowed by existing law against items of corpus
income which are excluded from distributable net income. For
example, assume that a distributable trust, having $5,000 of currently
distributable ordinary income and $500 of capital gains after taking
the deduction under section 1202, pays a trustee's commission charge-
able to corpus of $1,000. The $1,000 corpus charge under existing
law reduces distributable net income so that the current income
beneficiary is taxed on only $4,000. Thus, although the $1,000 corpus
charge is paid by the trustee out of the principal of the trust, no deduc-
tion is allowed the trustee for such charge and he must report and pay
a tax on $500 of capital gain added to principal, less the $300 personal
exemption.

Section 103(b) of your committee's bill, as did section 103(b) of
the House bill, adds a new subparagraph (C) to section 643(a)(3).
This subparagraph treats as corpus deductions all items of (deduction
which are chargeable to corpus under the provisions of the governing
instrument and local law or which are charged to corpus as'the result
of the exercise of discretion by any person pursuant to the governing
instrument. Tile amendment provides that corpus deductions shall
be applied first against income which is excluded from distrilutable
net income, such as capital gains and in certain cases extraordinary
dividends and taxable stock dividends. The excess of corpus deduc-
tions over excluded income would be allowed, as under the present
statute, in computing distributable net income. Capital losses are
omitted from the definition of corpus deductions, since they are not
taken into account except to the extent of capital gains.
The amendment will prevent the wastage of corpus deductions, but

at the same time will not shift the benefit of those deductions to income
beneficiaries receiving distributions except to the extent that the de-
ductions exceed corpus income which is excluded from distributable
net income. Thus, in the example given above, the trustee would
offset the $1,000 of capital gain by $500 (the deduction under sec.
1202), the $300 deduction for personal exemption, and $200 of the
corpus charge. Thle balance ($800) of the $1,000 corpus chlar.:e not
utilized by the trustee to offset excluded income (capital gain) would
then reduce distributable net income, so that the beneficiary would be
taxable on $4,200.

Since the deduction for allowable capital losses and the deduction
allowed the fiduciary under section 642(b) (deduction for personal
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exemption) are not.taken into account in any event in computing dis-
tributable net income, the amendment requires that corpus income
excluded from distributable net income be first reduced by these
deductions. Your committee's bill also makes it clear that there
shall be no reduction in this regard by the corpus deductions them-
selves or by any deduction for distributions to beneficiaries. The re-
maining corpus income determines the extent to which other corpus
deductions will enter into the computation of distributable net in-
come. Consequently, the benefit of corpus deductions is not passed
through to the beneficiaries receiving distributions where corpus in-
come exceeds the corpus deductions. If capital gains allocable to
corpus are $1,500, after taking the deduction under section 1202, and
the corpus deductions are $1,000, all the deductions would be utilized
by the fiduciary and the income beneficiaries would receive no benefit
of the corpus deductions.
The definition of corpus deductions does not include deductions

chargeable to items of corpus which are distributed to beneficiaries.
The result is that if a deductible item chargeable to corpus is properly
allocable to an item of corpus which is included in gross income and
which is taxable to beneficiaries as part of distributable net income,
the beneficiaries to whom such income is taxable will receive the benefit
of such deduction. For example, if a trust realizes capital gains and
part of the capital gains are distributed currently to beneficiaries, the
deductions properly chargeable to the capital gains which are dis-
tributed will be allowed in computing distributable net income. If
income in respect of a decedent is distributed and therefore taxable
to beneficiaries, deductions in respect of a decedent properly allocable
to such income will be allowed in computing distributable net income.
Section 643(a)(6). Foreign estates

Section 643(a)(6) of present law provides for the inclusion in dis-
tributable net income of items of foreign income of foreign trusts.
This inclusion is necessary in the determination of the tax liability
of a beneficiary subject to U.S. tax and to prevent distortion of the
character rules. A similar rule in the case of foreign income of a
foreign estate is provided by tlhe amendment made by section 103(c)
of your committee's bill, corresp)onding to section 103(c) of the House
bill.
Section 643(a). Conforming amendment

The( deletion'of the two sentences at the end of section 643(a) by
section 103(d) of your committee's bill, which corresponds to section
103(d) of the House bill, is a conforming amendment in connection
with the proposed change in treatment of charitable contributions by
estates and trusts.
Section 6/3(b). Definition of income
The amendment made by section 103(c) of your comnllittee's bill,

like section 103(e) of the House bill adds capital gains to the items
which are not to be considered income when under the terms of the
governing instrument and applicable local law they are allocable to
corpus. This change merely clarifies existing law.
Section 643(c). Clerical amendment
The amendment made by section 103(f) of your committee's bill,

like section 103(f) of the House bill is a clerical amenlldent.
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Section 643(d). Charitable beneficiary
Section 103(g) of the House bill added a definition of the term "chari-

table beneficiary." Your committee's bill deletes this change in view
of the revision in sections 651, 661, and 662 which refer to amounts
paid or permanently set aside for one or more of the purposes described
in section 170(c) or to be used for charitable, etc. purposes.

SECTION 104. DEDUCTION FOR TRUSTS DISTRIBUTING
CURRENT INCOME ONLY

Section 651 (a). Simple trusts
Under existing law (sec. 651(a)(2)) a trust can be a simple trust

only if its terms do not provide that any amounts are to be paid,
permanently set aside, or used for the purposes specified in existing
section 642(c) (relating to deduction for charitable, etc., purposes.
The amendment made by section 104 of your committee's bill modifies
section 651(a) to reflect the treatment of charitable beneficiaries pro-
vided by the bill, and makes it clear (in sec. 651(a)(3)) that a trust
which satisfies the requirements of new section 651(a) (1) and (2) may
be a simple trust if, for the taxable year involved, there is no amount
described in the new section 661(a)(4) (relating to amounts paid or
permanently set aside for charitable purposes, etc.). The amendment
of section 651(a) made by section 104 of your committee's bill corre-
sponds to the amendment by section 104 of the House bill, except for
a change made to conform to the elimination of the definition of a
charitable beneficiary contained in section 103(g) of the House bill.
Section 651 (b). Limitation on deduction

Section 661(c) provides that no distribution deduction is to be al-
lowed to an estate or complex trust in respect of that portion of any
distribution which consists of an item of distributable net income not
included in the gross income of the estate or trust. Section 651 (b),
on the other hand, limits the distribution deduction allowed td a
simple trust to the lesser of the income required to be distributed
currently or the distributable net income, and reduces distrilutable
net income for this purpose by exempt items.
Where distributable net income of a simple trust exceeds the income

distribution, distortion may result. If distributable net income was
$10,000, but was only $9,000 after excluding exempt income, the trust
could receive a deduction of $9,000 for a $9,000 distribution, if sec-
tion 651 were followed literally,, although properly the deduction
should be reduced to the extent that the $9,000 actually distributed
would be deemed to consist of exempt income, as is provided in sec-
tion 661(c). Under section 661(c), the deduction ordinarily would
be $8,100.

Tile amendment of section 651(b) made by section 104 of the House
bill sought to make it clear that the result under section 651(b) is the
same as that arrived at under section 661 (c). Section 104 of your
committee's bill revises tie amendment for clarity. Both distribut-
able net income and income required to be distributed currently must
be broken down by character of the items therein, in order to separate
out the exempt income and items of deduction allocable thereto, No
deduction is then allowed for a distribution to a beneficiary to tile
extent that the amount otherwise deductible as a distribution deduc-
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tion is considered to consist of items which are not includible by the
trust in its gross income.

SECTION 105. INCLUSION OF AMOUNTS IN GROSS INCOME OF BENEFI-
CIARIES OF TRUSTS DISTRIBUTING CURRENT INCOME ONLY

Section 652(b). Clarifying amendment
The insertion in section 652(b) of the words "or applicable local

law" by section 105(a) of your committee's bill is not intended to
change existing law, but is simply a recognition that local law may
specify an allocation of different classes of income to different bene-
ficiaries and that if it does the effect will be the same as if the terms
of the trust made such specification. This section corresponds to
section 105(a) of the House bill.
Section 652(c). Different taxable years
Under existing law, where a beneficiary of a simple trust and the

trust have different taxable years, the tax of the beneficiary is meas-
ured by the distributable net income of the trust for the taxable year
of the trust ending with or within the taxable year of the beneficiary.
'The language of existing law, however, is not explicit where, for
example, because of -thie death of the beneficiary, there is no tax-
.able year of the trust ending with or within the beneficiary's last
taxable year.
The amendment to section 652(c) made by section 105(b) of the

House bill provides for the determination of the amount of income of a
trust which is to be included in the final return of a beneficiary. For this
purpose, in computing distributable net income with respect to the
beneficiary, there shall be taken into account his share of the income
-of the estate or trust up to the time of termination of the beneficiary's
taxable year, reduced by items properly charged against such share.
Section 105(b) of your committee's bill adopts this change but desig-
nates section 652(c), as revised by the House bill, as paragraph (1) of
section 652(c), prescribing a general rule. In addition, your com-
mittee's bill adds a new provision, designated as paragraph (2),
prescribing a limitation on tax.
The following example illustrates the operation of section 652(c)(1)

:as amended by section 105(b) of your committee's bill:
A distributable trust and its beneficiary both file returns on the

cash receipts and disbursements method and on the basis of the
calendar year. The beneficiary died on July 31. During his lifetime
the beneficiary was entitled to receive all the income of the trust as
computed for trust accounting purposes; i.e., the sum of receipts al-
locable to income account, less the sum of (A) expenses charged to
income account, and (B) a reserve for expenses properly chargeable to
income account. Based on the following figures the net amount taken
into account for the beneficiary's last taxable year would be $18,447:
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I II III

Items re- Items re- Col. II items
ceived Jan. 1- celved Aug. allocable to

July 31 1-Dec. 31 decedent's
estate

INCOMI

Taxable interest---- - .........-------------$4,000 $1, 000 $200
Exempt interest-......--- -------- ----------0 800 150
Dividends.-- --------------------------------- 10,000 7,000 1,800
Rents..---.--------------.----- 8,000 4,000 0
Capital gains --- ----- --..-------..-- ----- 1,000 6,000 0

Total ..----------------.--- ----- -- - 23,000 18,800 2,150

Items paid Items paid Col. II items
Jan. 1-July 31 Aug. 1-Dec. chargeable to

EXPzNSS 31 decedent

Income commissions----------------.--- -------- 0 $836 $503
Principal commissions.--------- -------.. 0 3, 000 0
Attorneys' fees charged to principal .- ....------------- 0 6,000 0
Real estate taxes-.-----. ----------.----- -------.-- $1,800 1,800 0
Other real estate expenses-- ...-----..---.----------- .... 1,200 1,300 50

Total..- -----------...-----...---.--.3,000 11,936 5

The $18,447 amount is computed by subtracting from $22,000
(the sum of the income items in col. I reduced by capital gains of
$1,000), $3,000 (the sum of the deductions shown in col. I), and $553
(the sum of the deductions shown in col. III).
The distributable net income which limits the taxability of the

amount of income distributable to the beneficiary during his lifetime
is to be computed as if the period January 1 through July 31 were a
taxable year, except that items of deductions paid after the benefi-
ciary's death, which represent-expenses properly chargeable in deter-
mining trust income for such period, are to-be taken into account
(i.e., $553). This is true even though this trust files its return on the
cash basis.
The distributable net income properly allocable to the period Janu-

ary 1 through July 31 thus is the same as the income which was cur-
rently distributable to the beneficiary for trust accounting purposes.
Under the trust instrument, the income ($2,150) accrued on July 31,
but not collected, is not properly allocable to the period January 1
;through July 31.

The excess of income accrued on July 31, but not collected, over
.accrued deductions chargeable to income account represents income
in respect of a decedent which will be taxable under section 691.

It is possible for a deceased beneficiary to be taxed under both
subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1) as revised. Thus, if a
trust is on a fiscal year ending January 31, 1961, and the beneficiary,
previously reporting on a calendar year basis, dies November 30, 1961,
the decedent's tax will in part be computed under subparagraph (A)
with respect to the fiscal year of the trust ending in 1961, that is, the
taxable year of the trust ending within his last taxable year. But
subparagraph (B) will apply with respect to the period from January 1
to November 30. The result of the operation of the two subparagraphs
is the inclusion of 22 months of trust income in the decedent's last
return.

Section 652(c)(2) as added by your committee's bill prescribes a
limitation on the tax where, for example, income of a trust for 22
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months would otherwise be includible in the decedent's last taxable.
year. Paragraph (2) provides, if amounts are includible un(ler both.
subparagraphs (A) aknd (B) of paragraph (1), that tile tax attributable
to the amolunt included under subparagraph (B) shall not be greater'
than the aggregate of tlhe taxes attributable to such amount had it
been ratablly inclulible over the thr'ee-taxable-year period ending witl.
the beneficiary's (deattl, or other termination of existence in thle case
of a beneficiary ilot an individual.

Thus, the tax attributable to the amounts described in paragraph
(1)(B), although assessal)le as part of the tax for the last taxable
year of the decedenlt, cannot exceed what would have been tlhe tax
attributable to such amounts hadl they been includible in gross income
one-third in his last taxable year and one-third in each of the two tax-
able years immediately preCC(lillg his last taxable year. Mechanically,
the tax computation ill this regard would b)e similar to computations.
made under the last sentence of section 668(a). Thee tax attributable
to the amLounlts described in paragraphs (1)(B1) would in each instance.
be ttle difference between tie tax determined wvith such amount
included in gross income and the tax d(eterminelle(l ithl such amount
not, inclu(led ill gross incoille.

SECTION 106. DEDUCTION FOR ESTATES AND TRUSTS ACCUMULATING
INCOME OR DISTRIBUTING CORPUS

Section 661 (a). Deduction for distributions
This section is substantially tie same as section 100 of tihe House

bill. Under existing section (42(c), the estate or trust is entitled to a
deduction for amounts of gross income which are paid, permanently
set aside, or to be used for charitable purposes. The amendment to
section 661 (a) made by section 106(a) of your committee's bill treats
charitable distributions as distribution deductions.
The bill changes the deduction for charitable contributions in im-

portant respects. Existing law permits a deduction for contributions
only if paid out of gross income. Under the House bill charitable
deductions would lhave been permitted for distributions to charity
irrespective of tile source of the distribution, whether from income or-
corpuls. Your committee's bill changes this rule with respect to
amounts permanently set aside for one or more of the purposes de-
scril)ed ill section 170(c), or to b)e lused exclusively for charitable, etc.,
purposes, to require thlat, in or(ler to qualify for deduction, such
amounts must l)e out of gross income for thle taxable year. The
aggregate of all tlhe deductions under section 661 (including the
chlarita1)le deductions) cannot exceed the distributable net incomenof
the estate or trust.
As amended, the deduction for amounts permanently set aside or

to be used for charitable, etc., pllrposes is limited to that portion
of (listril)utable let income which is not absorbed by dis-
tributions to beneficiaries ill the three tiers set forth in para-
graphs (1), (2), anl (3) of section 662(a). Trhe importance of the
treatment of charital)le distributions lies in its effect on the non-
charitable beneficiaries rather than upon the amount of the deduction,
allowable to an estate or trust and is discussed under the amendment
to section 662(a). Tile character of amounts paid, perlmanenltly
set aside or to be used for charitable, etc., purposes is determined in
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the same manner as tile character of amounts distributed to non-
'charitable beneficiaries is determined under existing law.

The other changes made in section 661(a) are conforming changes
to reflect the three-tier system contained in section 662(a) as amended
by section 107(a) of the bill.
Section 661(b). Conforming amendment

This section of the bill, which is identical to section 106(b) of the
House bill, makes a conforming amendment to section 661(b) neces-
sitated by the proposed revision of treatment of distributions to
charitable beneficiaries, and, in addition inserts "or applicable local
law."

SECTION 107. INCLUSION OF AMOUNTS IN GROSS INCOME OF BENEFICIARIES
OF ESTATES AND TIUSTS ACCUMULATING INCOME OR DISTRIBUTING
CORPUS

Section 662(a). Inclusion
Under present law beneficiaries receiving income, other than those

receiving income required to be distributed currently, are placed in the
same class with beneficiaries receiving corpus for purposes of allocating
distributable net income of an estate or trust. As a consequence, if
the distributable net income of an estate or trust exceeds the amount
of income required to be distributed currently, the beneficiaries re-
ceiving distributions of corpus and the beneficiaries receiving discre-
tionary payments of current income are required to include in gross
income proportionate parts of the balance of the distributable net
income remaining after required distributions of income. This occurs
even if all of thle distributlable net income of the estate or trust for the
taxable year in fact has been distributed to beneficiaries of incolle.
eneficiaries .entitled to, or who receive, distributiors which can )e

inadle solely out of corpus may 1)e required to include in their gross
income a part of the distributablle net income of the estate or trust for
the taxable eatr.
As aniend(ed by section 107(a) of your comnlllittee's bill, which cor-

responds to amnllend(lents in section 107(a) of the Hlouse bill except for
clarifyingg changes and the inclusion of charitable distributions in tlhe
third tier, a three-tier order of priority is established for determining
the extent to which distributions shall le included in the gross income
of )beneficiaries having different interests in the income or corpus of thie
estate or trust. I1n the first tier areamounts which are required to be
distributed out of current income or which, in the discretion of the
fiduciary, may be paid or credited only ofit of current income. In the
second tier are amounts which may be paid or credited either out of
current income or out of corpus (including accumulated income of
prior years). In the third tier fall all other amounts paid, credited,
or required to be distributed during the taxable year, including all
amounts properly paid for one or more of tlhe purposes described in
section 170(c).

If the amounts distributed to any class of beneficiaries exceed the
distributable net income available to such class, each beneficiary must
include such portion of the available distributable net income as tlie
amount received by him bears to the amounts received by all bene-
ficiaries in the same class.
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The following examples indicate the results of the above amend-
ments (assuming in each case that no accumulation distribution
subject to the throwback rule is made):

EXAMPLE I
Distributable net income-------------- -------- $40, 000

Distributions:
To A, required income payment (tier 1) ---_-- ------ 15, 000
To B, discretionary income payment (tier 1) ---------------.. --- 20, 000
To C, discretionary income or corpus (tier 2)-__--___-----____ 25, 000
To D, discretionary payment which can be made only out of corpus

(tier 3) ------------- --------- 30, 000
Results:

A received and is taxed on------------------ - 15, 000
B received and is taxed on_----------------- 20, 000
C received $25,000 and is taxed on..n----------.-..5---_.---_-.-- 5, 000
.D received $30,000 and is taxed on-------------- 0

EXAMPLE II
Distributable net income ------------------------- ..--_____ 40, 000

Distributions:
To A:

(1) required income payment (tier 1) ------------.-..-__- 15, 000
(2) discretionary income or corpus payment (tier 2)- -_-.. 15, 000

Total distributions to A,-------_ ______30, 000
To B: (3) discretionary income payment (tier '1)-------- 15, 000

Results:
A is taxed on (1) entire required income payment--------_ _ 15, 000B is taxed on (3) entire discretionary income payment---------_ 15, 000A is taxed on part of (2) discretionary income or corpus payment.. 10, 000
Total distributable net income-------------_ 40, 000

If a beneficiary is given an annuity of $1,000 a year which is to be
paid out of income to the extent available and the balance is to be paid
out of corpus, such beneficiary will be in tier 1 with respect to the
income available to pay the annuity and in tier 3 with respect to the
corpus which is required to be used to pay the annuity. On the other
hand, if the beneficiary is to be paid $1,000 a year and the trustee is
given discretion to pay such sum out of either income or corpus, then
the beneficiary is in tier 2 with respect to the entire $1,000 whether
the stated sum is paid out of income or out of corpus, or both.
Under your committee's bill a distribution to a charitable beneficiarydoes not affect the treatment of the distributions to noncharitable

beneficiaries who fall in either tier 1 or tier 2 under section 662(a) but
will affect the treatment of all other noncharitable beneficiaries who,along with charitable distributions, fall in tier 3. It should be noted
that under the amended section 661(a)(4), amounts permanently set
aside for one or more of the purposes described in section 170(c) or to be
used for charitable, etc., purposes are, in effect, always in a fourth tier.

For example, A establishes a trust under the terms of which the
trustee in his discretion may make payments to the X charity but only
out of current income and may make payments out of corpus to A's
wife W. Tihe distributable net income of the trust in the first year is
$10,000. The trustee pays $8,000 to the X charity and $8,000 to W.
By making the charity a tier 3 beneficiary, W will be taxable on $5,000of the $8,000 she receives. If instead of making the payment to the
X charity, the $8,000 is permanently set aside for one or more of tie
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purposes described in section 170(c), W would be taxable on the entire
$8,000 she receives.
Section 662(b). Character of amounts
The amendment made by section 107(a). to section 662(b) which is

identical to the House bill is a conforming amendment in connection
with the revised treatment of distributions to charitable beneficiaries
made by the amendment to section 642 (c). It also inserts "or applica-
ble local law" in order to make it clear that if local law specifies an
allocation of different classes of income to different beneficiaries, it
will be given the same effect as if made by the terms of the governing
instrument.
Section 662(c). Different taxable years
The amendment to section 662(c) made by section 107(a) of your

committee's bill provides for estates and complex trusts rules relating
to different taxable years which are similar to the rules provided for
simple trusts by the new section 652(c). A similar change was made
by section 107 (a) of the House bill, and your committee's bill changes
the House amendment just as it changes the House amendment of
section 652 (c).
Effective date
Under section 107(b) of your 'nomnittee's bill, the amendment to

section 662 will apply only in the case of taxable years of estates and
trusts ending after the date of enactment. Thus, although the tax-
able year of the beneficiary ends after the date of enactment, the
amendment to section 662 would not be applicable unless the taxable
year of the estate or trust also ends after the date of enactment.

SECTION 108. SPECIAL RULES APPLICABLE TO SECTIONS 651, 652, 661 AND 662

Section 108 of your committee's bill corresponds to section 108 of
the House bill with changes in section 108 (a) and (c) as hereinafter
mentioned.
Section 663(a)(1). Exclusions-Gifts, bequests, etc.
,Section 663(a)(1) of present law excludes from the terms of section

661 (a) and 662(a) certain gifts or bequests of specific sums of money or
specific property paid or credited all at once or in not more than three
installments (other than amounts which can be paid or credited only
from income of the estate or trust). Consequently, payments of such
specific gifts or bequests of corpus are not deductible by the estate or
trust under section 661(a) and are not includible in income of the
recipient under section 662(a).
Under section 108(a)(1) of your committee's bill, section 663(a)(1)

is amnende(l in several respects. Thli exclusion with respect to certain
gifts or bequests which are paid or credited all at once is amended to
include gifts or bequests which are distributed within 1 taxable year
of the estate or trust, provided that the terms of the governing
instrument do not require them to be paid in more than 1 taxable year.
For example, a specific bequest of $100,000 to be paid 5 years after the
date of death of the decedent is excluded under the amendment pro-
vided it is paid within 1 taxable year. The three-installment exclusion
of existing law has been changed so that the exclusion applies to all
installments, however many there may be, paid before the close of the
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36th calendar month which begins after the date of the death of the
testator or grantor, provided that under the terms of the governing
instrument no installment is required to be distributed after the close
of such 36-month period. Accordingly, if a decedent's will provides
for the payment of $100,000 to a beneficiary, payment to be made in
five installments 6 months apart, commencing 1 month following
the decedent's death, each payment will qualify for the exclusion under
section 663(a))(1) if in fact such payment is made before the close cf
the 36-month period. 'The exclusion will apply to payments made
before the close of the period even if one or more of the payments is
made after the close of the period. The 36-month rule will not apply
to any amount, however, if under the terms of the governing instru-
ment any part of the amount is required to be paid after the close of
the 36-month period.
Under existing law, the exclusion under section 663(a)(1) applies

to distributiolis by inter vivos and testamlentary trusts as well as to
distributions by estates. 'The H-ouse bill would eliminate distribu-
tions by inter vivos trusts from the provisions of section 663(a)(1),
except for distributions by those inter vivos trusts which, immediately
before the grantor's death, were revocable by the grantor acting alone.
Your committee's bill modifies the House bill in that it eliminates
distributions by all inter vivos trusts from the new provisions of
section 663(a) (1).

Under section 108(a)(2) of the House bill, the amendment to section
663(a)(1) is to apply only with respect to estates and trusts of dece-
,dents dying after the date of tile enactment of the bill. Under the
House bill the rules of section 663(a)(1), prior to amendment, con-
tinue to applly (1) with respect to distributions by estates and trusts
of decedents dying before such late of enactment, and (2) with
respect to distributions by trusts which are in existence on the date
of enactment and which, on suilih (late, are not revocable by the
grantor acting alone. Your committee's bill modifies the House bill
so that the rules of existing law would continue to apply to (istril)u-
tions by a trust in existence on date of enactment only to the extent
the trust on such (ate, wais iot revocal)le by the grantor or a non-
adverse party, or both.

Since the rules of section 663(a)(1), prior to amendment, will con-
tinue to apply to existing trusts and estates for manny years, such rules
have been retained in section 663(a) (1), but limited in their application
as set forth above.
Section 663(a)(2). Distributions in kind
Under existing law, the exclusion provided by section 663(a)(1) has

in some situations proved( too narrow. For example, the receipt of
the family car by a widow under a residuary beqluest las been sus-
ceptible of giving rise in her hands to taxable income, particularly
if the car is distributed before the final distribution.

Section 108(a))(l) of your collnmittee's bill revises the new section
663(a)(2) of tile H-ouse bill to provide that if any real l)roperty,
tangil)le personal property (other than money), or closely held stock,
owned by the decedent at the time of his death is paid in full or
partial satisfaction of a bequest, s,s alre, aad, or allowance from the
corpus of a decedent's estate, the amount equal to the value of such
property will not b)e d(ledctible under section 661 nor includible in
income under section 662. The distril)ution, however, musttbe made
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before the close of the 36th calendar month beginning with the 1st
month following the date of death of the decedent.

For purposes of the new exclusion provided by section 663(a)(2),
the term "closely held stock" means stock in a corporation carrying
on a trade or business if it meets the following two requirements:
First, as of the time of decedent's death either 20 percent or more in
value of the voting stock of such corporation must be included. in
determining the gross estate of the decedent, or such corporation
must have 10 or less stockholders. Second, the value, for Federal
estate tax purposes, of such stock which is included in determining
the decedent's gross estate must exceed either 35 percent of the value
of the gross estate or 50 percent of the taxable estate. For purposes
of the second requirement, stock of two or more corporations, with
respect to each of which there is included inldetermining the value
of decedent's gross estate more than 75 percent in value of the out-
stan(ling stock, shall be treated as stock of a single corporation. In
determining whether more than 75 percent in value of outstanding
stock of a corporation hlas been included in the decedent's gross estate
stock which at the decedent's death represents tlhe surviving spouse's
interest in property held by the decedent and the surviving spouse as
community property shall be treated as having been included in the
decedent's gross estate.

Section 108(a)(1) of the bill renumbers paragraphs (3) of section.
663(a), as revised by the House bill, so that it is now paragraph (5)
and adds a new paragraph (3) which excludes from the operation of
sections 661 (a) and 662(a) distributions of amounts in full or partial
satisfaction of an award or allowance under applicable local law for
the support of a surviving spouse or depende nts for a limited period
during the administration of the estate. To qualify for this excl usion
the amount must be properly paid or credited from the corpus of a
deccdtnt's estate during the period beginning with the (lay following
the death of the decedent and ending 36 months thereafter.

n addition to the above provisions, section 108(a) of your com-
mittee's bill adds to section 663 (a) a new paragraph (4) which provides
that in the case of an estate in which the value of the gross estate is
$100,000 or less, any amount properly distributed from the corpus of
a decedent's estate before the close of the 36th calendar month which
begins after the date of death of the decedent will not be: deductible
under section 661 nor includible under section 662. For purposes of
this provision "gross estate" is defined as the gross estate for Federal
estate tax purposes less the value of any property includible therein
only by reason of sections 2035, 2036, 2037, 2038, 2039, 2040, 2041,
and 2042(2). The value is to be determined as of the date of death
of decedent whether or not the optional valuation date is elected.
For purposes of this provision a payment shall be deemed to have
been made from the corpus of a decedent's estate to the extent itis
properly charged against corpus and designated as a distribution of
corpus on the books an(l records of the estate by tlhe fiduciary.
Section 663(a) (5). Denial of double deduction, etc.

In view of the treatment of amounts permanently set aside for a
charitable beneficiary as distributions deductible under section 661
and the proposed repeal of present section 642(c), present section
663 (a)(2) has been deleted as unnecessary for future years. However,
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section 663(a)(3) is amended to broaden its application so that it will
prevent a deduction under section 661 for an amount distributed to
a charitable beneficiary in a future year, for which a deduction was
allowed under section 642(c) in a year prior to the effective date of
the proposed amendment as an amount permanently set aside for a
charitable beneficiary.
Section 663(c). Separate shares
Under existing law, in certain situations separate shares of a complex

trust are treated as separate trusts. The amendments to section 633 (c)
made by section 108(b)(1) of your committee's bill, like the House
bill, extend the separate share rule to estates and simple trusts and
also apply the deduction carryover provisions of section 642(h) to the
termination of a single beneficiary's entire interest in the estate or
trust.

Applicability of the separate share rule of section 663(c), as amended,
to estates and trusts and their beneficiaries will be required even though
separate and independent accounts are not maintained, nor required
to be maintained, for each share, and even though no physical segre-
gation of assets is made or required. If a trust or estate has more
than one beneficiary and if such beneficiaries have separate and inde-
pendent shares, such shares shall be treated as separate trusts or estates
or the purpose of determining the amount of distributable net income
allocable to the respective beneficiaries under sections 651, 652, 661,
and 662.

It is not intended that section 663(c) should operate so as to result
in income being attributed to beneficiaries of estates to whom corpus
payments are made which are excluded under section 663(a) from
amounts falling within sections 661(a) and 662(a).
Under section 108(b)(2) of the bill, the amendment to section 663(c)

will apply only in the case of taxable years of estates and trusts end-
ing after the date of the enactment of the bill. Thus, present law
will apply if the trust's taxable year does not end after the date of
enactment even though the beneficiary's taxable year ends after such
{date of enactment.
Section 663(d). Required distribution to another trust

Section 108(c)(1) of the bill, generally corresponding to section
108(c)(1) of the House bill, adds to section 663 a new subsection (d)
which provides that under certain circumstances, for example, where
there is a so-called "peel off" distribution from an existing trust to a
newly created trust for the benefit of an afterborn child, the distrib-
uting trust will be entitled to a deduction only to the extent of a portion
of its distributable net income. This amount, to be determined under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, is to consist of
the amount representing the receiving trust's share of the distributable
net income of the existing distributing trust for so much of the dis-
tributing trust's taxable year as begins on the first day of such year and
wends on the date of distribution to the receiving trust. The receiving
trust shall include such amount in its gross income for its first taxable
year which ends on or after the date of distribution. The House bill
.applied to taxable years ending after such date.

The new section 663(d) will apply only where, under the terms of
the governing instrument or applicable local law, the distribution to
the receiving trust is required and is not payable solely out of income,
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and it will not apply if the distribution is related to the occurrence of
an.event which results in the termination of the entire distributing
trust.
The new section 663(d) is complementary to the new section

665 (b)(5) and (e), as added by section 110 (b) and (d) of the bill.
Under section 108(c)(2) of the bill, the new section 663(d) will

apply only with respect to distributions made after the date of the
enactment of the bill.

SECTION 109. POWER IN PERSON OTHER THAN GRANTOR TO VEST CORPUS
OR INCOME IN HIMSELF

Section 664. In general
Section 678 of present law taxes a person, other than the grantor,

as the owner of any portion of a trust over which he has a power
exercisable solely by himself to vest corpus or income in himself.
Your committee's bill repeals section 678 and substitutes therefor a

new section 664. Section 109 of your committee's bill conforms to
section 109 of the House bill, except for changes noted below. Section
664(a)(1) causes the person who has a power to withdraw income or
corpus (or both), whether or not the power is exercised, to be taxed
under the tier system in the same way as a beneficiary to whom
income or corpus, or both, is required to be distributed.
Under section 664(a)(2), where a person has a power exercisable

by himself alone, or by himself and one or more related or subordinate
parties, to withdraw an amount of corpus, the trust income for the
taxable year attributable to such amount of corpus is deemed to
be an amount of income required to be distributed currently under
the tier system. For purposes of section 664(a)(2) there is taken
into account only income attributable to that portion of the taxable
year which begins on the first day during such taxable year on which
the power becomes exercisable and ends on the day on which the power
is exercised. Although the person who has a power to withdraw
income or corpus, or both, will be taxed as a beneficiary, section
664(e) makes it clear that, for purposes of chapter 1, other than
subchapter J, such person will continue to be treated as the owner of
that portion of the trust with respect to which he has such power.

Section 664 as added by the House bill applied only if a person
other than the grantor had a power exercisable solely by himself to
vest an amount of corpus or income of a trust in himself. Section 664
as added by your committee's bill applies whether such power is
exercisable by such person alone or in conjunction with one or more
related or subordinate parties. In view of this change, your com-
mittee's bill adds a new section 664(a)(3) which provides that, for
purposes of paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 664, the term "related
or subordinate party" has the meaning assigned to it by section 672(c),
except that the term "person" is substituted for the term "grantor"
each place it appears in such section.

If a person other than the grantor has a power to make limited
withdrawals annually and the power is cumulative so that if a with-
drawal is not made in one year it may be made in the next year in
addition to the withdrawal which normally could be made in the next
year, section 663(a)(3) prevents such person from being subjected to
taxation on the amount subject to withdrawal after the first year in
which it became so subject to withdrawal.
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Section 664 (c) as added by the House bill applied only to the income
of a trust whereas section 664(c) as amended by your committee's
bill applies to both income and corpus.
'The operation of section 664 is demonstrated in the following

illustrations:
1. A establishes a trust which gives his wife W power to withdraw

a limited amount of corpus each year. The new section 664(a)(1)
causes W to be subject to taxation under the tier system (as a tier 3
beneficiary) each year as though the limited amount of corpus which
she can withdraw were required to be distributed to her each year,
whether she makes the withdrawal or not. Under section 664(a)(2)
the income attributable to the corpus over which W has the power
to withdraw will be considered each year to be an amount of income
required to be distributed currently to W and not an amount paid,
credited, or required to be distributed currently to any other person.
Thus, W will be treated as a tier 1 beneficiary with respect to such.
amount.

2. B establishes a trust which provides that 1 day after the end of
the taxable year his wife, W, may withdraw the income of the previous
year. The new section 664(a)(1)(B) causes W to be treated as a tier 3
beneficiary under section 662, and, as such, W will be subject to the
5-year throwback riles. Thus, to the extent the amount withdraw-
able by W is not taken into account currently, it will be thrown back
to the preceding taxable year.

3. C establishes a trust under which (throughout the taxable year)
W lhas a power to withdraw $10,000 of corpus and the income attrib-
utable to such amount of corpus. The income attributable to the
$10,000 of corpus is $500. W will be treated as a tier 1 beneficiary
for the taxable year only with respect to $500 even though, by their
terms, both sections 664(a)(1) and (a)(2) apply.
Effective date
The new section 664 (and the repeal of sec. 678) apply in the case

of taxable years of trusts beginning on or after tlhe date of enactment
and with respect to periods included in such taxable years. Thus, a
person holding a power described in section 664 may be required to
split his taxable year between the treatment under sections 664 and
678. For example, if the taxable year of the trust begins 3 months
after date of enactment and tlhe taxable year of the person holding
the power ends 6 months after the date of enactment, section 678 wi1
apply wit) respect to the first 9 months of such person's taxable year
and section 664 will apply with respect to the last :3 months of his
taxable year.

SECTION 110. DEFINITIONS RELATING TO TREATMENT OF EXCESS
DISTRIBUTIONS BY TRUSTS (SUBPART D)

Sections 665(a) () and 665(b). C(onformring amendments
Sections 110 (a) antl (b) of tihe House bill made changes in section

665(a)(1) and in section 665(b) to conform those provisioiis \with tlhe
anmendmlents to the tier system contained in section 661. Sections
110 (a) andl (b) of your committee's bill make the same changes with
one exception. Under section 665(a)(2) as amend(le( by the House
bill, in determining undistributed net income for any taxable year,
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there was taken into account any amount paid, permanently set aside,
.or to be used for charity. Under section 110(a) of your committee's
bill, this provision is deleted. The effect of this deletion, plus your
committee's revision in the tier system, is to take into account in
determining undistributed net income for any taxable year only those
amounts which are actually paid to charity-that is, amounts properly
paid for one or more purposes described in.section 170(c) for which a
deduction is allowed under section 661(a)(3). Amounts permanently
set aside, or to be used for, charitable purposes, for which a deduction
is allowed under section 661(a)(4), will not, therefore, be taken into
account to reduce undistributed net income.
Section 666(b)(S). Amounts payable on a specified date or dates
Under present law amounts properly paid or credited to a bene-

ficiary upon such beneficiary's attaining a specified age or ages will
not be included in the determination of an "accumulation distribu-
tion" if-

(1) The total number of such distributions cannot exceed four
with respect to such beneficiary;

(2) The period between each such distribution is 4 years or
more; and

(3) As of January 1, 1954, such distributions are required by
the specific terms of the governing instrument.

Section 110(b) of the House bill amended paragraph (3) of section
665(b) to make it applicable to amounts paid or credited to a bene-
ficiary "upon a specified date or dates," as well as "upon such bene-
ficiary's attaining a specified age or ages." Section 110(b) of your
committee's bill makes the same change.
Section 665(b) (4). Final distribution-9-year rule
Under present law, a final distribution of a trust is excepted from

the 5-year throwback rules if "such final distribution is made more
than 9 years after the date of the last transfer" to the trust.

Section 665(b)(4) was amended by section 110(b) of the House
bill so that the 5-year throwback will be applicable only to the extent
that the final distribution is attributable to property transferred to
the trust not more than 9 years prior to such distribution and the
income attributable to such transferred property. Section 110(b) of
your committee's bill makes the same change.
Example under section 665(b) (4)
Under the terms of a trust created June 1, 1950, by H for the benefit

,of his wife, W, with an original corpus contribution of $100,000, the
income is to be accumulated and added to corpus. Upon the expira-
tion of a 10-year period, the trust is to terminate and its assets,
including accumulated income, are to be distributed to W.
On January 1, 1957, when the value of all assets of the trust was

$120,000, S added $20,000 to the trust.
The trust terminated on June 30, 1960, and on August 1, the trustee

made final distribution of assets of the trust consisting of the following:
1. Principal and income accumulated for the period June 1, 1950, to

Dec. 31, 1956 ------------- -------------------------- $120,000
2. Addition to principal Jan. 1, 1957------------------------------ 20, 000
3. Accumulated income for period Jan. 1, 1957, to Dec. 31, 1959------ 14, 000
4. Income during period trust was in existence in 1960 ------------- 1,000
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The accumulated income of $14,000 must be allocated between the
property in the trust for more than 9 years, which would not be subject
to the 5-year throwback, and that in the trust for less than that period,
which would be subject to such throwback. This is done by deter-
mining the amount added to accumulated income each year after
1956 to reach the total income accumulated between January 1, 1957,
and December 31, 1959, by identifying the portion representing in-
come attributable to the addition to corpus in 1957, or, if that is not
possible, by using fractions obtained by reference to the value of the
trust property at the time the addition was made.
Where fractions are used:-the addition by S of $20,000 to the trust

in 1957 requires treating 20,000/14Q,000 of the trust income for the
period between the date of the addition and December 31, 1959, as
income subject to the 5-year throwback.
By using fractions in the above example, the accumulation dis-

tribution is $22,000 (the $20,000 added on January 1, 1957, plus
20,000/140,000 of $14,000). The balance of the distribution would
not be subject to the 5-year throwback in view of the amendment
to section 665(b)(4).

In the above example, $1,000 of income of the trust during the
period it was in existence in 1960 would not be subject to the 5-year
throwback since that amount would be deductible by the trust and
includible in W's gross income for that year to the extent provided in
sections 661 and 662.
Section 665(b)(5) and (e). Peel off trusts, etc.
Under paragraph (6) as added to section 665(b) by section 110(b)

of the House bill, where the terms of the governing instrument or
applicable local law require a trust to make a distribution, not pay-
able solely out of income, to another trust, upon the occurrence of an
event unrelated to the termination of the distributing trust, such dis-
tribution will not be treated as an accumulation distribution for pur-
poses of the throwback rule. Section 110(b) of your committee's bill
makes the same change, redesignating it as paragraph (5). This
exception would apply, for example, where the grantor provides that
upon the occurrence of an event, such as the birth of a child, existing
trusts are to contribute a trust fund to or for another trust (either
existing or newly created).

Sections 665(b)(5) and (e) of your committee's bill provide that a
proportionate share of the undistributed net income of each of the dis-
tributing trusts (and taxes imposed on such trusts) for the preceding
taxable years will be allocated to the receiving trust. The portion of
the undistributed net income for each of the preceding taxable years so
allocated will be deemed undistributed net income of the receiving
trust, even though the receiving trust was not in existence. Similarly,
the portion of the taxes imposed on the distributing trust, allocated
to the receiving trust, will be deemed to be taxes imposed on and dis-
tributed to the receiving trust. The undistributed net income of, and
taxes imposed on, the distributing trust shall be correspondingly
reduced. In addition, section 663(d) (added by sec. 108(c)(1) of the
House bill and of your committee's bill) insures that the receiving
or peel off trust will include in gross income, and the distributing
trust will deduct from distributable net income, only the receiving
trust's share of the distributable net income of each existing (con-
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tributing) trust for its taxable period up to the time of distribution
to the receiving trust.
Example-of peel off trusts
A transfers property to T to hold in trust for the benefit of his

child now living. The instrument provides, however, that a separate
trust is to be established for each child of A who is subsequently born
and the trust fund of each new trust is to consist of contributions
from existing trusts so that the new trust will initially have a fund
equal in value to the value of the existing trusts divided by the
number of existing trusts plus one. The trusts which 'exist at the
time of the birth of another child will, therefore, each contribute to a
new trust in the proportion that the value of an existing trust bears
to the aggregate value of all the existing trusts. The trustee is
authorized to pay the income of each separate trust to the child for
whose benefit it is established or to accumulate the income, and is
further authorized to pay corpus and accumulated income to such
child.
At the, time the trust is established A has one child. He places

$110,000 in the trust. For its first taxable year, the undistributed
net income of the trust is $3,260, and the tax imposed on the trust
is $840.
During the second taxable year of the trust a second child is born.

On the date of the distribution to the trust for the second child the
value of the property in the trust for the first child is $120,000. The
existing trust will contribute $60,000 to the new trust so that each
trust will contain $60,000. Assume that the distributable net income
of the existing trust for that portion of its taxable year ending on the
date of the distribution to the new trust is $800. The amount
allocable (under regulations) to the new trust is $400, which it must
include in its gross income. The existing trust will be entitled to a
deduction of $400.
Under section 665(e), for purposes of the throwback rule the $3,260

of undistributed net income of the existing trust will be reduced by
$1,630, and the new trust will have undistributed net income of $1,630.
The $1,630 is arrived at by multiplying $3,260 by $60,000 For pur-120,000
poses of applying the throwback rules to subsequent distributions by
either trust, one-half of the taxes for the prior year imposed on the
existing trust ($420) will be deemed to have been imposed on the new
trust for such prior year, and the taxes imposed on the existing trust
will be correspondingly reduced. It is to be noted that the liability
for tax of the existing trust is not affected for any prior taxable year
by the operation of the peel off provisions.
Paragraph (5) of section 665(b), as added by section 110(b) of the

House bill, cxcepted-from the operation of the 5-year throwback rules
final distributions of a trust to a beneficiary upon his reaching an age
specified in the governing instrument, if the trust was created by will,
or if the trust was an inter vivos trust which (immediately before
the grantor's death) was revocable by him acting alone. Your com-
mittee's bill deletes this provision.
Section 665(c). Pro rata portion of taxes deemed distributed

Section 110(c) of your committee's bill amends section 665(c) by
deleting the reference therein to section 667. This change is the same
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as that made by section 113(b)(l) of the House bill. The-reference
to section 667 is no longer necessary because of thelamendnlent of
section 667 made by section 112 of your committee's bill.
Sections 665(b), 665(f), and 665(g). Foreign trust created by citizen or

resident of the United States
By the addition of a new sentence at the end of section 665(b) and

new subsections (f) and (g) to section 665, your committee's bill pro-
vides new treatment of distributions received from certain foreign
trusts. These additions are made by subsections (b) and (e) of sec-
tion 110 of your committee's bill. There were no comparable provi-
sions in- the House bill.
The new provisions deal with foreign trusts, defined in section

665(f) as trusts (created by citizens or residents of the United States)
subject to tax under section 871 (or which would be subject to tax
under section 871 if they had income from sources within the United
States)--that is, trusts which are subject to tax only as nonresident
aliens. A trust created by a U.S. citizen in a foreign country with a
nonresident alien as trustee would, therefore, be treated as a foreign
trust.

In the case of distributions to U.S. citizens or residents by foreign
trusts, which are deemed to consist of income from foreign sources, or
net capital gains which have not been subject to tax under section 871,
the new provisions bar the application of the $2,000 limitation con-
tained in section 665(b) and the exceptions contained in paragraphs
(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) thereof. Thus, any distribution of amounts
described in section 661(a) (2) or (3) which exceeds distributable net
income, reduced by the amounts specified in section 661(a)(1), would
be considered an accumulation distribution, subject to the operation
of the 5-year throwback in the hands of the beneficiary, pursuant to
section 668. With respect to distributions deemed to consist of
ordinary income from sources within the United States, and net
capital gains which have been subject to tax under section 871, the
limitation and exceptions contained in section 665(b) of existing law
would continue to apply.
The new section 665(g) provides an exception in the determination

of distributable net income of a foreign trust. For purposes of section
665(a), capital gains which have not been subject to tax under section
871 will be included in distributable net income, without regard to
their nature under the governing instrument or applicable local law
as income or corpus. The provisions of section 643(a)(3) for this
purpose would be disregarded. The exception applies only in com-
puting distributable net income for purposes of computing undis-
tributed net income as defined in section 665(a). Thus, the exception
would not apply to distributions deemed to come out of distributable
net income of the current year in the application of sections 651, 652,
661, or 662, or in determining the amount of an accumulation dis-
tribution under section 665(b) where the current year's distributable
net income is a factor.

In other respects, aside from those indicated, the existing throwback
rules, as amended by the bill, will apply to distributions from foreign
trusts as defined in section 665(f). Accordingly, for example, the
credit for taxes paid by the trust will be available to the beneficiary
pursuant to section 668(b). In addition, because of the interplay
of the rules relating to the character of income received by a beneficiary
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of a trust and the provisions of section 901(b) (4), the beneficiary
receiving a distribution from a foreign trust is entitled to a credit
for his share of the foreign income taxes paid by the trust. This
credit will, of course, apply in computing the limitation on tax pro-
vided by the last sentence of section 668(a).
SECTION 111. ACCUMULATION DISTRIBUTION ALLOCATED TO 5 PRECEDING

YEARS

Section 666. Conforming and clarifying changes
The words "paragraph (2)" in section 666 (the words appear once),

in section 666(b) (the words appear twice), and in section 666(c) (the
words appear twice), are deleted alnd tl-,,re are inserted in each of such
places the words '"paragraph (3)". These changes, Imade by section
111 of your committee's bill correspond to changes made by section
111 of the House bill, and are made necessary by the change ill the
wordi ng of section 661 (a).

Section 111 of your committee's bill also makes amendments which
corresponld to section 113(b)(2) (A) and (B) of the Houlse bill. Under
this almendmlllent, section 666 is amended(d b1y striking the last senltellce
of subsections (a), (b), and (c) and inserting a new subsection (d)
which provides that thie un(listrilu ted netl. income andl tie taxes im-
posedl on tllh trust shall i)be co(ml)utt(l without regard to ally distribu-
tion unller s'.lpart, D for the taxable year anItd aliy succ'ed(ling Ita.xab)le
year b)ut with regard to such a (listributiol) for any p)receding taxable
year. TThe new subsection ((d) does not represent a change inl law, tut
provides clarity by eliminating duplication of tlhe last sentence of sub-
sections (a), ()), and (c).

SECTION 112. DENIAL OF REFUND TO TRUSTS

Section 667. Denial of refund to trusts
Section 667 of present law provides that there shall be no refund

to a trust for the amount of taxes imposed on the trust which would
not have been payable had the trust in fact made accumulation
distributions as deternlined under section 666. Section 667 also pro-
vides that the amount of taxes not refundable shall be available as
a credit under 668(b) to beneficiaries. As revised by section 112 of
your committee's bill, which corresponds to section 113(b)(3) of tile
House bill, section 667 only provides for a denial of a refund to the
trust. Computation of the credit is, made under section 668(b), as
revised by your committee's bill.

SECTION 113. TIEATMENT OF AMOUNTS DEEMED DISTRIBUTED IN
PRECEDING YEARS

Section 668(a). Treatment
Existing section 668(a) provides for the inclusion in the gross in-

comni of beneficiaries of amounts deemed distributed under section
(66 on the last day of a preceding taxable year to the extent such
al ounts would have been included under existing section 662(a)(2)
and (b) if such amounts hadC been paid on the. last day of such pre-
c((cing taxable year. Secti( 1 3l(a) of your committee's bill makes
conforming aIenllll(denlts to section 668 to take into account changes
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which have been made in the tier system and corresponds to section
112(a) of tihe House bill.

Tile amendment makes it clear that the amount deemed distributed
under section 666 on the last day of the prior taxable year must be
included in the gross income of the beneficiary to the extent that such
amount would have been included under section 662(a)(3) if that
section had applied and if such amount had been paid to the bene-
ficiary on the last day of such preceding .taxable year. In other
words, all amounts which are treated as distributed in a prior taxable
year under section 666 will be treated as if they were section 662(a) (3)
amounts (that is, tier 3 amounts), and their character will be deter-
mined under section 662(b). The undistributed net income for such
prior year will be computed under the law applicable to such year.
As amended, section 668(a) provides for the inclusion by a bene-

ficiary of an amount deemed distributed by the trust under section 666
in the ratio which the aggregate of tile amounts described in section
661(a) (2) and (3) paid, credited, or required to be distributed to such
beneficiary for the taxable year (reduced by the distributable net
income allocated to such beneficiary for such taxable year under
sec. 662(a)(2) or (3)) bears to all such amounts paid, credited, or
required to be distributed to all such beneficiaries for such taxable
year under section 661(a)(2) or (3) (reduced by the amount of dis-
tributable net income for the taxable year allocable under sec.
662(a)(2) or (3)), with certain adjustments because of the exceptions
to the throwback rules contained in section 665(b).
The operation of section 668, as amended by the bill, is illustrated

by the following example:
EXAMPLE

Undistributed net income for 1960 ..---..-...-------- - $6, 000
Distributabl)le net income for 1961 ..-.---------------- -..-- ------- 10, 000
Distributions in 1961:

To A, discretionary payment out of income or corpus (tier 2) _____ 15, 000
To B, discretionary payment out of corpus (tier 3)_......_. 7, 500

Treatment of distributions in 1961:
(I) Current distributions:

A is taxed on (as a current distribution)_ --,- - ---___ 10, 000
B is taxed on (as a current distril)ution) ------------- 0

(2). Accumulattion distribution for 1961.----------.--.--- 12, 500
(3) Portion of accumulation distribution deemed distributed on

Dec. 31, 1960-..--... .. ---------------------------------- 6, 000
A is taxed on----------..-----...--------------------- 2, 400
B is taxed on ---------------------------------- ------ 3, 600

Disregarding taxes paid by the trust, under the facts assumed in
the above table the results with respect to the accumulation distribu-
tion shown in the table are achieved as follows:
With respect to A, the portion of the total ($6,000) required to be

included under the first sentence of section 668(a) in tile income of
beneficiary A shall be an amount (X) which bears the same ratio to
such total ($6,000) as the aggregate amount paid, credited, or required
to be distributed to A and described in paragraphs (2) and (3) of
section 661 (a) (reduced by the amount of distributable net income for
1961 allocated under section 662(a) to such beneficiary, $15,000-
10,000=5,000), bears to all amounts paid, credited, or required to be
distributed to all beneficiaries (in this case A and B) for 1961 and
described in paragraphs (2) and (3) of section 661 (a) (reduced by the
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amount of distributable net income for 1961 allocated to all bene-
ficiaries under sec. 662(a)(2) or (3), $22,500-10,000==12,500). In
this case no adjustment is required for amounts which fall within
paragraphs (1) through (6) of section 665(b). The computations for
A (and similar computations for B) may be summarized as follows:

X 5,000A --------- .6,000 12,500 or X equals $2,400 with respect to A.
X 7,500B---------- 6,00012,500 or X equals $3,600 with respect to B.

Portion of accumulation distribution
deemed distributed il 1960----------- $6,000

Credit for taxes paid by trusts
Section 113(b) of your committee's bill, which corresponds to

section 113(b)(4) of the House bill, amends section 668(b) to provide
that the beneficiary will receive a credit against his tax in an amount
equal to tlhe taxes deemed distributed to such beneficiary under
section 666 (b) or (c). Under present law, the beneficiary receives
a credit equal to the portion of the taxes imposed on tlhe trust which
would not have been payable by tlhe trust for the preceding taxable
year had the trust in fact made distributions to such beneficiaries at
the time and in the amounts specified in section 666. Thus, under
existing law tile amount of tlhe credit might be greater than thle amount
of taxes deemed distributed. Under the amendment, the amount of
the credit will always be equal to the amount of taxes (leecd(l dis-
tributed.
Special transitional rule

Section 113(c) of the bill provides that in applying sections 666 and
668 to any preceding taxable year of a trust to which the amendments
referred to in the bill do not apply, reference to sections 661 (a)(3)
and 662(a)(3) are to be treated as references to sections 661(a)(2) and
662(a)(2) as in effect before such amendments.

SECTION 114. TRUST INCOME I)EDUCTIONS, AND CREDITS ATTRIBUTABLE
TO GRANTORS AS SUBSTANTIAL OWNERS

Section 114 of your committee's bill, like tle House bill, amends
section 671-

(1) to conform section 671 to the repeal of section 678 (relating
to powers in persons other than grantors) by section 109(1) of
the bill,

(2) to make it clear that, to the extent that items of income,
deductions, etc., are to be taken into account by thle grantor
under the provisions of sections 671 through 677, such items are
not to be subject to subparts A through D of part I of subchapter
J, andl

(3) to specifically recognize that persons other than individuals
may be grantors of trusts.
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SECTION 115. POWER TO C()ONTROL BENE'FICIAI ENJOYMENT

In general
Section 674(a) contains the general rule that the granltor of a trust

is to be treated as the owner of ally portion of tlhe trust in respect of
which the beneficial enjoyment of the corpus or the income therefrom
is subject to a power of (lispoiition which is exercislble by the grantor
or a nona(tverse party (or both) without the approval or consent of
any adverse party.

Section 674(b)) provides that tlie general rule of section 674(a) is
not to apply to certain listed powers, regardless of by whom elil(l.
Section 674 (c) an(l (d) also colltail excep)tiols to the general 'rule of
section 674(a).
Section 674(b)(3). Power exercisable by will or deed

Section 674(b))(3) of existing law excepts from section 674(a) a p)owver
ex(rcisable o1nl yI)y will , other tthan it owerteopoint thlie illconmee of
the trellstwlere ihe income is ac('ltulatltled for such (1ispositioIn by the
grantor (or may be so c(cumulated ill the d(iscretion of the grantor or

a nolnaldverlse party, or bothl, without, thlle apl)roval or collent of any
adverse lprtyls).

S(ction 115(a) of yotur commit tee's bill, like thle House bill, amlleds
sectioll 674(1b) (3) to t)ca(lell the excel)tioll descri)e(l above to include
i power exercisalt)le by (ded (wlicl is sllbject to the .r'strictiolns (e-
scribe(l ill tle preceding patragralpl)), (where1a exercise of sulch power
coull only aflect tlie beneficial el)joyllmeint of the (co'pus or illcome
after the death of the h}ollder of thle power. 'Th'e last senltellce of the
amenllel Iilralgral)pl (3) of section 674(1) makes it clear that such
paragraphs (toes nlot aI)pply to a power which (Loes inot exclude the
grantor and his estate as possible ap)l)ointees; the House bill re-
ferred in this connection) only to I power exercisable by (dee(d.
Section 6741(b) (). Power to distribute corpus..s---1xception7 to exception

Sectioii 674(b)(5) of existing law excel)ts from tlhe general rule of
section 674(a) a power to distribute(corlpuS 1111id(lr certatil conditions.
However, the exception of tllis power from tle general lule is miade
subject to the limitation that tile Ipower will not be excep)ted--

if any personI hlas I, Ipower to a to teo beneficiary or bene-
ficiaries torfto a class of beneficiaries esignallted to receivee
thel income 1cor rpus, excel)t whlere such action is to provide
for afterlborol o' aft eri(lote(l ch ildren.

This limitation, wlhichl is s ist fo l i tlhe last senltenlce of section
674(1)) (5), I'elat es, in general, to ai power to a(l(l (new }bel(fic(itries wlhichl
exists concurrentlyy withIt pIowlerwhi'lh is otherwise exceptedl from the
ge(nra1l rule of sect ion 674(a). 'i'his limitation, referred to as tile
"sexceptioli to tlie excel)lionll, is lso1l)mposed on tlhe p)Owers described
ill sections 674(b)(6(), (i74(b))(7), 674(c), ad (674(d().

Section 11 5()) of your committee's bill, like tlie House bill, aillnellds
tile last senlte(nce of section 674(b)(5), reIlating to the exceptions to tie
exception. 'Th'}e Iouse bill containedit provisions that tile prohibition
agalilst a power to ad(l new beneficiaries (des no t apply to a power h}1el
bv a11 ldverse party 11no to ia power wlich qualifies as1a exception
lil(l(er section 674(b) (3). This )provision is deleted iii your (ommitte(e's
bill. By substituting the word"'chan1ge" for tlhe word "11(add"1, tlie
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amendment also makes it clear that the prohibition against a power to
addt beneficiaries includes a power to changebeneficiaries. Under
preseInt law, provision for afterborn or afteradopted children is ex-
cepted frlm the prohibition against ai power to add beneficiaries. As
amended,. provision for an afteracquired spouse is also excepted from
the prohibition.

T'h amin(cldmenlits described alovc hve also been made with respect
to tlhe exception to tle exception found ill sections 674(b)(6), 674(b) (7),
674(c), an(l 674(d).
Section G74(b) (6). -Power to withhold income temporarily

Section6i74 (b) (6) of existing law (which is an exception to the general
rule of sec. 674(a)) relates to a power to distribute or apply income
to or for any current income)beneficiary or to accumulate the income
for himn oncondition that the accunmlated income is ultimately pay-
able in one of the ways specified in the statute. Section 115(c)(1)
of the Housebill amended section 674(b)(6) to clarify its application,
and to provide that, under the circumstances provided in the bill, the
grantor and his estatemust be excluded from the class of possible
aplpoiite(es. Und(er your committee's bill, the rcquirtm'lent that the
grantor a1nd his estate must be excluded from the class of possible
apllpoint('('S llas b)eeO deleted except Ias it, aI)pears ill section
674(b)(6))(C), and ill the latter case the exclusion llas been mnade1
perlllissive. Under section 115(c)(2) of the bill, tils change will take
effect 1 year after the late of tie enactment, of tie bill.

'The amendment also changes the "exception to the exception" con-
tained in the last sentence of section 674(b))(6). This change is
explained ill connection with the explanation of the change in the
last, sentence of section 674(b))(5).
Section 674(b)(7). Power to withhold income during disability of

beneficiary
Section 115(d) of your committee's bill, like the HIouse bill, amrends

section 674(b)(7) to change the "exception to tile exception" contained
in the last sentence. Tills change is explained in connection with the
explanation of tile change in the last sentence of section 674(b)(5).
Section 674 (c). Powers of independent trustees

In general, section 674(c) of existing law excepts from section 674 (a)
a power solely exercisable by a trustee or trustees -

none of whom is tlhe grantor, and no more than half of whom
are related or sulordinatet parties who are subservient to
the wishes of the grantor-

to distribute, apportion, or accumulate income, or to pay out corpus,
to or for a beneficiary or class of beneficiaries.

Under section 674(c), as amended by section 115(e) of your conm-
mittee's bill and tile House bill, the exception applies only if tlhe
power is solely exercisable by a trustee or trustees-

other than tlhe grantor and which is not exercisable without
tlIecoln'urrelnce of a trustee w'ho is not a related or subordi-
nate party subservient to the wishes of the grantor.

Thus, if the grantor establishes a trust and gives tlhe trustees a
power to spray income or corpus among described beneficiaries and
designates his wife, his son, and X trust company (an independent
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trustee) as trustees, the exception described in section 674(c), as
amended by tle bill, will apply only if the power is not exercisable
without the concurrence of X trust company.
The amendment made by section i1(e) of your committee's bill

also c(thanges thle "exception to the exception" contained in the last
sentence of section 674(c). 'This change is explained in connection
with the explanation of tile change ill the last sentence of section
674 ()) (5).
Section 674.(d). Power to allocate income

Section 115(f) of your committee's bill, like the House bill, changes
section 674(d) in two respects. In tlhe first sentence the words "none
of 'whonlm is tile graltor" are rellace(d 1y "othIer than tlhe grantor".
This is a conformillg Iamen(ll ent and makes no substantive change
ill existig law.

'1Thle second change is a revision of the last sentence of section 674(d)
whlicl contains tihe exceptionn to the exception". This change is
explained ill connection with tile exIplatlion of the change in tihe
last sentrelce of section 674(b)(5).

SECTION 116. ADMINISTRATIVE POWERS

Tlhe aillen(lImelt lmadel by section 11( of your committee's bill, like
the House bill, to section 675(2) is a clarifying amenll(dmlent. Under
existing section 675(2), the grantor is treated( as the( owner of aniy )or-
tion of a trust ill resl)ect of wli(chlie is clalbled to borrow corpus or
income without ad(lceualte init('rel!t, or security except where a trustee
(other tllhani th(e gra-iltol) is aulth)rized ui(ler a general lending power
to imake loans to aity person \\ itlolit regard to iltterest or S(curity.
'lie anllendme(lln( t strikes ouLt "(otheltr tn.lti the granitor)" t(and inserts
"(otil(' tIhan tlie( g'ra)t(or acting alonee). Tilus, tie glrantor would
not )be treate(l as owI'er where lie is one of two or more trustees holding
such a g('eneral leidlilig p)ow\er jointly.

SECTION 117. INCOME FOR BENEFIT OF GRANTOR

Section 677(b). Conforming change
Section 117(a) of your commltittee's bill, like the House bill, amends

section 667(1) to conform' to tihe changes made by tlle bill in section
66t ().
Section 677 (c). Eexistence of discretion as to income

Existing section 677(a) )rovi(les (il part) t.hat a g'rantIor is to be
treated as the o\wnerl of any portion of a trust w]lose incomeii without
tile approval or consent of lany adverse party is, or, in tihe liScretion
of tlie grian or or lanonadverse party, or botl1, 1may be distributed to
the grant(or o appllied to tlle p)ayitnnt of )premiiuliis oil certain policies
of insurance on tie life of theCgraitor.

.,Existilg section 677(b) provi(les (in part) that income of a trust is
not to be considered taxablle to tlhe grantor uerer section 677(a)
or any other prIovision of chaplter 1 of the co(de mmerely because such
income (in the discretion of another pCersOl, the trustee, or tJle grantor
acting as trustee or cotrusted) mayl be applied or distributed for the
support or ltintienance of at beneficiary whom thle grantor is legally
obligated to support or maintain, except to the extent that such income
is so applied or distributed.
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Section 117(b) of your committee's bill, like the House bill, adds a
new subsection (c) to section 677. lThe new subsection provides, in
effect, that discretion as to income exists for purposes of the provisions
of section 677(a) and (b) described above even though the terms of
the trust specify that tlie discretion relates only to corpus, to the extent
that the income of the trust is not required to be distributed currently.

'til aIpplication of tlhe new section 677(c) may be illustrated
as follows: A establishes a trust and gives the trustee discretion
to pay out tlie income to his son S or to accumulate it,. A reserves
thel power to withdraw $5,000 of corpus ealchl year. 'Tie ordinary
income of the trust exceeds $5,000. A will be treated as the owner
of $5,000 of ordinary income, whether the income is paid to S or not
anld whether A makes a withdrawal or not.

SECTION 118. LIMITATION ON CHARITABLE, ETC., DEI)UCTION

Section 118 of your committee's bill, like tle House bill, makes
conforming amen(lellnts to section 681to implement the change in
the treatment of distributiolls to charitable beneficiaries. (See com-
ment under section 642(c).) It also amends section 681(b)(1) and
the last sentence of section 681(c) to make it clear that a trust may
obtain the benefit of section 170(b)(1)(A) which allows tlie extra 10
percent deduction for contributions to a. specified class of charities.
Your committee's bill changes tllv House bill to conform to changes
made in section 661.

SEC'TION 119. TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENI)MENTS

Section 119 of your committee's bill, like tl I-House bill, makes a
number of technical chalnlges to the code to conform its provisiolis to
changes made by the .)ill il subchapter J. Tlhe challlges made by
sectioll 119(b), relating to constructive owners hipl of stock, anld section
119(e), relating to deduction for capital gains, are to preserve the
effect of existing law within respect to attribution rules provided by
section 318 of the code aInd with respect to tle computatiion of the
deduction for capital gains under scctionl 1202 of tlie code ill tle case
of estates and trusts.

Subsections (h) and (i) provide special 6-year periods of limitation
on assessment and collection and on claims for credit and refund in
the case of mllultiple trusts subject to the operation of section 641(c).
Thle (6-year l)eriod will apply only to the ,xtnillt a tax is attril)ltable
to currently ac(cutllmllateld incomes 01iloo taxable i(coles allocatedl to
corpus, or bothl, of se)laratCe trusts which arfl comblliled lluder section
641 (c).

SECTION 120. CLEIICALI AMEJNDAMENTS

Sect ion 120 of your c1lnmmittete's bill, like the HIouse bill, makes
clerical changes ill tables of sections an(l hl(adllings.

SECTION 121. EFF'ECTIVE D1)AT'1

Section 121 of your committee's bill, like the House bill, provides
titl xtexcel)t as otherwise provided in title I of thle bill, the animenldenlts
llnade 1)x title I of tille bill shall apl)ly wtitl respect to taxableyears
endilngi aftertie date of tile enactment of tle bill.
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III. GENERAL EXPLANATION OF PARTNERSHIP PROVISIONS
1. Rearrangement of subchapter K
The present partnership provisions are divided into four parts with

one of these parts subdivided into four subparts. The parts and
subparts of existing law are as follows:

Part I. Determination of tax liability
Part II. Contributions, distributions, and transfers

Subpart A. Contributions to a partnership
Subpart B. Distributions by a partnership
Subpart C. Transfers of interests in a partnership
Subpart D. Provisions common to other subparts (including

the collapsible partnership provision)
Part III. Definitions
Part IV. Effective date

The present partnership provisions have been criticized on the
grounds that they are too complicated and that the taxIayer who is
a member of the average simple partnership cannot be expected to
understand many of the present provisions. Your committee agrees
with the House 'Jhat much of the difficulty in this respect stems from
the fact that, in actual practice, the operation of partnerships can vary
significantly. '1The major problem appears to arise from the fact that
a partnership is viewed by some as an entity separate and apart from
the partners, while others view tlhe partnership as an aggregation of the
partners, each acting in his own separate capacity. The partnership
provisions of presenIlt law take both this "entity" and this "aggregate"
concept into account. Tli( "entity" concept is most frequently applied
by the statute, since it ordinarily operates more simply than does the
"aggregate" concept. Usually elections are available, however, mak-
ing it possible for the partners or partnership to follow the aggregate
concept if they care to do so. These elections are necessary if the
tax laws are not to freeze partnerships into a rigid mold, but, never-
theless, they are a complicating factor. Moreover, there are other
relatively complicated partnership provisions, designed to prevent
tax avoidance or undue hardship, which are unlikely to apply in the
type of transaction in which the simple partnership or partner nor-
mally engages.
The House and your committee have concluded that, in actual

practice, a substantial simplification can be achieved for the average
simple partnership by grouping in onel part the' provisions likely to be
applicable to these partnerships and by grouping in other parts the
various elections and other technical provisions of narrower applica-
tion. Therefore, in both ltle House and your committee's versions of
this bill a rearrangement of the partnersllip provisions is provided.
Both versions of the bill rearrange the partnership provisions so that

the provisions generally applicable to a "simple" )partnership fall in
part I, the special provisions relating to collapsible partnerships fall in
part II, and the more technical provisions fall in part III. The outline
of the rearrangement provided is as follows:

Part I. Rules generally applicable to partners and partnerships.
Subpart A. Determination of tax liability.
Subpart B. Contributions to a partnership.
Subpart C. Distributions by a partnership.
Subpart D. Transfers of interests in a partnership.
Subpart E. Treatment of certain liabilities.
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Part II. Collapsible partnership transactions.
Part 1II. Special rules for partners and partnerships.

Subpart A. Special rules in determining tax liability.
Subpart B. Interest in partnership capital exchanged for

services.
Subpart C. Termination of retiring or deceased partner's

interest.
Subpart D. Election of optional adjustments to basis of

partnership property.
Part IV. Definitions.

It is believed that any inconvenience that may be caused by a
renumbering of sections under the new arrangement will be rela-
tively minor because of the large proportion of old section numbers
retained and because sufficient time has not yet transpired since the
enactment of the 1954 Code to fix the existing numbers in practi-
tioners' minds.
2. Section 702(b). Level for determilinig character of income

Section 702(b) of present law provides that only the items of income,
gain, loss, deduction, or credit which were included in a partner's
distributive share under paragraphs (1) through (8) of subsection (a)
of section 702 are to have special characteristics in the hands of the
partner. After excluding such items, the remaining income or loss,
grouped in paragraph (9), becomes ordinary income or loss without
any character other than "partnership income or loss." As to whether
the character of the items is to be determined at the partnership or
partner level, the statute merely states that the character of the
items in paragraphs (1) through (8) is to be determined as if the items
were realized directly from the source from which realized by tlie
partnership, or incurred in the same manner as incurred by the
partnership.
Both the House and your committee's versions of thle ill colltiinue

thle conduit principle established by section 702(b) of Ipresent law.
However, this principle is expanded b)y providing that the allracter of
all partnership items, not just certain listed items, is to carry over into
the hands of the separate partners. Inl reality this effect llns already
been obtained by tile regulations w\llichl ullndler existing auluthority
provide that tlhe character of all items of income, gain, loss, deductions,
or credit, which have tax significance, is to carry over into tlie hlanids of
the separate partners. This principle which is laid (ldowl ill thle regu-
lations appears necessary ill order to p)revellt a parltnr' from being
deprived of the bt)(enefit of such items as the ret',irem'lnt, ilicomle cre(lit
where rents, (lividenlls, etc., are received through 1. partllershil).

In ad(lition, both ve(rsioins of til :' bill provide that tlie cha11l'ral('ct of
items of income, gain, loss, deduction, or credit is to e)( (ldeterllill(ed on
a )alrtllc-l)y-l)artner basis, (lepenlling u1loll tile activities of e(ach
partner. However, due regard must be given to ally bisilless, filliancial
operation, or venture in which tlel)artnershil) is engaged(i, sillce tile
partnerships is carrying oni tIlls activity for lte Ipartner. As a result,
the sale of a property b)y a partnership whli('l is not a real (,state dealer
may result in ordinary income to one partner (wllo is ta real estate
dealer) and capital gain to the other partners (whlo are not real estate
dealers in their separate capacities). However, just as it is possible
for a real estate dealer who is a sole proprietor to have a segregated
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investment account (sales from which result in capital gain), so also
will it be possible, where a partnership interest represents an invest-
ment account, for sales by the partnershil) to give rise to capital gain,
rather than ordinary income, for the partner whlo is a real estate
dealer. This will be a factual question to be determined in each case.
It will, of course, also be necessary to take into account the activities
of all plartnershils where 1a idividlual is 1 )partner ill more than one
partllership, in (determining the character of these various activities
for tle p)artller. It is believed that a rule of this general type is
essential to prevent serious tax avoidance since dealers otherwise
might avoi(l ordinary income tax by combining in partnerships with
-non(ll(aler partners.
3. Section 702(c). Gross income of a partner

Section 702(c) of present law states:
In any case where it is necessary to determine the gross

income of a partner for purposes of this title, such amount
sliall include his distributive share of the gross income of the
partnership.

Gross income of the partnership as used here might not be reduced
by any guaranteed payments male by tile partnership to tlie l)artners.
Section 707(c() of present law (sec. 707(b) in-the bill), however, also
provides that guaranteed payments are to be included in gross income
for purposes of section 61(a).
As the result of the interrelationship of sections 702(c) and 707(c)

((b) in the bill) the law lmay be interpre(ted as reC(uirilig the inclusion
of guaranteed payments in a partner's gross income twice, once as a
portion of his distributive share of the partnership gross income and
once directly as guaranteed payments. To overcome this possible
double inclusion ill gross illconme both the House and your committee's
versions of thIe bill modify this provision to provide that for purposes
of computing gross income under section 61(a) amounts included in
gross iIncomne as guaranteed payments are not to be again included as
"gross inlcolrec of a partnerr"
4. Section 702(d). Limitations in computing taxable income (new sub-

section)
Although various sections of the code impose limits upon the

amount of an item (generally a deduction item) which is to be taken
into account in computing taxable income, subchapter K does not
make it clear whether tile code imposes tlese limitations at the
partnership or at the partner level. Under the regulations, however,
the limitations are applied at the partner level.

Thle typeIs of limitations referred to include( (but, are not limited)
the $50 exclusion of dividends received by individuals, tIle $1,000
limitaltion ol tlle deduction of cal)ital losses in excess of capital gains,
tlie $100,00() limitation oil deductible exploration expenditures, the
limitatiioll of soil anid wa ter conservation expenditure reductionss to
25 )'percetnlt of gross income from flarmling, tihe liliitati(on of (ldehlctible
(ch rittalule (conlt,)illltiions. to 20 or 30 percent( of ill individual tax-
payer's adjusted gross income, the limitation on tlle deduct il)le (deple-
tioni allowance( to 50 per(cel t of tlaxal)ble illncolm fronl tlIe p)lropl)(ery and
the limitation on the foreign tax (credit restrictingthe allowable credit
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to the portion of the taxpayer's taxable income from sources within
the foreign country. '

The bill makes it clear that wherever a limitation is imposed upon
the includibility or the deductibility of an item, each partner is en-
titled to his full share up to the statutory limit and that the partner-
ship is to be disregarded for this purpose.
Your committee agrees with the House that it would be undesir-

able to impose the limitations at the partnership level since this would
permit individual taxpayers to exceed a limitation set by the statute
simply by forming a number of partnerships. Moreover, it would
work out unfairly where a large number of partners share the same
item. If the limits were imposed at both the partnership and partner
levels, they would discriminate against the partnership form of busi-
ness. It is believed that the limits set in the code generally are the
amount intended to be allowed to any single individual taxpayer.
Your committee takes this view even though it recognizes that certain
accounting complexities may arise when a partnership allocates items
of income or deduction to partners differently sitluated. Thlis amend-
ment is intended to clarify, and not to change, present law. It should
be made clear, however, that your committee does not consider that
the word "limitation" as used in the amendment includes the restric-
tions on the choice of depreciation methods under section 167,
5. Section 702(e). Election for simplified reporting (new subsection)
As indicated in the discussion on the preceding subsections of section

702, the character of every partnership item of income, gain, loss,
deduction, or credit of a partnership which has tax significance is to
carry through to the partner and is to be reported separately by him
on his own income tax return. For the mediumr-sized or relatively
large partnership such exactness will, of course, be desired on the part
of the taxpayers, since most of the special characteristics of various
items will be advantageous to the partners in the computation of their
own income tax liability. However, for a relatively small partnership,
if most of its income represents ordinary income, maintaining the
special character of various items frequently is of little benefit and
adds considerably to the complexity of the computation for the partner
in his own individual income tax return.
To avoid this result both tlie Houlse and your committee's versions

of thle bill add a new subsection (e) to section 702 providing that a

partnership may elect (where all of the lmemblers are individuals) to
take all items of income and deduction into account as a single, net,
ordinary income or loss item, with the exception of capital gain and
loss items and dividend income. The capital gain and loss items will
continue to be separated into gains and losses from the sale or exchange
of capital assets held for not more than 6 months, gains and losses from
the sale or exchange of such assets held for more than 6 months, and
gains and losses from the sale or exchange of section 1231 assets. Tlle
separate reporting of these items is necessary to prevent tax avoidance
possibilities where there are net losses. Dividend income un(ler this
election would also continue to be reported separately because such
income nmust )b i(dentifi(ed separately for self-emplllosyment tax pullroses.

'To maintain tills option as a simple method for reI)orting partnership
income it is necessary to (lely deductions an(l exclusions for this
purpose where there is some fixed amount or percentage limitation.
Also (IisallowVed ale any credits (other than those for diviend(ls)
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attributable to the partnership income. The denial of these items
in this case is necessary since otherwise such items would have to be
determined separately at the partner level.
The election under this section can be made annually. Under the

House bill this election had to be made not later than the time pre-
scribed by law for filing the partnership return (including extensions
of time for filing the return) for the year in question. It was pointed
out to your committee in its hearings that since an election to use the
simplified reporting in some cases will result in the denial of tax bene-
fits otherwise available, this election can act as a "trap for the un-
wary." To minimize this result your committee has amended the
House bill to provide that the election with respect to simplified re-
porting may be made or revoked for a partnership taxable year at any
time before the expiration of 3 years from the (late prescribed by law
by which the partnership return must be filed (without regard to any
extensions of time). This will mean a partnership will be able to
change its election with respect to simplified reporting in the same
period in which it generally will be possible to make additional assess-
ments with respect to the taxes of the partners involved.
6. Section 703(b). Organizational expenditures (new subsection in House

bill; deleted by your committee)
The House bill would have added a new subsection to section 703

providing that organizational expenses in the case of a partnership
may be deducted ratably over a period of 60 months beginning with
the month in which the expenses are paid or accrued. Under the
House bill these expenses are defined as those incident to the creation
of a partnership or to the preparation of the first written partnership
:agreement. The House provision was not to include any revision of,
or substitute for, an already existing partnership agreement. In
addition, these expenses were not to include expenditures incurred in
order to obtain capital contributions for the partnership or those in-
cident to the transfer of assets to a partnership.
Testimony before your committee has indicated that the lines of

demarcation which the House bill would have provided as to which
expenses may be treated as organizational expenses and which may
not would lead to numerous difficulties. It was suggested, for ex-
ample, that it would be difficult to distinguish between those expenses
incurred in order to organize the partnership and those incurred in
order to obtain capital contributions. It also was suggested that it
would be arbitrary to distinguish between expenditures incurred with
respect to the first version of a partnership agreement and not to al-
low a similar writeoff with respect to revisions of such an agreement.
In view of these considerations, your committee decided to delete the
organizational expense provision reserving it for future consideration.
In doing this, it does not intend to affect the tax treatment now
applicable with respect to such expenses.
7. Section 705 and section 763. Determination of basis of partner's

interest (present sec. 705 (a) and (b))
Section 705 of present law provides two rules, a general rule and an

alternative rule, for purposes of determining the basis of a partner's
interest in a partnership.
The general rule requires a partner-to determine the adjusted basis

of his interest by taking the basis of the property originally contributed
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to the partnership, or the basis of the interest at the time of purchase,
and then increasing this by the partner's distributive share of the
income of the partnership and decreasing it by the partnership basis
of assets distributed to him, and by the partner's distributive share ot
losses of the partnership.
The alternative rule provides that the Secretary or his delegate.

may prescribe the conditions under which the adjusted basis of a
partner's interest may be determined by reference to what his pro-
portionate share of the adjusted basis of partnership property would
be if the partnership were to be terminated at that time.

Since the partnership frequently has to determine the adjusted
basis of partnership property, your committee agrees with the House
that the alternative rule, where the Secretary permits its use, is much
simpler to apply than the general rule. Moreover, in the case of the
simple partnership, where the contributions and distributions have
been in money and there have been few if any transfers of partnership
interests, the basis for a partner's interest reached under either rule is
likely to be substantially the same.

Inl view of these considerations, both the House and your com-
mittee's bill provide that what is now the alternative rule, with modi-
fications, is to become tile general or standard rule, and that what is
now tie general rule is to becomelthe alternative rule.

This new general rule will not apply, however, if the partnership
elects the more detailed method (sec. 763 in the rearrangement). t
also does not apply if a revenue agent upon examination of a partner's
(or the partnership's) return (or subsequently in any process of review
of a return) calls upon the partner to establish that there are no sub-
stantial differences (because of contributions, transfers of interests, or
distributions) between computing the adjusted basis of his interest
under the simpler procedure and computing it under tlhe more detailed
procedure provided in the new alternative section (sec. 763) and the
partner fails to establish that there are no substantial differences.
The House bill also provided that for the general rule to apply, the
taxpayer upon request would have to establish not only that contribu-
tions, transfers or distributions did not, create substantial differences
between the two methods of computing the basis of an interest, but
also that "other circumstances" did not create such differences.
Your committee has deleted this reference to "other circumstances"
because of the uncertainty that this would add to the provision. With
a reference only to contributions, transfers and distributions it will
b)e possible for a taxpayer to look at these three categories of transac-
tions in determining whether there is a substantial difference under
the two methods in computing the basis for his interest. If the refer-
ence to "other circumstances" were left in the bill, it would appear
that all transactions, of whatever nature, would have to be examined.
In determining whether a partner is to be permitted to use the new
simpler, general rule or whether he must compute the basis of his
interest under the more detailed rule, your committee intends that a
factor to be taken into account is the difficulty involved in developing
the transactions on which the more detailed rule should be based.
8. Section 706. Changing or adopting a taxable year

Section 706(b)(1) of present law would appear to require establish-
ment to the satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate of a business
purpose before a partnership can adopt any year where its principal
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partners are on different taxable years. However, the regulations
on this point provide that a newly formed partnership may adopt a
calendar year as its taxable year without securing prior approval from
the Commissioner if all of its principal partners are not on the same
taxable year. Presumably the authority for this is contained in
sections 441(b)(2) and 441(g)(3) of the code.

Section 706(b)(2) of present law would seem to indicate that a
principal partner may change his taxable year to that of a partner-
ship in which he is a principal partner without obtaining the consent
of the Secretary or his delegate. However, the regulations on this
section (sec. 1.706-1(b)(2)) indicate that a partner may not change
his taxable year without securing prior approval from the Commis-
sioner. This requirement is based on the fact that section 442 pro-
vides that if a taxpayer changes his annual accounting period the
new accounting period is to become the taxpayer's taxable year only
if the change is approved by the Secretary or his delegate.
Both the House and your committee's versions of the bill amend

section 706(b)(1) clearly to permit a partnership to adopt the calendar
year as its taxable year without the consent of the Secretary or his
delegate where the principal partners have different taxable years.
This is necessary because otherwise the partnership might find itself
in the position of being unable to adopt any taxable year where the
principal partners are on different taxable years. The rule in the
regulations appears to be the most practical solution to this problem.
Both versions of the bill also amend section .706(b)(2) to make it

clear that a partner must obtain the permission of the Commissioner
to change his taxable year even though changing to the same year
as that of a plartnershil) in which lie is a principal partner. It is
believe(l desirable to make the rule in the present regulations the ex-
press statutory rule because there aremallny conditions under which the
Secretary or his delegate might not want to permit a principal partner
to change his taxable year to that of a. partnership in whicll he is a
member. For example, problems may arise where-

(1) an individual is a principal partner in more than one
partnership;

(2) the income of the spouse of a partner, for some other
reason, should be on a different taxable year; and

(3) the partnership income is only a minor portion of the
taxpayer's total income.

9. Section 707. Transactions between partners and partnerships (present
sec. 707 (a) and (c))

These are conforming changes.
10. Section 708(b)(1)(B). Termination of a partnership on sale to

another partner of an, interest of 50 percent or'i ore
Preseiit law provides that a partnership is to be considered as termi-

nated if, within a 12-month period, there is a sale or exclhage of 50
percent or more of the total interest in partnership capital andI profits.
Thus, the sale of a partnership interest to another partner will termi-
nate tlhe partnership if tlhe interest sold is 50 percent or more of the
total interest in the partnership capital and profits. However, no
termination occurs where a partner's interest is liquidted by making
distributions to him of 50 percent or Iore of the partnership assets.
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Your committee agrees with the House that this disparity in treat-.
ment between cases where an interest is sold and where a distribution is
made places too much emphasis on form. For example, it would appear
that the same result as the sale of an interest to other partners can be
obtained by the partners intending to remain in a partnership making
additional contributions of property to the partnership, and then the
partnership making distributions to the withdrawing partner. In
this case, of course, under present law (if these were not viewed as
step transactions) there would not be a termination of the partnership
even though the withdrawing partner had more than a 50-percent
interest.
To equate the tax consequences in the sale and distribution cases,

both the House and your committee's versions of thie bill provide
that a partnership is not to be terminated by a sale of an interest
(regardless of the percentage interest sold) to partners who have been
members of tile partnership for at least 12 months prior to the sale.
The bill also makes it clear that the reference to sales or exchanges

which result in a 50-percent change in interests (where the interests
are sold to other than preseClt nleCibers of tile partnership) refers to
the aggregate sales or exchanges occurring withiil a 12-lnonthl period.
11. Sections 721 and 722. Contributions to a partnership
The changes made in sections 721 and 722 arc closely related to the

changes made in section 770 and are included in the discussion on tlat
section in No. 24 below.
12. Sections 731 and 732. Extent of recognition of gain or loss on dis-

tribution and basis of distributed property other than money
These are conforming changes.

13. Section 734. Basis of undistributed partnership property (present
sec. 734(a))

These are conforming changes.
14. Section 735. Character of gain or loss in the case of sales or exchanges

of distributed property (present sec. 736(a))
Present law provides that if a partnership distributes unrealized

receivables or inventory items to a partner which lie in turn sells, any
gain realized by the distributed partner is to be ordinary incoIme in the
case of tle inventory items, if they are sold within 5 years of tile
distribution, and in the case of unrealized receivables irrespective of
how long after the distribution the sale occurs.
Both in the case of unrealized receivables and inventory items,

present law refers to gain or loss "by a diistributee partner." As a
result, a distribute partner may be able to make a gift of the unrealized
receivables or inventory items received by him, and his donic, upon the
sale of the receivables or inventory items, may not be subject to the
ordinary income treatment which would apply if the distrilutee
-partner had made the sale.

Your committee's bill provides that tile character of a gain or loss
oil tile sale of unrealized receival)les or inventory itlems (acti(uaill "sec-
tion 752 assets" under the bill, as explained slubso(lllently) (listriblluted
to a partner is to be maintained tl.rough all subsequent transfers of
the property where the basis of the distribute )artlner for the property
is carried over to the trlansferee. 'This rule is' consist(lnt witli t lie
basic rules of present law and will prevent the avoidance of the
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ordinary income rule in the case of gifts of such property and in
other cases involving the carryover of the distribute partner's basis.
Your committee's bill also removes thie 5-year limitation presently

applicable in the case of inventory items. As a result, unrealized
receivables, inventory items, as well as other itemIs classified as section
751 assets under the bill (defined in that section as shlownv below),
when distributed are indefinitely to retain their ordinary income char-
acter in the hands of the distribute partner (or his transteree where
the distributee partner's basis is carried over).
15. Section 736. [-Iolding period for partnership property (present sec.

735(b))
ThIis section involves only conforming changes.

16. Sections 741 and 743. Transfers of interests in a partnership
(present sees. 741 and 743(a))

The House bill made only conforming changes in these sections.
Your coninittee, however, has added a new subsection to section 741.

In most respects the partnership l provisions attempt to provide
substantially the same tax treatment for a partner who sells his
interest as for one with respect to whom a distribution is made.
This is intended to give assurance that mere differences in fo-mn will
not result in substantive difference in taxation for partners. I-ow-
ever, under present law even though there is no economic difference
it is possible for partners to arrange different tax effects for tlhe dis-
position of the interest of a retiring or deceased partner, merely by
casting the transaction as a sale rather than a liquidating distribution.
T'Iie generally applicable tile in such cases is contained in what was
section 736 (sec. 776 under the rearrangement). This rule provides
that amounts distributed in liquidation of an interest usually are to
be classified as capital payments generally not taxable to the recipient
(or deductible by the payors) unless there is a capital gain or loss real-
ized. An exception to this rule, of course, is provided for payments
for substantially appreciated ordinary income assets. Amounts paid
in addition to these payments for tlhe capital interest are considered
as taxable income to the recipient and as deductible items to the
payors. This latter category in all cases includes unrealized re-
ceivables. H-owever, taxpayers have been able to obtain results
which differ from those under this generally applicable rule by using
"buy and sell agreements" effective at the time of a partner's retire-
lnent, or death. Tliese agreements usually provide for tlhe purchase
of the partnership interest of the retiring or deceased partner by
thle remaining partners on a pro rata basis (i.e., in accordance with
their interests in profits or capital of the Ipartnership). This has the
effect of treating the entire amount received by the recipient as a
capital transaction except to tihe extent substantially appreciated
ordinary incolime assets are involved.
Your committee's anlendments provide that these pro rata sales of

interests to existing partners (or sales which are substantially pro rata)
are to be treated as coming under section 776. Such sales of interests
to the partnership are, of course, already treated as distributions to
which section 776 applies. This will provide uniformity of treatment
for these payments regardless of tie form in which they are made.
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17. Sections 7/19, 750, and 751. Collapsible partnership transactions
(present sec. 751)

Under present law the so-called collapsible partnership provision
applies both to sales of partnership interests and also to distributions
by a partnership where there is a sale or distribution with respect
to certain ordinary-income-type assets, and these assets represent a

significant element in the transaction. lhe types of I)rOl)erty with
whicll tills collapsible partnership provision is concerned tare "unreal-
ized receivables" and inventoryy items which have substantially
appreciated in value." Tle existing statute presents detailed defini-
tions of unrealized receivables and inventory items. In addition, in
the case of inventory items, two tests are applied in determining
whether there is substantial appreciation and, therefore, whether or
not the collapsible partnership provision applies. In all cases, how-
ever, the collapsible partnership provision applies in the case of
unrealized receivables. For the gain attributable to the inventory
items to be treated as ordinary income their fair market value must
exceed 120 percent of their basis and also the fair market value of
these assets must represent more than 10 percent of the fair market
value ol all partnership property other than money.
Both the House and your committee's bill have rearranged the pres-

ent collapsible partnership provisions, which appear in section 751,
by placing the portion relating to transfers of an interest in section
749 and the portion relating to distributions in section 750. The
definitions, etc., remain in section 751. Most of the changes made
by the House and your committee's version of the bill relate both to
transfers of an interest and to distributions.
However, one change made in both versions of the bill applies

exclusively to the sale of a partnership interest. This is the addition
of the sentence in section 749 which provides that this section is to
apply where there is a gain with respect to the ordinary income assets,
whether or not there is an overall gain with respect to the sale or ex-
change of the interest. It is not clear under present law as to whether
the ordinary income treatment applies only when there is an overall
gain on the sale of an interest, or whether it applies where there is a
gain on ordinary assets without regard to whether there is an overall
gain or loss on the sale of the interest. Your committee agrees with
the House that where there. is ordinary income, the presence or absence
of overall gain with respect to the entire interest should make no
differen ,( in the taxation of this ordinary income.

In section 750, which deals ^ ith distributions, both versions of the
bill add an exception to the ordinary income treatment generally
provided. The section 750 ordinary income treatment is not to apply
in the case of a distribution of the partner's share of partnership
income for tlhe current year (including drawings and advances). This
is an exception now set forth in the regulations and one which the
tHouse and yourl committee believe appropriately belongs in the
statute. It is believed that this exception will (lo much to remove
uncertainty as to the extent of the application of section 750.

Tlhe remaining changes made by tlie House and your committee
apply both to sales of an interest and distributions. In the interest of
simplification, both the House and( your committee have substituted
for tihe present troublesome definitions of unrealized receivables and
inventory items a more general definition of items to which the

56707-60-6
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ordinary income treatment is to apply. For convenience, the items
in this category are referred to as "section 751 assets."' These
section 751 assets are in general definedd as assets which, if held by an
individual, would result in ordinary income upon their sale. lThis
rule appears preferable to the separate definitions in existing law for
unrealized receivables and inventory items because it provides the
same rule for partnerships as is now followed by individuals. This
also avoids problems in existing law in attempting to define what
constitute unrealized receivables and particularly what constitute
inventory items.
Both the House and your committee's versions of the bill make more

equitable the application of the ordinary income treatment provided
by the collapsible partnership provision by making available the offset
of section 1231(b) losses. This is provided because other taxpayers
may reduce ordinary income, with respect to which tax otherwise
would be imposed, by any net loss on section 1231(b) assets (generally
real and depreciable property used in the trade or business). Both
versions of the bill, in order to provide as nearly as possible the same
ordinary income treatment where a partnership interest is sold or a
partnership makes a distribution as would apply in the case of other
taxpayers, provide that the income treated as ordinary income is
to be reduced by any loss referred to as a "section 751(b) loss." A
section 751(b) loss is in general defined as aly net loss which would
occur as a result of the application of section 1231 with respect to
partnership property which in effect the partner is selling. This may
occur either because he is in effect selling such property when he sellIs
his partnership interest or when, in a distribution, a distribute
partner gives up an interest in such property or the partners remaining
in the partnership after the distribution give up an interest in such
.property.

n1 determining whether the sale or exchange of an interest or a
distribution of property will result in ordinary income, both versions
of the bill provide that the character of the property is to be deter-
mined at the time of the sale or excnllge or distribution. They also
provide that the character is to be determined as if the property
were sold (lirectly by thel)Iersonl relinquishling the interest in the pro)-
erty. However, il this case, as in tihe case of the determination of
the character of thle income underr section 702, due regardl is to be
given to any business, financial operation, or venture ill which tile
partllnership is ellgage(ld Thus, the (determination will be made sepa-
rately with respect to each partner, but attention will be giveii to the
fact that the partnership is acting for each of the partners. 'ThIe dis-
cussion uIndeI section 702(b) is applicable here.

In addition, the two versions of the bill provide that the character of
the p)rol)pety is to be letelmined as if all of tlhe property had been
sold to one, person in one transaction. It is believed that this treat-
ment is likely to conform with the facts in the situation wliere a
partner is selling an interest or receiving a distribution, since in these
cases lie is in fact in a single transaction disposing of an interest in tlhe
property involved to one person or to a group of persons. For purposes
of simplicity, all property of the partnership, in applying the ordinary
income rule under the bill, is to be considered as if it had been held for
more than 6. months (more than 12 months in the case of certain live-
stock described in section 1231(b)(3)).
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The House bill makes three changes in the provision relating to the
substantial appreciation test. Your committee's amendment accepts
the changes made by theeHouse but adds three other changes.
As previously indicated, under existing law "unrealiz,; d receivables"

are treated as resulting in ordinary income in all cases, whereas in-
ventory items are so treated only where there is "substantial appre-
ciation." In the interest of simplification, the House bill, and also
your committee's bill, applies this substantial appreciation test uni-
formnly to all section 751 assets in tile aggregate. Thus, ordinary
income treatment will be applied il tile case of "unrealized receivables"
only when the appreciation in such items, together with the apprecia-
tion in inventory, etc., represents a substantial element in the sale or
distribution transaction.

In deteruininig whether there is substantial appreciation in the case
of these section 751 assets, tile House bill and also your committee's
bill removes an unintended benefit in the present provision whereby
real estate developers and others, through the use of liabilities (such
as mortgaged property) may avoid tlhe ordinary income treatment on
wllat are in reality substantially appreciated section 751 assets. This
avoidance is accomplished by reducing the section 751 assets below
the specified percentage of the value of all assets by borrowing funds
and purchasing additional nonsection 751 assets. The effect of this
under present law may be to remove all of the section 751 assets in-
volved from the category of "substantially appreciated." Both
versions of the bill avoid this possible result by requiring that tlle fair
market value of the partnershipproperty (other than money), with
which the value of the section 751 assets is compare(l, be reduced for
any liabilities of the partnership.
Your committee has made three further modifications in the sub-

stantial appreciation test. First, it, has raised the percentages to be
applied under this test. Under I)resent law for section 751 assets to
be treated as substantially appreciated nl( as resulting in ordinary
income, their fair market value must exceed 120 percent of their
adjusted basis. Also, tleir fair market value must exceed 10 percent
of the fair nimarket value of all partnerships property (other than
money). Your committee's bill raises this 120-percent test to 125
percent and raises the 10-percent test to 15 percent.

In addition, your committee las alnen(ded the substantial apprecia-
tion test to provide that the test is not to apply unless the apprecia-
tion in tlhe section 751 assets (thlat is, the excess of their fair market
value over tlieir adjusted basis) exceeds $1,000. 'l.'is $1,000 de
Ilininis rule under the bill is to be apl)lied on an aggregate basis with
respect to all of the assets considered as sold or exchanged, by any
partl'ner, or by tlte partnership, as the case may be, in all transactions
ill tlihe 12-1onth period( inlne(liately before and also in the 12-m1onmth
period immediately after the transaction in question.
Both of tlle amenldmlents described above arc designed to case the

alpplicaltiol of (lie ordinary ilcomle test treatment Iprovi(led by I)present
law. Thrus, ordiinry income treatment will no longer apply wlelre
the gain involved is $1,000 or less or Nwhere tlhe value of tie property
involved is within thle range of 10 to 15 percent of the fair Ilarket
value of all partnelrshil) property or where tle al)l)reciation ill tie
value of these assets is within the range of 20 to 25 percent.
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A third amendment added to the provision defining substantial
appreciation is designed to prevent possible tax avoidance. Under
present law it is possible to avoid the percentage tests specified in
the statute by contributing property to the partnership, or by the
partnership purchasing property. Thus, for example, ordinary in-
come assets may be contributed to, or purchased by, the partnership
in sufficient volume so that the unrealized appreciation in the ordinary
income assets is not above 25 percent. Similarly, nonsection 751
assets can be contributed to, or purchased by, the partnership in
sufficient volume so that the fair market value of the section 751
assets does not equal 15 percent of the partnership property (other
than money and reduced by the liabilities of the partnership). To
avoid these results your committee has added an amendment to the
bill providing that assets contributed to, or otherwise acquired by, the
partnership within the 12-month period immediately prior to the sale
oer exchange or distribution involved are not to be taken into account
in applying the percentage tests unless there was a bona fide business
purpose for the contribution of the property to the partnership or for
the acquisition of the property by the partnership.
18. Section 761. Special rules for contributed property (present sec.

704 (c) (2) and (3))
These are conforming changes.

.9. Section 762. Family partnerships (present sec. 704 (e))
These are conforming changes.

20. Section 763. Alternative rule for determination of basis of partner's
interest (present sec. 705(a))

This provision was discussed in connection with section 705.
21. Section 764. Closing of a taxable year for deceased partner or partner

who sells or exchanges part or all of interest (in part new and in part
present sec. 706(c)(2))

Section 706(c)(2)(A)(ii) of present law provides that the taxable
year of a partnership with respect to a partner who dies shall not
close prior to the end of the partnership's taxable year.

Present law provides that the partnership year is to remain open
with respect to a partner who dies in order to prevent the "bunching"
of more than 1 year's income for tax purposes in the year of death
of a partner whose taxable year differs from that of his partnership.
However, this overlooks the fact that where "bunching" is not a
serious problem such treatment may deny the opportunity to offset
this income against deductions and exemptions available in the year
of death. It may also deny the benefits of income splitting with
respect to this partnership income.
Your committee agrees with the House that in the usual case, where

the partnership and the partners are on the same taxable year, it is
more important in tile case of ia deceased partner to have the oppor-
tunity to offset the partnership income against deductions, exemptions,
and other benefits available in the year of death than it is to avoid the
"bunching" of income by reporting such income in the year after the
death of the partner. Consequently, both the House aind your com-
mittee's versions of the bill provide that as a general rule the partner-
ship taxable year in the case of a deceased partner is to (lose at the
date of death. However, the two versions of the bill provide that
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the successor in interest of a deceased partner is to have tle option to
continue the year with respect to the deceased partner to the normal
ending of the partnership year, where there has been no sale, exchange,
-or liquidation of this interest before that date.

Where tlhe interest has been sold, exchanged, or liquidated after the
*death of the deceased partner but before the end of the partnership year
the House bill and your committee's anmenldments provide somewhat
different, results. Under the House bill the partnership year could not
be continued beyond the time when any part of the deceased partner's
interest was sold, exchanged, or reduced after his death. Under your
committee's amnen(dments the deceased partner's successor can elect to
continue the year to the normal ending of the partnership year even
though part of the interest involved has been sold or otherwise dis-
posed of, so long as the entire interest is not disposed of. Where
part of thel deceased partner's interest is disposed of in the interval
after the death and before the normal ending of the partnership year,
the rules generally applicable in the case of the sale of part of an inter-
est are to apply in determining a partner's distributive share of income.
Where there is an agreement to sell, exchange or liquidate a de-

cease(d partner's interest, operative on the date of death, his successor
in interest is to have the option to continue the partnership taxable
year for the decedent's interest until the day following the decedent's
death. Under the House bill were part of an interest was sold,
exchanged or reduced at death by such an agreement this same rule
would have al)plied. Tllis becomes unnecessary, however, under your
committee's amendments. Since the sale, exchange, or reduction of
part of an interest in the case of other than adeceased partner does not
close the taxable year for such a partner, your colmllittee saw no
reason for applying a more restrictive rule closing thle partnership
vear where part of an interest was sold, exchanged or liquidated in
the case of a deceased partner.
22. Section 765. Certain sales or exchanges of property with respect to

controlled partnerships (present sec. 707(b))
Section 707(a) of present law provides that as a general rule, if a

partner engages in a transaction with a partnership, other than in his
capacity as a member of the partnership, the transaction is to be con-
sidered as occurring between the partnership and one who is not a
partner. Subsection (b), however, provides certain exceptions to this
rule.
Under these exceptions losses are disallowed in the case of sales

or exchanges of property between a partnership and a partner owning,
directly or indirectly, more than 50 percent of the capital interest, or
profits interest, in the partnership, and also in the case of two partner-
ships in which the same persons own, directly or indirectly, more
than 50 percent of the capital interests or profits interests.
The exceptions also provide in certain cases that any gain recognized

on the sale or exchange of property other than a capital asset is to be
ordinary income. The transactions referred to are sales or exchanges
between a partnership and a partner owning, directly or indirectly,
more than 80 percent of the capital interest, or profits interests, in the
partnership or between two partnerships in which the same persons
own, directly or indirectly, more than 80 percent of the capital
interests, or profits interests.

81
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Under the rearrangement these limitations on the extent to which
transactions between a partner and a partnership are to be treated
in the same manner as transactions between unrelated parties are
set forth in section 765. In addition, the House bill makes a series
of changes designed to perfect these exceptions. Your committee
has accepted these changes with two modifications referred to below,

First, in the case of both the gain and loss provisions, both versions
of the bill change the references to transactions between a "partner"
andl a partnership to transactions between a "person" and a partner-
ship. This is designed to make it clear that a loss nmay be disallowed,
or a gain taxed as ordinary income, even though the person making the
sale is not a partner but instead is a person closely re.c ed tota partner.

Second, both versions of the bill delete the words "directly or in-
directly", in both the gainalnd loss provisions, from the reference to
ownership between a person and a partnership as being unnecessary
in view of the specific constructive ownership rules applicable in
these cases. It also removes this phrase in the case of ownership
between two partnerships, in both the gain alln loss provisions, for
the same reasons.

Third, tie two versions of the bill exl)and the loss provision to cover
losses which may arise in the case of sales or exchanges between a
partnership and a corporation, or trust, or estate where there is owner-
ship of common interests of more thtan 50 percent. They also provide
that this is to be the exclusive rule in the case of transactions between
partnerships and corporations or estates or trusts. rTlls removes
an overlap which currently exists between section 267 and section
707(b)(1).

'Forth,, both tlleHouse and your committee's bill make the ordinary
income treatment inapplicable in tlhe case of gains where the transfer
involves landused in a trade or business. Thle exclusion presently
apl)lies only in the case of capital assets. Capital assets, under present
law, arle exclllde(l from tim application of tice ordinary inclone t'reat-
ment, in the case of controlled partnerships, since such assets, whether
in tile hands of tme partnership or tlie partner, can result only in capital
gain or loss. Since this is also true in the case of land used in a trade
or business (and since tils does not 'esult in (depreciation deductible
against ordinary income) your committee agrees with the House that
it is al)proplriate to exten(l this same rule in such a case.

Fifth, both inapplying the 50-percentt test in the case of losses and
the SO-percent test in the case of gains, tile two versions of the bill use
the term "0111common interests." This term "(coml on i interests' is
determined with respect to two or more persons by addling together'
the smaller interest wlich each such person has in both of tlhe organi-
zations in question. In otlier words, thel common iterests are time
sumt of these siiiiller interests. This rule can be illustrated by tile
case where partners A aInd B share tile ownership of one lartllnership
on a 10- to 90-percent )alsis anl( of another partnershipl) on a 90- to
10-percent basis. In this case tlme "'coinm on" owner'shil) of A in tie
two plartlI'tersli)s wouldtl)e 10 1)rc('ent. lle "c(mo"01110iownersIlil) of
B also wotlid be1 10 percent witl i tle resuiltithat tle total coi inmon
interests ow\ledl by tlhe t0wo ptrtlrs in each )pa1rteriship would be 20
perceilt. Under p1)'rsenClt la\\, iiierely' because botl A amld B are nmem-
bers of blotl p)artnershil)s, anll togetlher ow\n mlore thall a 50()-ercent
interest in each I)artnlerslhip, a loss resulting from the sale of plrol)erty
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between these two partnerships would be ignored. This appears
inapl)rol)riateo siiice in reality a sale between these two partnerships
represents a shift, in equity ownership between A and 13 to tile extent
of 80 )ercenft. Your comllllittee agrees witll the house that tlhe nfew
"comlmnon interests" rule is (desirable both il that it is more sI)ecific
and more equitia)le thanl tlhe rules followed under present law.

In tih llHouse conilhiitte report it was state(l that the coimmono
interest in two or more organizations for onel illdividlual was to be the
smaller (or smallest) common interest lie had il tlhe organizations.
Your committee agrees witli tlis result, Ibut upon examilnatiol of the
statutory language ill tile IIouise bill (lecid(le that, a modification was

Ilecessiary to obtain tle result, initelded lb tle House. 'Theref(ore,
onel of its lmolificatiolls in this provision is to ol)tain tis result.. Thus,
if A has a 30-)perccelt, interest ill o011 oIrganlizatiolon anfid ia 50-percent
interest in another organization, his "conmmlon interest' il the two
organizations un(ler the bill ias modlified( by your committee will be
30 percent.

T'li( other modificationsma(lde by your committee inl this provision
relates to gains treated aIs orlillary iincomet. H-ereI, as was already
provided under thle Iouse bill in tlhe case of losses, your committee
has Imade it clear tliattthe sale or exchange referred to was not only
between anil illnividual andai partnershiplil) r between two p)lartlterslhips
where tlhe 80-percent tst s ttst s 1ebut also between alpartnerslil) lad a

corporation or' between a partnership alld\an trust or estate where this
80-percent test, was met. Since tlie House bill aalready included
transactions between a "persoll" al( a pliarterslil), th1)e cases sp)ecifi-
callyr covered byyouthr commit(te's Imodific(ationlmay already have l)een
covered by the House bill. However, tie modification made by your
committee clarifies tlis l)oint.
23. Section 766. Continuing partnership in mergers or consolidations

and divisions (present sec. 708(b)(2))
These are conforming changes.

24. Section 770. Interest in partnership capital exchanged for services
(new section)

Present law provides thtt no gain or loss is to be recognized to a
partnersllip or to any of the partners in tile case of a contribution of
property to the partnership in exchange for an interest in tile palrtner-shlip. However, the regulations (sec. 1.721-1(b)(1)) state that this
provision does not apply to tlhe extent a partner gives up a part of his
capital interest as compensation for services rendlered by another
person. In such a case the regulations Iprovide that tile value of tho
interest transferred is income to the person performingg tile services.
They also I)rovide that tlie amount of tlhe inlcolme in tlis case is ihe
fair market value of tlhe interest transferred at tile timelrof tile transfer
in tile case of past services, or otherwise at tie time tile services are
rendered.

Both tlie Itouse and your committee in general Tapprove of tlle re-
slllt obtained ill the regulations I)ut 1)elieve thlt there should( b)e a
clear statutory basis for this position. Moreover, valliuCion at the
tilIe tlhe services are completed does not Iappear to give a satisfactory
result in the case of services to be rendered in the future since t.'i
valuation at this future (drte lightt include aI suIbstllantial amounllt of
app)lreciation which occurred after tlhe transfer of tlhe interest. This
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appreciation (except in the case of inventory, etc.) should be capital
gain rather thnn ordinary income.

Both the House and your committee's versions of the bill recognize
ordinary income in the case of the service partner and treat this
amounttaxed to him as a contriibution by him to the partnership.
This will also result in an increase in the basis of partnership properties
to the extent the value of the interest given to the service partner
exceeds its basis, except to the extent this appreciation is attributable
to section 751 assets (as is explained below, this is not initially taxed
to the service partner) and except to the extlit the partnership other-
wise is given a basis adjustment for amounts chargeable to capital
accourllt.

In the case of the already existing partners the partnership is
allowed a deduction, if the services performed by the service partner
for the partnership are of such a nature as to constitute a trade or
business expense, and this deduction then is allocated among the
already existing partners (or their successors). Oni the other hand,
if the services performed by the service partner are of such a nature
as to give rise to capital values in tile partnership, rather than repre-
senting a trade or business expense, then the basis of partnership
pIrol)er(tis is increased by an amount representing tile services. In
order to avoid a complex set of rules, the partners relinquishing the
interests in the capital of the( partnership (do not recognize anly gain
or loss with resl)ect to this relinquislhment. BeIcause of this, the
d(lductions which( thcey may receive (where the services take the form
of a trade or business expense) are limited to their adjusted basis for
tllh interest beIing reliinquishd.

Both the House and your committee's versions of the bill pro-
vide generally that the amount to l)e included for tax purposes in
the gross income of the partner performing tile services is to be tile
same as tle (ldedu(ction which is available through the partnership
to the existing partners (subject to tile basis limitation referred to
above) or tlle addition to the basis of partnersllip) properties, as tile
ease lmayble.
Your conmllittee with onemodification has adopted tile rules pro-

vided )y the Hiouse bill for determiningg tile amount to be taxed to the
service partner an(l (leducted (if not resulting in a capital item) by tile
otiler prtncrs. This modification reduces the amount otherwise
taken into account by the amount ot unrealized apl)reciatio ill
section 751 assets reIresented il the interest transferred( to tlie service
partneCr. Tillis will prevent the service partner from being taxed
twice with rcespct to these or(lirlly income items, once when\ tlhe
service partner receives his interest and again when tlie partnership
realizes the income. lThus, to tile extent tle plartnershil) will sub-
sequently realize income with respect, to section 751 assets the service
partner will not be) required to take uI) tas income un(ler section 770
tie value of the interest he receives.
Where tlie, interest in tile )artitership is transferred to the service

partner withlOut any sul)stantial restrictions or limitations as to its
transferability, tlle Tlouse bill provi(led that thle namounl ,s to be taken
into account at tile time of tle exchange (for all of the purtioses referred
to above) and is to be tlhe fair market value of the interest at that time.
Your committee lhas accepted tllis rule except for the reduction referred
to above for any unrealized appreciation in section 751 assets.
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Where the interest is subject to substantial restrictions or limita-
tions as to transferability at the time of the exclihnge, the House bill
provides that tile amount is to be taken into account at the time
these restrictions or limitations cease to be substantial (or tile interest
is disposed of otler than by deathl where the restrictions or limitations
continue). Tile amount to be taken into account at that time is to
be thle smaller of thle fair market value of thle services or thle fair market
value tile interest would( have hlad at the time of the exchange had
there been no such restrictions or lintiittions. Your committee
has accepted these rules also, except for the reduction referred to
above with respect to section 751 assets. These rules give assur-
ance tliat appreciation in value of capital assets, subsequent to the
transfer of tile interest, will not be taken into account as ordinary
income to tlhe service partner. As already indicated, this amount
whicll is taken into account is tile samel foiltile service partner wittl
respect to his inclusion in gross income and for the partnership where
tlhe services performed result iln an increase in partnership capital
value. However, where the services result in a trade or business ex-
pense deduction to the partnership then the amounts taken into ac-
count as deductions by the existing partners are to be the amount
already referred to, or, if smaller, the adjusted basis of the interests
ill the partnership which such partners relinquish to tile service
partner. Since such partners do not have to recognize the capital
gain currently in such a case, it was thought appropriate to limit thle
deduction to the basis of tile interest relinquished.
25. Section 776. Amounts paid to a retiring partner or a deceased

partner's successor in interest (present sec. 736)
Present law provides that when amounts are paid to a retiring

partner, or successor in interest of a deceased partner, in liqui(lation of
a partnership interest thle amount is subject to tile ordinary distribu-
tion rules to tle extent it is in exchange for the l)artner's share of
partnersllip) property. However, amounts paid il excess of tlie fair
market value of the deceased or retiring partner's share of tile property
are treated as a distributive sllare of partnership income or as a guar-
anted payment. There are two exceptions, however, to these
general rules. First, a payment for unrealized receivables of the
partnership is always treated as ordinary income rather than as a
distribution. Second, a payment in exchange for the retiring part-
ner's or successor's interest in goodwill of tile partrnrship is not
considered to be ia distribution unless the partnership agreement at
the time of death so provides.
The bill, both as l)assed by the House and as reported by your

committee, retains the basic division of payments coming under this
section between tlose classified as ordinary income l)paIlents in sub-
section (a) and those treated as distributions with respect to an
interest under subsection (b). However, a number of rules to make
the application of this provision more specific have been added by
the House ad(l accepted by your committee.

First, the bill clarifies tile time of taking the ordinary income sub-
section (a) payments into account. Under the bill the subsection (a)
paymeInts generally are to be taken into account as of the last day
of the taxable year of the partnership in which they are paid or
become payable. However, where the amounts become payable either
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within tle partnership year with respect to which they are deter-
milne(, or by April 15 of the following year ill the case of a calendar-
year partne'rshiip (or corresponding period for other partnershipss,
under the })ill they are to be taken into account as of the end of the
year with respect to which they are determined. Generally it is
believe that it, is reasonable to take these amounts into account
when they are paid (or become payable in the case of accrual-method
taxpayers). However, when they are paid either in or shortly after
the year with respect to which they are determined, it is believed that
the partners probably intended the amounts to be considered as a
distributive share and, therefore, that the income in these cases should
be reported as a part of the income of the year with respect to which
thle amounts were determined.

Second, the bill provides that these amounts which are taken into
account at some time after the year with respect to which they are
determined are always to be classified as "guaranteed payments" and
never as "distributive shares." T'he effect of this is that in such
cases the special characteristics of partnership income will not be
carried over to the retired partner or heir. Your committee agrees
witl the House that to treat these payments as distributive shares,
retaining all of their special income characteristics, would present a
practical administrative problem to the partnerships of having initially
to make one distribution of partnership income with respect to a year
and then subsequently, perhaps many years later when the amounts
are )paid, having to make a redistribution of the earlier year's income
on aL different basis, including an accounting for all of the special
income characteristics of that earlier year on a new basis.

Third, the bill provides a new special definition of unrealized re-
ceivables for purposes of section 776 (and also see. 691). As indicated
previously, for purposes of most of the partnership provisions, un-
realized receivables, inventory items, and other ordinary income
items, have been combined into a single category known as section
751 assets. However, in the case of retiring or deceased partners,
only paymIents with respect to unrealized receivables have been placed
in tile category of subsection (a) amounts. Therefore, in view of the
removal of the definition of unrealized receivables for other purposes,
it was necessary to provide a special definition of unrealized receivables
for purposes of this section. 'lhe definition of unrealized receivables
adlde(l by the bill ill section 776 is similar to tlhe definition in sec-
tion 751 of existing law. However, the bill limits the application
of tie (defillition in tlhe case of services to be rendered or goods
to be produced. Services not yet performed are omitted from the
definition. In the case of goods, tlose not yet delivered, where a
partnership is predominately ini a distributing trade or business, also
are omitted. For manufacturing and similar types of business, the
term includes goods produced, but not yet delivered, where orders
have been placed at thle time of tile withlrawall froiii the p)artlnerslip
of the deceasedd or retiring partner.

Fourth, the bill provides that were all of the payments with respect
to a partnership interest are nadle withiin a 12-month period, the
entire amount is to be treated a5s coming un(lder tlhe distribution rules
with no part being classified as a section 776(a) amount. Under pres-
ent law, problems have arisen where partnership agreements have
provided for a single pIayment (or perhaps two or tlu'ee payments
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within a short period) in liquidation of the interest of a retiring or
deceased partner. In such cases it is likely that the partners set up
such a transaction in the expectation that the distribution rules would
apply. However, if upon audit the payments made in liquidation of
the interest are determined to be in excess of the fair market value of
the interest in partnership property beingliquidated, it can be contended
that part of this payment is required to be classified as a subsection
*(a) payment. This is true even though this was not the intention of
the partners and will result in substantially different tax treatment
for the remaining partners and retiring partner (or successor in interest
of the deceased partner) than was contemplated. Your committee
agrees with the -House that when the agreement provides for a single
payment, or several payments within a short period, the parties
ordinarily do not intend the payments to represent a share of partner-
ship income, mutual insurance or similar payments. Therefore, in
the bill a rule is added which provides that where all of the amounts
in liquidation of the interest of a retiring or deceased partner are
payable within a 12-month period, this entire amount is to be treated
ast a distribution by the partnership. Of course, the collapsible
partnership provisions will apply to such a distribution under the bill
in the same manner as in the case of other distributions.

Fifth, where a distribution with respect to a retiring or deceased
partner includes both money and other property, the bill provides that
the money is first to be considered as a subsection (a) amount, with the
other property generally being classified as the subsection (b) amount.
In cases where the payments are made both in money and in other
property, problems have arisen under present law as to whether the
money is to be considered as the ordinary income amount and the
other property as the distribution, or vice versa, or whether tlhe money
and other property are to be allocated pro rata undelr the ordinary
income and distribution provisions. In the interest of simplicity and
certainty the rule provided in the bill is that any money received by
the recipient is first to be considered as a subsection (a) amount and
that only any excess of the money over this amount is to be classified
as coining under subsection (b).

Sixth, tile bill also provides a special rule to deal with certain cases
where payments which have been treated as section 776(a) payments
are continued after the partnership in question goes out of existence.
Present law does not indicate the treatment to be available in such
cases. Your committee agrees with the House that it least froin the
standpoint of the recipient of the ordinary income allount, there is no
reason to change tihe income classification' of such a paymlletlt inerely
because the remaining business organization lias cIhanged( its form.
Thus, tle bill provides that the ordinary income treatment is to con-
tinue for the recipients of these payments so lolg as they are contiilnued,
regar(lless of tie forml of business organization which makes tile piay-
ilenits. Under tle bill these amoullts are treated as guaranteed pay-
mnents to avoid( tIhe problem of attempting to carry tllroulgh anyl special
characteristics tie income lmay have in the hands of a successor orgalli-
tion. Thie bill also provides that if tile person making tile p)aynllllt, is
an individual \who was a partner before the retirement or death, is under
a legally binding obligation to make the paymenllt, and is operating a
tra(le or business as sole proprietor, tlhenl this individual is to be
entitled to deduct the amount of these subsection (a) payments as a
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trade or business expense deduction. Thus, in the case of the payer,
deductions will still be available even though the partnership no longer
exists where the business is carried on by the remaining partner. This
makes provision for the two-man partnerships where one of the part-
ners retires or dies.
26. Sections 691, 777, and 1Ol4(c). Income in respect of decedent and

property acquired from a decedent (present sec. 753)
Present law provides that amounts includible in gross income of an

heir of a deceased partner as ordinary income, under what in this
bill is section 776(a), are to be considered income in respect of a
decedent under section 691. Thus, the discounted value of these
amounts are includible in the gross estate of the decedent partner for
estate tax purposes; then subsequently, when such amounts are paid.
the recipient is subject to ordinary income tax and obtains no basis
with respect to such amounts as a result of the transfer at the dece-
dent's death. However, to mitigate the effect of imposing both an
estate tax and an income tax with respect to the same amount, a
deduction presently is available to the recipient of these payments
equal to the portion of the estate tax paid which was attributable to
them. In addition, while the present section 753 makes no specific
mention of the treatment of the decedent's distributive share for the
portion of the partnership year up to the date of his death, including
any part of this share which the decedent may have withdrawn before
death, the regulations (sec. 1.753-1(b)) make it clear that such income
is subject to section 691 treatment.

Both the House and your committee's versions of the bill transfer
section 753 of existing law to section 691, since this latter section is the
general section concerned with "income in respect of a, decedenlt."
In addition to providing, as does existing law, that section 736(a)
amounts (sec. 776(a) amounts under the bill) includible in the gross
income of a successor in interest, of a deceased partner are to b)e con-
sidered as income in respect of a decedent, the House bill adds three
other categories to "income in respect of a decedent." Your com-
mittee has accepted these changes although it has provided a modifica-
tion to give assurance that a basis adjustment will not be lost asthe
result of the operation of these new provisions.

First, both the House bill and your committee's amendments
provide that income in respect of a decedent treatment is to apply
to the distributive share of income attributable to the part of the
year occurring prior to a deceased partner's death. Second, both
versions of the bill provide that amounts attributable to unrealized
receivables, not already treated as income in respect of a decedent as a
result of the application of section 776(a), are to be so classified. Third,
both versions provide that tlhe amount required to be taken into ac-
count in income by a service partner as a result of the exchange of an
interest in capital of a partnership for his services is to be treated as
income in respect of a decedent if the interest is acquired by a successor
in interest by reason of death and the restrictions or limitations con-
tinued beyond the date ofd(ath. The successor reports this income
for income tax purposes (and takes the deduction for the estate tax)
when tile restrictions or limitations cease to be substantial or the
interest is transferred, whicheve; occurs first.
An amendment is also made to section 1014(c) of existing law which

relates to the basis of property acquired from a decedent. The House
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bill amended tlis provision to provide that there is to be no change in
basis of property as a result of death for the portion of the value of an
interest in a partnership attributable to property which represents a
right to receive income in respect of a decedelnt under section 691.
Your committee has accepted the House provision although it hlas
modified it in one respect. It has provided that nothing in this
provision is to (deny an increase in the basis of the interest inl a part-
nership of a deceased partner to the extent that this basis increase is
attributable to his distributive share of items of income atnd gain in
the last year before his death, to the extent that this income remains
in the partnership at the time of the death of the partner. Generally
a partner receives an increase in the basis of his interest in the part-
nership with respect to his share of the income of a year at, the time
this income becomes taxable to him. However, income for the partial
year prior to death in tlce case of a deceased partner is reported as
income by his successor in interest who was not tlheepar'tler with
respect to the portion of the year to which this income was attributable.
'Therefore, tlle regular basis provisions for a partnership interest may
not. provide for an increase in this case. Moreover, since tihe income
is "income in respect of a. decedent.," there generally would be no
increase in basis with respect to this portion of the value of the interest
at the time of the decedent partner's death. LThe amendment ilade
by your committee makes upl for this possible absence of an apl)ro-
priate basis adjustment for the interest of the deceased partner by
permitting an incIrease in basis at death in tllis case even though the
income is "ilncolme ill respect of a decedent." for other purposes.
Under the bill, section 777 makes specific references to the provisions

referred to above, in order to give as complete as possible a presenta-
tion of partnership provisions in subchapter K. However, the pro-
visions referred to above are in sections 202 and 203 of the bill.
27. Section 780. Manner of electing optional adjustments to basis of

partnership property (present sec. 754)
Present law in section 754 indicates the manner in which an election

may be made to establish a special partnership basis for property in
the case of a partner who acquired his interest by transfer. It also
indicates the manner in which an election may be made for adjust-
ments to partnership property as thle result of a distribution of prop-
erty to a partner where the property takes a different basis in the
hands of the distribute than it had in thie hands of the partnership,
or where gain is recognized to the distribute. At present if a part-
nership elects to make the adjustments with respect to a transferee
partner it must also elect to make the adjustments with respect to
distributions, and vice versa.. Once such election is made it generally
applies to all subsequent distributions and transfers.
Both the House and your committee's versions of the bill provide

that the elections with respect to distributions provided by section 781
(sec. 734(b) under present law) and with respect to transferee partners
provided in section 782 (sec. 743(b) of present law) are to b)e separate
elections. Your committee agrees with the Htouset Iat these elections
shoull be separate because it does not see vwhy, if a partnership desires
to make adjustments with respect to transfers in tfhe case of special
transferee partners, it should also be required to make adjulstllentts
generally with respect to distributions, or vice versa. It is believed,
for example, that frequently a partnership may want to give transferee
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partners thle advantage of a new basis because this new basis is of im-
portance to the transferees, yet, be reluctant to make what may be
minor adjustments to the basis of property in the case of all distribu-
tions. On thle other hlanld, the adjustments resulting from distribu-
tions may be tlle main concern of the partnership. Therefore, both
versions of the bill provide that these two types of elections are to be
separate elections.

Thle regulations under exising law provide that the election under
section 754 must be made in a written statement filed with thle part-
nership return to which the election applies. Your committee agrees
with the House that this is too restrictive and that the partnership
should be given until 1 year after the date prescribed by law for tile fil-
ing of the return (without regard to extensions of time) for the filing
or changing of the elections under section 780, and has, therefore,
added a sentence to section 780 so providing.
28. Section 781. Optional adjustment to basis of undistributed partner-

ship property (present ;,ec. 731(b))
Section 734(a) of present latw provides that the basis of partnership

property is not to be adjusted as the result of a distribution of property
to a partner unless the partnership has so elected. Subsection (b)
(sec. 781 (a) in the bill) relates to the method of adjustment where such
an election has been made. Paragraph (1) of this subsection provides.
that the basis of partnership property is to be increased by any gain
recognized to the distribute partner, and also where the distributed
property had an adjusted basis to the partnership in excess of the
basis attributed to the property in the hands of the distributee. Para-
graph (2) of subsection (b) provides for decreases in the adjusted basis.
of partnership property in the reverse situations.
The House bill makes two changes in this provision, both of which

are agreed to by your committee. First, it provides that the method
of making the adjustments to remaining partnership property, after
a distribution to a partner is made, is to be changed to reflect the
difference between the basis to the partnership of the distributed
property and the reduction which occurs in the distributee part-
ner's proportionate share of the adjusted basis of the partnership.
property. Second, the bill provides a de minimis rule, whereby even
though a partnership has elected to make the adjustments to the basis
of partnership assets, it may not make these adjustments where their
total amount (either an increase or a decrease) with respect to a dis-
tribution is less than $1,000.
The rules contained in section 781(a) are intended to provide a

partnership with tle option to maintain the same adjusted basis for
partnership property ill the aggregate, as is represented by the aggre-
gate of the adjuste(l basis of all of the partnership interests. -low-
ever, this relationship may already have been distorted before the
partnership made the election to apply section 781(a). As a result,
the rule of present law which determines the adjustments to be made
by the partnership on the basis of whether or not gain is recognized to
thie listributee partner or upon the excess of the partnership basis for
the distributed property over the basis to the distributee for this
property, means that an accurate result is reached only if the partner-
ship had made this election with respect to all prior transactions in
whichh the partnership was involved. A more accurate result where

this election had not been made with respect to all prior transactions.
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can be obtained by making the adjustment on the basis of the partner's
proportionate share of the adjuste(l basis of the partnership property.
Inl ad(lition, this will conforI' the operation of section 781 with the
similar provision in section 782 which deals with the adjustment to the
basis of partnership property following the transfer of a partnership
interest.
The problem can be illustrated by an example. Assume that the

assets of the equal partnership ABD had a partnership basis of $9,000
and a fair market value of $15,000. D, who recently purchased his
interest in the partnership from C for $5,000, has a $5,000 basis for
his interest. A and B each has a basis for his partnership interest
of $3,000. Under existing law if a $5,000 cash distribution is made
by the partnership to either A or B in liquidation of his interest,
the partnership would be entitled to an upward adjustment of $2,000
to the basis of remaining partnership assets. However, a similar dis-
tribution to D would result in no adjustment. Under the amend-
ment made by the bill there would be a $2,000 adjustment regardless
of which partner received the distribution. This seems appropriate
since the economic effect upon the partnership is the same in each
case.
The $1,000 de mininis rule has been added as a simplification

measure. Requiring partnerships to ignore small adjustments of this
type will make it possible to limit the actual adjustments made to
those where they are significant items for the partnership.
29. Section 782. Optional adjustment in the case of transfer of an

interest (present sec. 743(b))
Present law provides that as a general rule the basis of partnership

assets is not to be changed as the result of the transfer of a partner-
ship interest by a sale or exchange or on the death of a partner. How-
ever, section 743(b) of present law (sec. 782 under bill) provides that
in these cases the partnership may elect to make an adjustment to
the basis of partnership properties for purposes of the transferee
partner. If a partnership elects to make this adjustment to the basis
of partnership property, this election is binding with respect to all
future transfers, and distributions as well, unless permission for
revocation is received from the Secretary or his delegate.

Thle Iouse bill provided that a loidnililinis rule is to be added to
the o)tlional adjustment for transfers and this change has been ac-
Cel)ted b)y your committee. The ]rule provides that even though a
)artnlleship has elected to make the tl.djustlment to partnership basis
for tlransferees, it may not make this !(tlj,!stmcent where the total
a(ljustment with respect to a transfer is less t han $1,000. 'I'lus change
has been made in'the interest of simplification. Ignoring these small
adjustments will make it possible to hold the adjustments actually
made, and the work entailed for the partnerships, to those cases where
the adljstments are significant factors for the transferee partners.
30. Section 783. Allocation of basis for optional adjustments (present

sec. 755)
Section 755 of present law (sec. 783 of the bill) contains the alloca-

tion rules which must be followed by a partnership in allocating basis
among various partnership properties where either a transfer has
occured and an adjustment is required with respect to the transferee
partner in the manner provided in section 782 (under the bill), or a
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distribution has been made by the partnership and an adjustment is
required to the basis of partnership property in the manner provided
in section 781 (under the hill). The general rule contained in subsec-
tion (a) provides that basis is to be allocated among the partnership
properties in a manner which reduces the difference between their fair
market value and their adiuste(l bases. However, partnerships are
also periiatted to allocate the basis to partnership properties in any
other mlanner permitted by regulations. Subsection (b), however, im-
poses (certain limitations on the allocation rules set forth in subsection
(a). It requires tile allocation rules to be applied separately between
capital assets and trade or business properties oni oneihalnd and other
property on the other hanl. Thus, property distributed or interests
transferred which give rise to a basis adjustment wiich fall in one of
these two categories must be allocated to partnership property falling
in thle same category. 'he special allocation rules.also provide that
the basis of any partnership property may not be reduce below zero.
They f'lrtherl provide that ill tlie case of a. distribution where adjust-
mnent to basis of prol)erty is prevented by the absence of such property
on the part of tlhe partnership, or an insufficient adjusted basis, the
adjustllelnts are to be held in abeyance and then applied to subse-
(luently fac(luired property.
The House bill makes two substantive changes in these allocation

rules, t)oth of which your committee hlas accepted. First, in the case
of transfers of interests it removes the requirement of the present
law that adjustments to basis of partnership property must be made
se):aately. for capital assets 1and depreciable property on olne hand and
other property on the other hand. It retains this rule, however, in the
case of distributions. It also adds to the statute the rule set forth in
the regulations to the effect that no basis may be allocated to assets
where their adjusted basis is equal to or exceeds their fair market
value.

Tlie requirements of present law tlat-adjustments to the basis of
partnership property must be made separately for capital assets and
depreciable property on one hand and other property on the other
hand were directed primarily toward the adjustment to the basis of
partnership property after a distribution has been made. For ex-
amlple, a partncrshil having only capital assets and inventory, might
distribute tlhe capital assets which in the hands of the distribute part-
ner would take a lower basis than they had( in the lands of the partner-
ship. If it were not for the rule requiring separate allocations of basis
for capital assets and depreciable property on one hand and all other
property on th;e other hand, it. would be possible as a result of this
distribution for the partnership to increase the basis of inventory as a
result of adjustments attributable to capital assets. Thus, it could
shift income from the ordinary income category to the capital gain
category. This problem does not exist, however, in the case of special
bases for partnership assets for transferees. In such cases, because
there are no assets being distributed, the assets which give rise to the
additional basis on the transfer of thle partnership interest remain
in thie partnership after the transfer. Moreover, iln this case the
general rule which requires the allocation of basis according to tihe
difference between the basis of partnership assets and their fair market
value, gives assurance that the additional basis will be assigned to the
assets wVhich account for tlhe additional fair market value at the time
of the transfer, whether the assets are capital assets or inventory
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items. As a result, in the interest of simplification the two-category
allocation rules have been deleted with respect to special adjustments
to partnership assets for transferee partners.
Your committee also agrees with the House that the, rule in the

regulations to the effect that no basis should be allocated to assets
above their fair market value is an appropriate rule and, therefore,
has also agreed to its inclusion in the statute.
31. Section 784. Special basis to transferee upon subsequent distribution

(present sec. 7S2(d))
These are conforming changes.

32. Section 785. Special basis to transferee upon subsequent sale or ex-
change (new section)

Where a partner acquires his interest in a partnership by purchase
or by inheritance, but the partnership does not make the section 754
election which would give him a special transferee basis with respect
to any increase in value of his interest over its basis in the hands of
the former partner, present law provides that, if a distribution with
respect to this interest is made to him within 2 years of its acquisition,
he may treat the interest at the time of the distribution as if it had a
special partnership transferee basis. No such rule is available under
present law, however, where after an individual acquires an interest by
purchase or inheritance he sells or exchanges this interest within 2
years of its acquisition.
The House bill adds a new section 785 which in effect provides

the same treatment in these cases where a partner sells an interest
within 2 years of its acquisition as is presently available in similar
situations where a distribution is made within 2 years (see sec. 784).
Your committee has accepted this provision because it sees no reason
to distinguish in this respect between distributions and sales of in-
terests. This rule is important in the case of the sale of an interest
where there has been an increase in the basis of the interest which is
attributable to inventory. In such a case the additional basis for the
inventory upon a subsequent sale or exchange of the interest can be
allocated to these assets under section 785 and in this manner prevent
the realization under section 749 of ordinary income a second time
with respect to the inventory.
33. Section 788. Exclusion of certain organizations from partnership

provisions (present sec. 761)
Present law creates two special categories of organizations which

are, permitted to be excluded from the application of all or part of
subchapter K if all of the members so elect and if the income of such
members can be adequately determined without the computation of
partnership taxable income. These are organizations set up for
investment purposes only, or for the purpose of jointly producing,
extracting, or using property, but not for its sale.
The requirement of present law that the organizations can be ex-

cluded from subcbapter K only if the election is made by all of the
members creates serious practical difficulties. Your committee agrees
with the House that this problem can best be avoided by permitting the
organization itself to file the election as to whether or not it will be
excluded from the application of all or part of subchapter K. Thus
the problem of obtaining the consent of all of the members, some of
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whom may in fact not even be known to the organization, is avoided
by having the organization itself make the election. A new election
will not be required under this provision if an effective election has
been made under present law.
34. Section 204 of bill. Effective dates

Generally, the partnership provisions are made applicable to any
partnership taxable year beginning on or after the date of enactment
of this bil and with respect to any part of a partner's taxable year
falling within such a partnership taxable year. Certain special effec-
tive dates, however, are provided under both the House and your
committee's.yersions-of the bill in the five following cases:

-.''.(1) Section 735, which relates to the character of gain or loss
on the disposition of distributed section 751 assets, is to apply
only if the distribution by the partnership took place in a partner-
ship taxable year beginning on or after the date of enactment of
this bill (without regard to the date on which the distribute
may dispose of the assets).

(2) Section 764, relating to the closing of a partnership tax-
able year for deceased partners or partners who sell or exchange
part or all of their interests, is to apply only if the partners die,
or sell or exchange part or all of their interest, on or after January
1, 1960.

(3) Section 765, relating to certain sales or exchanges of prop-
erty with respect to controlled partnerships, is to apply only if
the loss or gain to which the section relates arose from a sale or
exchange occurring after the date of enactment of this bill.

(4) Section 770, relating to an interest in partnership capital
exchanged for services, is to apply only with respect to exchanges
occurring during a partnership taxable year beginning on or after
the date of enactment of this bill.

(5) Section 776, relating to amounts paid to a retired partner
or a deceased partner's successor in interest, is to apply only with
respect to partners who die or retire during a partnership taxable
year beginning on or after the date of enactment of this bill.

The amendments made to sections 691 and 1014 of the code, deal-
ing with income in respect of a decedent and basis in the case of prop-
erty received from a decedent, under both versions of the bill are to
apply only with respect to decedents dying in a partnership taxable
year beginning on or after the date of enactment of the bill.

* * * * * * *

B. TECHNICAL EXPLANATION OF TITLE II-PARTNERS AND
PARTNERSHIPS

SECTION 201. AMENDMENT OF SUBCHAPTER K OF CHAPTER 1 OF THE
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954

Section 201 of the bill, which corresponds to section 201 of the bill
as passed by the House, makes numerous substantive and clarifying
changes in subchapter K of present law and, in addition, rearranges
the subchapter into the following parts, subparts, and sections:
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SUBCHAPTBR K--PARTNERs AND PARTNERSHIPS
Part I. Rules generally applicable to partners and

partnerships.
Part II. Collapsible partnership transactions.
Part III. Special rules for partners and partnerships.
Part IV. Definitions.

PART I-RULES GENERALLY APPLICABLE TO
PARTNERS AND PARTNERSHIPS

Subpart A. Determination of tax liability.
Subpart B. Contributions to a partnership.
Subpart C. Distributions by a partnership.
Subpart D. Transfers of interests in a partnership.
Subpart E. Treatment of certain liabilities.

Subpart A-Determination of Tax Liability
Sec. 701. Partners, not partnership, subject to tax.
Sec. 702. Income and credits of partner.
Sec. 703. Partnership computations.
Sec. 704. Partner's distributive share.
Sec. 705. Determination of basis of partner's interest.
Sec. 706. Taxable years of partner and partnership.
Sec. 707. Transactions between partner and partnership.
Sec. 708. Continuation of partnership.

Subpart B-Contributions to a Partnership
Sec. 721. Nonrecognition of gain or loss on contribution.
Sec. 722. Basis of contributing partner's interest.
Sec. 723. Basis of property contributed to partnership.

Subpart C-Distributions by a Partnership
Sec. 731. Extent of recognition of gain or loss on dis-

tribution.
Sec. 732. Basis of distributed property other than money.
Sec. 733. Basis of distributee partner's interest.
Sec. 734. Basis of undistributed partnership property.
Sec. 735. Character of gain or loss on disposition of dis-

tributed section 751 assets.
Sec. 736. Holding period for distributed property.
Subpart D-Transfers of Interests in a Partnership
Sec. 741. Recognition and character of gain or loss on

sale or exchange.
Sec. 742. Basis of transferee partner's interest.
Sec. 743. Basis of partnership property.

Subpart E-Treatment of Certain Liabilities

Sec. 746. Treatment of certain liabilities.
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PART II-COLLAPSIBLE PARTNERSHIP TRANS-
ACTIONS

Sec. 749. Sales and exchanges of interests in partnerships
which result in ordinary income.

Sec. 750. Distributions which result in ordinary income.
Sec. 751. Definition of section 751 assets and substan-

tially appreciated section 751 assets.

PART III-SPECIAL RIULES FOR PARTNERS AND
PARTNERSHIPS

Subpart A. Special rules in determining tax liability.
Subpart B. Interest in partnership capital exchanged

for services.
Subpart C. Termination of retiring or deceased part-

ner's interest.
Subpart D. Election of optional adjustments to basis of

partnership property.
Subpart A-Special Rules in Determining Tax Liability

Sec. 761. Special rules for contributed property.
Sec. 762. Family partnerships.
Sec. 763. Alternative rule for determination of basis of

partner's interest.
Sec. 764. Closing of partnership taxable year for de-

ceased partner or partner who sells or ex-
changes part or all of interest.

Sec. 765. Certain sales or exchanges of property with re-
spect to controlled partnerships.

Sec. 766. Continuing partnership in mergers or con-
solidations and divisions.

Subpart B-Interest in Partnership Capital Exchanged for
Services

Sec. 770. Interest in partnership capital exchanged for
services.

Subpart C-Termination of Retiring or Deceased Partner's
Interest

Sec. 776. Amounts paid to a retiring partner or a deceased
partner's successor in interest.

Sec. 777. Cross references relating to partnership income
treated as income in respect of decedent and
exception as to application of rule for property
acquired from a decedent.
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Subpart D-Special Adjustments to Basis of Partnership
Property

Sec. 780. Manner of electing optional adjustments to basis
of partnership property.

Sec. 781. Optional adjustment in case of distribution of
property.

Sec. 782. Optional adjustment in case of transfer of interest.
Sec. 783. Allocation of basis for optional adjustments.
Sec. 784. Special basis to transferee upon subsequent distri-

DUtionl.
Sec. 785. Special basis to transferee upon subsequent sale or

exchange.
PART IV-DEFINITIONS

Sec. 788. Terms defined.
For cross reference tables showing the source of each section and

showing the corresponding section of the 1954 code, see tables I and
II in the appendix of this report.
Section 701. Partners, not partnership, subject to tax

Section 701 is identical to section 701 as contained in tile Hlouse
bill and is identical to section 701 of present law.
Section 702. Income and credits of partner

Section 702 is identical to section 702 of subchapter K as passed by
the I-ouse, except for a change made by your committee in subsection
(e)(3).

Subsection (a) is identical to section 702(a) of present law.
Subsection (b) corresponds to section 702(b) of present law but

differs in several respects. First, the subsection specifically requires
conduit treatment with respect to all partnership items, thus incorpo-
rating into the statute the treatment provided by existing regulations
under the "catch-all" provision of section 702(a)(8). In other words,
each partner must take into account separately his distributive share
of any partnership item which, if separately taken into account by
any partner, would result in an income tax liability for that partner
different from that which would result if the partner did not take the
item into account separately.

Secondly, subsection (b) requires tle conduit rule to be applied to
items described in new subsection (e)(1)(A), which provides an elec-
tion for simplified reporting.

Finally, subsection (b) makes it clear that the character of any item
realized or incurred by tle partnership, and included in a partner's
distributive share, is determined as though he had realized or incurred
such item directly. The subsection provides that, in making any such
determination, due regard shall be given t6 any business, financial
operation, or venture in which the partnership is engaged.
The application of section 702(b) may be illustrated by the follow-

ing examples:
Example (1).-Partnership ABC, which is not engaged in the busi-

ness of buying and selling real property, realizes a gainl upon the sale
of real property held for investment. Partners A and B are not sep-
arately engaged il the busiiiess of buying and selling real property,
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but partner C is engaged in that business in his individual capacity.
Tlhe distributive shares of A and B of the gain realized by the partner-
ship upon such sale will be capital gaill in their hands, since neither
the partnership nor partner A or B in his separate capacity is engaged
in the trade or business of buying or selling real property. (Despite
tlhe fact that neither the partnership nor A (or B) is engaged in
the business of buying and selling real property when looked at
separately, if the activities of A when combined with the activities
of the partnership, amount to the carrying on of a trade or l)bsi-
ness, A's distributive share would constitute ordinary income.) Since
partner C is a dealer ii real property and since under section 702(b)
he is. treated as having directly sold the real property sold by the
partnership, his distributive share of the gain realized by the partner-
ship on such sale is ordinary income, except that, if the real property
sold by the partnership would have constituted investment property
inll C's ands if it had been held by him in his separate capacity, C's
distributive share of the gain would be capital gain.

Example (2).-Partnership DEF is engaged in the business of buying
and selling real property, and none of the partners are engaged in such
business in their separate capacities. Since under section 702(b) due
regard must be given to the business in which the partnership is
engaged, each of the partners is considered to be engaged in the
business of buying and selling real property. Therefore, each partner's
distributive share of the partnership gain upon a sale of real property
is ordinary income.

Ixamplte (8).-Individual G owns an interest in several partnerships.
None of the partnerships is engaged in the business of selling real
property but each of them sells some real property. Without regard
to the activities of the partnerships, G is not a dealer in real property.
However, if due regard is given to the cumulative effect of the sales of
real property by the partnerships of which G is a member, the result
may be to characterize G's distributive share of the gains realized by
the partnerships from the sale of real property as ordinary income.

Subsection (c) clarifies present law by specifically preventing the
double inclusion of a guaranteed payment, as defined in section 707,
in a partner's gross income, once as a portion of his distributive share
of partnership gross income and again as a guaranteed payment.

Subsection (d) clarifies present law by providing that any limitations
on the amount of the exclusion or deduction of any item affecting the
computation of taxable income (or on the amount of a credit) which
are stated in terms of a fixed amount, or a percentage of income, are
to be computed at the partner level rather than at the partnership
level. The restriction on the use of certain depreciation methods is
not a "limitation" for this purpose, and the choice of depreciation
methods will continue to be made by the partnership.

Subsection (e), which has no counterpart in present law, provides a

partnership election for simplified reporting by the partners. Under
regulations, a partnership in which all the members are individuals
may elect a modified form of conduit treatment. If this election is
made, each partner, in determining his income tax liability, will take
into account separately his distributive share of only four special part-
nership items: (1) long-term capital gains and losses, (2) short-term
capital gains aind losses, (3) gains atnd losses on property used in a trade
or business or property involuntarily converted, and (4) dividends.
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In addition, each pwartier will take into account a net amount repre-senting his distributive share of all remaining partnership item of
income, gain, loss, or'deduction properly. inclu(ible or allowable with
respect to such partner in computing his taxable income.

Where. such an election is in effect, the distributive share of remain-
inlg items is not to include any deduction not allowed to tle partner-
ship under section 703(a)(2) and is not to include any deduction or
Exclusion which under any provision of the Internal Revenue Code
is limited to a fixed amount or a percentage of income. Thus, in
determining the amount to be takeii into account under subsection
(e) (1)(B), no deduction shall be allowed, for example, for partnership;
charitable contributions, soil and water conservation expenditures
and exploration expenditures.
While a partner who is a member of a partnership making the

election under subsection (e) may apply the credit under section 34,
attributable to his distributive share of dividends received from the
partnership), lie is not entitled to take into account any credit attribut-
able to llis distributive share of any other partnership item. For
example, suc. a partner will not be entitled to the foreign tax credit
provided under section 901 with respect to his distributive share of
the taxes described in that section. Similarly, this partner will not be
eligible for the retirement income credit (except to tile extent of his
distributive share of partnership divid(ends) and the credit for partially
tax-exempt interest with respect to his distributive share of income of
thl, p)artlnersllip which serves to create the credit.
Under section 702(e)(3), as contained in the Ilouse bill, ilhe election,

for simniplified reporting was required to be made not later than the
time prescribed by law for filing the partnership return for the taxable
year with respect to which the election is made (including extensions
of time), and such election was not revocable without the consent of
the Secretary or his delegate. Under section 702(e)(3), as contained
in your committee's bill, the election may be made or revoked for any
partnership taxable year' at, any time before the expiration of 3 years
from the last date prescribed by law for filing the partnership return
for such taxable year (not including any extensions of time).
Section 703. Partnership computations

Section 703 (a) and (b) corresponds to section 703 (a) and (c) as
contained in the bill as passed by the House. Section 703(b) (pro-
viding for the deduction of organizational expenses of a partnership),
as contained in the House bill, has been deleted in your committee's
bill. In accordance with the deletion of section 703(b), paragraph
(3) of section 703(a) as contained in the IHouse bill is also deleted in
this bill. As a result of these changes the language of section 703 as
contained in this bill is identical to section 703 of present law.
Section 704. Partner's distributive share

Section 704 is identical to section 704 as contained in the House
bill and is identical, in substance, to section 704 of present law,
except for the omission of paragraphs (2) and (3) of section 704(c)
(relating to effect of partnership agreement and contribution of un-
divided interests, respectively) and section 704(e) (relating to family
partnerships). Pursuant to the rearrangement of subchapter K, para-
graphs (2) and (3) of section 704(c) of present law are set forth in the
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bill as subsections (a) and (b) of section 761, and section 704(e) of
present law is set forth in the bill as section 762.
Section 705. Determination of basis of partner's interest

Section 705 is identical to section 705 as contained in the House
bill, except for the deletion of section 705(b)(2)(D)

Section 705 of present law provides two rules for determining the
basis of a partner's interest, a detailed general rule and a simpler
alternative rule. The general rule requires a partner to determine
the adjusted basis of his interest by taking the basis of the property
originally contributed to the partnership, or the basis of the interest
at the time of purchase, and then adjusting this for contributions, dis-
tributions, and certain items of income, loss, and expenditure. Under
the simpler alternative rule the adjusted basis of a partner's interest
is determined, in accordance with regulations, by reference to the
adjusted basis of partnership property to which the partner would
be entitled if the partnership were terminated at the tiriie it became
necessary to compute the basis for his partnership interest.
Under subsection (a), the simpler alternative rule of present section

705(b) becomes the general rule. Present section 705(a) under the
rearrangement provided by the bill becomes section 763.
Under subsection (b), a partner who uses the simpler rule to com-

pute the basis of his interest may, in connection with the examination
of his return, or subsequent thereto, be required to prove that such
rule produces the correct amount of his basis. This requires an
affirmative action on the part of the Secretary or his delegate with
respect to each specific taxpayer and is not to be covered by a blanket
requirement set forth in the regulations or as a ruling of general appli-
cation. The partner can meet this burden by showing, to the satis-
faction of the Secretary or his delegate, that there has been no contri-
bution to the partnership, transfer of an interest in the partnership,
or distribution by the partnership which would result in a substantial
difference between the basis of his interest computed under the
simpler rule and the basis of his interest computed under the detailed
rule. Thus, the partner will have the burden of establishing that
there would be no substantial difference in the basis for his interest
whether the computation was made under section 705(a) or under
section 763.
Under subsection (b), if the partnership so elects (in accordance

with regulations) the adjusted basis of the interests of all of the part-
ners of such partnership will be required to be determined under the
detailed rule. In other words, as long as this election is in effect, no
partner may use the simpler rule of section 705(a) in determining the
basis of his partnership interest.
Under the last sentence of section 705(b), notwithstanding the

limitations of that subsection, the rule of section 705(a) may be
applied if the partner's adjusted basis for his interest determined under
that rule is further adjusted (under regulations) so as to eliminate any
substantial difference between the basis so determined and the basis
determined under section 763.
Section 706. Taxable years of partner and partnership

Section 706 is identical to section 706 as contained in the House bill.
Subsection (a) is identical, in substance, to section 706(a) of present

law.
\
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Subsection (b) clarifies present law by specifically providing in para-
graph (1)(A) that a partnership may adopt a calendar year if all of
its principal partners do not have the same taxable year, and by pro-
viding in paragraph (2) that a partner may not change his taxable
year except as provided in section 442.

Subsection (c) is identical, in substance, to section 706(c)(1) of
present law. Under the rearrangement section 706(c)(2) of present
law is set forth as section 764(b).
Section 707. Transactions between partner and partnership

Section 707, which is identical to section 707 as contained in the
House bill, corresponds to section 707 (a) and (c) of present law with
minor changes in language to reflect the fact that subsection (b)
of present section 707 is set forth as section 765 pursuant to the
rearrangement of subchapter K.
Section 708. Continuation of partnership

Section 708, which is identical to section 708 as contained in the
House bill, is derived from section 708 (a) and (b)(l) of present law.

Section 708(a) provides that an existing partnership is considered as
continuing if it is not terminated.
Under section 708(b)(1)(A) the partnership terminates if no busi-

ness, financial operation, or venture of the partnership continues to
be carried on by any of its partners in a partnership.

Section 708(b)(1)(B), like present law, provides that the partner-
ship will terminate if, within a 12-month period, there are sales and
exchanges which aggregate 50 percent or more of the total interest in
both partnership capital and profits. However, unlike present law,
a sale or exchange of an interest to a person who has been a member
of the partnership for a continuous period of at least 12 months at
the time of the sale or exchange is not a sale or exchange for this
purpose. This new rule is effective with respect to sales or exchanges
occurring in partnership taxable years which begin on or after the date
of enactment of the bill. For example, if a sale to a person who has
been a member of the partnership for 12 months occurs after such
(late of enactment but in a partnership taxable year which began
prior to such date, such sale would be considered a sale for purposes
of section 708(b)(1)(B).

Section 708(b)(1)(B) makes it clear that all sales or exchanges
(other than those not to be taken into account under the preceding
paragraph) occurring within a continuous 12-month period are aggre-
gated in applying the 50-percent rule.

Section 708(b)(2) of present law becomes section 766 pursuant to
the rearrangement of subchapter K.
Section 721. Nonrecognition of gain or loss on contribution

Section 721 is identical to section 721 as contained in the H-ouse bill.
Section 721 (a) is identical to section 721 of present law.
Subsection (b) is new and consists of a cross-reference to section 770,

a special provision relating to an interest in partnership capital
exchanged for services.
No inference is to be drawn from the fact that there is no express

exception in section 721 with respect to the matter covered in section
770.
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Section 722. Basis of contributing partner's interest
Section 722 is identical to section 722 as contained in the House bill

and corresponds to section 722 of present law, except for tlhe addition
of the rule tlat the basis of an interest acquired in exchange for the
performance of services for thle partnership is the amount Ce(emned to
be a contribution to thle partnership under section 770(a).
Section 723. Basis of property contributed to partnership

Section 723 is identical to section 723 as contained in tile House bill
and to section 723 of present law.
Section 731. Extent of recognition of gain or loss on distribution

Section 731 is identical to section 731 as contained in the House bill
and is identical to section 731 of present law, except that tlhe reference
in section 731(a) (2) (B) to unrealized receivables and inventory is
changed to a reference to "section 751 assets," and the references
in section 731(c) are changed to reflect the renumbering of certain
sections pursuant to tlie rearrangement of subchapter K.
Section 732. Basis of distributed property other than money

Section 732, which is identical to section 732 as contained in the
House bill, is identical to section 732 of present law, except that sec-
tion 732(c)(1) provides for allocation first to any "section 751 assets"
rather than to any unrealized receivables and inventory items, and
except for the omission of section 732(d) of present law, which is
renumbered as section 784 in accordance with the rearrangement of
subchapter K.
Section 733. Basis of distributee partner's interest

Section 733, which is identical to section 733 as continued in the
House bill, is identical to section 733 of present law.
Section 734. Basis of undistributed partnership property

Section 734 is identical to section 734 as contained in the House
bill anrd is derived from section 734(a) of present law. Subsections
(b) and( (c) of section 734 of present law, relating to method of making
the optional adjustment and the allocation of basis, respectively, are
redesignated subsections (a) and (b) of section 781 in accordance
with thel rearrangement of subcllul)t(er K.
Section 735. Character of gain or loss on disposition of distributed

section 751 assets
Section 735, which is identical in substance to section 735 as con-

tained in the House bill, is derivedl from section 735(a) of present law.
Under present law if a partner sells or exchanges unrealized receivables
or inventory items distributed to him by the partnership, any gain
realized by such partner is ordinary income in the case of the inventory
items if they are sold within 5 years of the distribution, and in the case
of unrealized receivables irrespective of how long after the distribution
the sale occurs. Present law speaks only in terms of the "distributee
partner." Therefore, if such partner makes a gift of the unrealized
receivables or inventory items received by him, his donee may sell
such items without being subject to the ordinary income treatment
which would apply if the distributee partner had made the sale.
New section 735 provides that the gain or loss on the sale or exchange
of section 751 assets (a new concept substituted for both unrealized
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receivables and inventory items and discussed under sec. 751 (a),
infra) distributed to a partner is to retain its ordinary income character
through all subsequent transfers of the property where the basis of the
distributee partner for the property is carried over in whole or in part
to the transferee. In addition, linder new section 735, gain on all
section 751 assets (including inventory items) will always be treated as
ordinary income whenever sold by the distributee partner (or a
transferee with a carryover basis) even though these items have been
held more than 5 years.
Under section 204(b)(1) of the bill, new section'735 applies only to

distributions made by the partnership in a partnership taxable year
which begins on or after the (late of enactment of this bill. Thus, a
sale by a distribute partner in a partnership taxable year beginning
after the date of enactment, of inventory items distributedd in a partner-
ship taxable year beginning before the date of enactment, will not be
governed by new section 735. Therefore, in such a case, if the sale
occurred more than 5 years after the distribution, the gain on the sale
would not be characterized as ordinary income under present section
735(a). tHowevcr, if at the time of such sale the distributed items
otherwise constituted inventory items in the hands of the distributee
partner, the gain on their sale would represent ordinary income.
Section 736. Holding period for distributed property

Section 736 is identical to section 736 as contained in the House bill.
It is derived from section 735(b) of present law and is substantially
the same.

Section 741. Recognition and chain acter of gain or loss on sale or exchange
Section 741(a) corresponds to section 741 as contained in the House

bill and is identical in substance to section 741 of present law.
Your committee has added a new provision, subsection 741(b),

under which certain transfers of partnership interests are treated as
liquidations under section 776, and as contributions. Under present
law, if the transaction is in the form of a sale of an interest, then
section 741 (rather than section 736) would govern, oven though the
interest of the selling partner is transferred to the other member of a
two-man partnership. Under section 741(b), as contained in your
committee's bill, even if the transaction is in the form of a sale of the
partnership interest, tlhe amounts paid for the entire interest are not
to be treated under section 741 (a), but are to be treated as amounts
received in a liquidation to which section 776 applies, if such amounIots
are paid or payable ratably (or substantially ratably) by the other
members of the partnership). Such payment lmade b)y ea(ch of tlhe
remaining Ipartners is to be considered as a contribution )by him to
the, partnership. It the l)artnership is a two-lmall p)artnl ershlil), the
transfer of the entire interest of one of the partners to the( other is
always to be treated as a liquidation to which section 776 applies.
Similarly, if the transaction is cast in the form of a sale of anl entire
partnership interest to the partnership, as (listinguisled from the
partners as such, the transaction, as under present law, will be treated
as a liquidation to which section 776 applies.
Under section 741(b), as contained in your colnmittee's bill, it is

intended that the amounts paid by the remaining )artllers to the
withdrawing partner shall he considered to have been. paid ratably
if the amount paid by each remaining partner bears the same propor-
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tion to the total amount paid by the remaining partners as the fair
market value of each such partner's interest in partnership capital
and profits bears to the fair market value of the total interests in
partnership capital and profits.
Your committee's bill also provides thlit, even if the payments are

not ratable, but are substantially ratable, the amounts will be treated
as received in a section 776 liquidation and as contributions to the
partnership. The Secretary or his delegate has been given authority
to pronmullgate such regulations as are necessary to carry out this
provision.
The provisions of section 741(b) as contained in the bill will, in

effect, treat the transaction as if an amount equal to the amount paid
the with(lrawing partner had been contributed to the partnership by
the other partners and then paid by tlhe partnership to the withdraw-
ing partner in liquidation of his interest. Such liquidating payments
become subject to all the provisions of section 776. Thus, for ex-
ample, if nll amounts payable by the remaining partners for thle with-
drawingl partner's entire interest in the partnership are payable within
a 12-month period, such amounts shall be considered as a distribution
by tlhe partnership. This, of course, brings into play the rules of
section 750, if the partlnershil) is collapsible.
Section 7/2. Basis of transferee partner's interest

Section 742 is identical to section 742 as contained in the House
bill andl is identical to section 742 of present law.
Section 713. Basis of partnership property

Section 743 is identical to section 743 as contained ill thi bill as
passed by)r tile House and is i(llltical in substance to section 743(a)
of present law. Sublsections (b) and (c) of section 743 of present law,
relating to adjulstnllent to basis of l)artnershilp)property and allocation
of basis, resl)ectively, are set, forth, with lmodificattions, ts sublsec-
tions (a) tand (1)) of section 782 in accordance wiith the rear'rangenient
of sulbcllaptler K.
Section 74/6. Treatment of certain liabilities

Section 746, which is identical to section 746 as contained in the
iHollse I)ill, is identical to section 752 of )present law.
Section 719. Sales and exchanges of interests in partnerships resulting in

ordinary income
Section 749 corresponds to section 749 as contained in thle -House

bill and is derived( from section 751 (a) of present law. Tlie effect of
section 749 is to re(uirie a partner whio sells or exchanges his interest
in a partnershipsp to fragllentize the transaction into two parts if tlhe
potential ordinary incoiie inherent in tl e p)artnershlil) assets under-
lyilng the partnerslil) interest sold is sufficient to lileet the substantial
appreciation test ol section 751 (d). Thus, the statute provides that
(the allount of any imoneey and property received by alpartner in
exchange for lis pairtnership interest shall be considered an amount
received( from the sale or exchange of an ordinary income asset to
tihe extent that such amount is attributable to "substantially appre-
ciated section 751 assets." Tle latter termi is new. It is a sub-
stituite for the unrealizedd receivables" and "substantially appre-
ciated inventory items" of present section 751 (c) and (d), and is
analyzed under section 751, infra. Any gain attributable to such
assets must be reduced (but not below zero) by the amount of any
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section 751 (b) loss in the same transaction. If the section 751 (b) loss
exceeds the gain attributable to substantially appreciated section 751
assets, such excess is to be subtracted from the gain or added to the
loss on the portion of the transaction to which section 741 applies.
For the definition of "section 751 (b) loss" see the analysis of section
751(b), infra. Under section 751(c)(1), the character of partnership
property for this purpose must be determined at the time of the sale
or exchange of the interest as if the property were sold directly by the
partner selling his partnership interest, giving due regard to any busi-
ness, financial operation, or venture in which the partnership is
engaged and as if all such property had been sold to one person in
one transaction. Thus, some of the partnership assets might consti-
tute section 1231 assets to one partner and ordinary income assets to
another.

Section 749 removes an ambiguity in present law by providing that
the section shall apply without regard to whether there is an overall
gain or loss on the sale or exchange of a partnership interest. For
example, assume that a partner having a basis of $10,000 for his
partnership interest sells it for that amount, with tile result that there
is no overall gain or loss on that transaction. However, the partner's
interest in partnership assets at that time included an interest in
unrealized receivables having a basis of zero and a fair market value
of $3,000. Under section 749 the sale of the interest is divided into
two parts, with the result that the partner is treated as realizing
$3,000 of ordinary income with respect to the interest in unrealized
receivables which he surrendered and a capital loss of $3,000 on the
other part of the transaction, i.e., the disposition of his partnership
interest having a basis of $10,000 for the remaining $7,000 of tile
proceeds of the sale which had not been allocated to the unrealized
receivables.

Tlhe application of section 749 may be further illustrated by the
following examples:
Example (1).-C is a member of partnership ABC, and has a one-

third interest in partnership capital and in partnership profits. C
sells his interest to D at a time when the balance sheet of the partner-
ship is as follows:

Fair market Partners' shares
Assets Basis value of fair market

value

Inventory.....----------.------$3,00----( $6, 300 A..----- .$5, 500
Sec. 1231(b) property-.------ ------- -----..-------. 9,000 9,0(X) IB ----. 5, 5X)
Capital asets.-..........--.---.-....----..--..--. 3.000 1,200 C .------ 6,500

Total -------------------------------15.000 16,500 16,500

The basis of each partner for his interest in the partnership is
assumed to be the same as his share of the partnership's basis in its
assets. C sells his interest to D for $5,500, which is C's one-third
share of the value of all partnership property. C's overall gain on
the sale of his partnership interest is $500 ($5,500, the amount realized,
less $5,000, C's basis for his interest). However, because the inven-
tory of the partnership meets tile tests of section 751(d) and qualifies
as substantially appreciated section 751 assets, C must, under section
749, treat the portion of the selling price of his interest attributable
to the inventory ($2,100, one-third of $6,300) as an amount realized
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from the sale of property other than a capital asset. Under section
1001, C's gain on the inventory is determined to be $1,100 ($2,]00 the
amount realized, less $1,000 (one-third of $3,000) the portion of C's
basis attributable to the inventory). Under section 749, this $1,100
gain must be treated as ordinary income. The balance of the trans-
action is treated under sections 1001 and 741, and results in a capital
loss of $600 ($3,400, the portion of the amount realized attributable
to C's one-third share of the value of section 1231(b) property and
capital assets, less $4,000, the portion of C's basis attributable to such
assets). Thus although C has an overall gain of $500 on the sale
of his partnership interest, he must report $1,100 of ordinary income
and a capital loss of $600. If, however, C's share of the appreciation
in inventory had amounted to only $1,000 (or less) the inventory would
not have been considered to be substantially appreciated within the
meaning of section 751 (d). Consequently, the collapsible partnership
rules would not come into play, and C would report a capital gain of
$400 on the sale of his partnership interest.
Example (2).-Assume the same facts as in example (1), except that

the selling price is $3,700 and that the partnership balance sheet is as
follows:

Fair market Partners' shares
Assets Basis value of fair market

value

Inventory..-.--- ........-.........-............--- $3,000 $6,300 A ---.-,3. $3,700
Sec. 1231(h) property-----.---,--..--------...- - --. 9.000 3, 600 B ...... 3,700
Capital assets ..--.--. --.--.- --- --------------.-- 3, 000 1, 200 C --.... 3,700

Total-..-.-...... ......-------.-----.------- 15,000 11,100 11,100

As in examl)le (1), C's gain attributable to the inventory is $1,100.
However, thler is a loss of $1,800 attributable to C's share of section
1231(b) property ($1,200, the portion of the ainount realized attrib-
utable to C's share of section 123 (b) property, less $3,000, the portion
of C's basis attributable to such property).
Under section 749, this $1,800 reduces the $1,100 gain attributable

to the inventory to zero. The balance of the $1,800 not so applied
($700) is combined with the $600 loss attributable to the capital
assets ($400, the portion of the amount realized attributable to
capital assets, less $1,000, the portion of C's basis attributable to
those assets), and the total loss of $1,300 is recognized under section
741 as a capital loss.
Section 760. Distributions which result inl ordinary income

Section 750 corresponds to section 750 as contained il the bill
passed by the House.

Section 750(a) is derived from section 751(b) of present law.
Present law provides for the application of ordinary income treatment
in the case of non pro rata distributions by a partnership, where, in
effect, there has been a sale or exchange of an interest in unrealized
receivables or substantially appreciated inventory items, either by the
distribute partner or by the partnership.
Except for tile substitution of the concept of "section 751 assets" for

the terms "unrealized receivables" and "substantially appreciated
inventory items," the only change from present law in the House bill
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is the provision for reducing any gain recognized to the distributee
partner, or to the partnership, attributable to substantially appreciated
section 751 assets, by the amount of any section 751(b) loss in the
same0 transaction. Your committee's bill further chaLnges present law
by modifying the concept of substantial appreciation, "Section 751
assets", "section 751(b) loss", and the inodfied concept of substantial
appreciation are described in the analysis unl(lde section 751, infra. in
no event is the ordinary income realized with respect to substantially
appreciated section 751 assets to be reduced below zero because of a
section 751(b) loss. The section 751(b) losses can have an effect
un(ler section 750 only when more thana pro rata share of substan-
tially appreciated section 751 assets is distributed (thel case of recog-
nition of ordinary gain by the partnership), or surrendered by the
distribute partner (the case of recognition of ordinary gain by the dis-
tributee partner), since only when there are such gains does the
section apply. In addition, to reduce any of these gains the distribu-
tion must be disproportionate with respect to the property involving
the section 751(b) loss and the loss must be attributable to the same
party realizing the ordinary gain.

Anly gain recognized under this section is to be treated as realized
in a transaction which is separate an1d apart from the distributionn of
any remaining property (to which sec. 731 will be applicable). How-
ever, at section 751(b) loss may affect either the portion of the trans-
acttion to which section 750 applies or the portion to which section 731
appIlies, or both. First, such ai loss offsets any gill to which section
750 applies. i'o the extent such a loss exceeds the gain, it is treated
as having been sustained in a transaction to \\-lhichl section 731 appl)lies.

Section 750(b) correslpond(s, with oine exception, to section 751(b)(2)
of lIpsent law. It sets fort!l tlhe excep)tions to section 750(a), adding
to the exceptions of present law Ian exception to the effect that tlie
rules of-section 750(a) shall not apply to 1a distribution of a. pa)rtler's
distributive share of the partnership income for the current year (in-
cluding drtlwiligs and advances). Of course, section 750(a) does not
apply to a distribution which is, in fact, a gift or pannellnt for services
or for tie use of capital. In a(ldition, section 750(b)(2), which exempts
from tile operation of section 750((a) those payments described in
section 776(a) made to a retiring partner or successor in interest of
a deceased partner, does not preclude the recognition of income under
section 61(a) by a partnership which uses appreciated property to
discharge an obligation to make a section 776(a) payment (which is
not a partnership distribution) of a fixed amount to a retiring partner
or deceased partner's successor in interest.
'he application of section 750 may be illustrated by the following

examples:
l:Example (1).--C0 has a one-third interest in the capital and profits

of the ABC partnership. The partnership balance sheet is as follows:

Partners' shares
Assets Basis Fair market of fair market

value value

Inventory .----- - ---------------------------------------- $3,000 $0,000 A---.--. $4,800
Sec. 1231(b) property-..--------- -------------.----------. 9,000 7,200 11------. 4,800
Capital assets-...-..-..-..-...........-----.------------- 3,000 1, 200 C....... 4,800

Total ...--..........-----...........--... 1, 000 14,400 14, 400
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The basis of C's interest in the partnership is assumed to be the same
as his share of the partnership basis of assets, i.e., $5,000. C receives
section 1231(b) property having a fair market value of $4,800 as a dis-
tribution in complete liquidation of his interest in the partnership.
The inventory items of the partnership come within tle definition of
section 751 assets as set forth in section 751(a). They are also sub-
stantially appreciated under the tests contained in section 751(d);
i.e., their fair market value ($6,000) exceeds 125 percent of their
basis ($3,000) and also exceeds 15 percent of the fair market value of
all partnership property ($14,400). Also, it is assumed for purposes
of this and the following example that the $1,000 de minimis amount of
section 751(d)(2) has been exceeded as a consequence of other distri-
butions during a 12-month period. Since C has received in a dis-
tribution partnership property other than substantially appreciated
section 751 assets in exchange in part for his interest in substantially
appreciated section 751 assets he is treated, under section 750, as
having entered into a sale with the partnership. The analysis and
consequences of this constructive sales transaction, both with respect
to C and with respect to the partnership as constituted after the
distribution, arc as follows:

Analysis for C.-First, C is treated as receiving a pro rata distribu-
tion of all partnership property as follows:

Assets Basis Fair market
value

Inventory .-----------------------------------------------.- $1,000 $2,000
Sec. 1231(b) property----------------------------------------. 3, 000 2,400
Capital assets--------.--------------------------------------- 1,000 400

Total---...-.-...-.......----.-------.-..---------- 6-5,000 4,800·-
At this point, C's basis in his interest in the partnership is treated
as zero and his basis in the property deemed to have been distributed
to hiln is deemed to total $5,000. Secondly, C is treated as selling
the inventory and capital assets deemed to have been distributed
to him for the additional amount of section 1231(b) property having
a fair market value of $2,400 (non1 pro rata portion) received by him
in the actual distribution from the partnership. Consequently, C
recognizes $1,000 ordinary income (inventory with a basis of $1,000
and fair market value of $2,000 sold for sec. 1231 (b) property having
a fair market value of $2,000) and a capital loss of $600 (capital assets
with basis of $1,000 and a fair market value of $400 sold for sec. 1231 (b)
property having a fair market value of $400). C's basis ill the section
1231 (b) property received in the distribution is $5,400 ($3,000 attrib-
utable to Ihis pro rata (one-third) sllare of tlie partnership's basis for
sec. 1231(b) property pluls $2,400 ($2,000 of inventory and $400 of
capital assets, tlhe purchasee price" paid by C for the non Iro rata
share of sec. 1231(b) property distributed to litii)).
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Analysis for the partnership.-After the assumed pro rata distribu-
tion to C, the partnership balance sheet is as follows:

Fair market Partners' shares
Assets Basis value of fair market

value

Inventory...---$--------------.----. -------------- $2,000 $4, 000 A.--- $4, 800
Sec. 123l(b) property-...---- ....-----------... 6,000 4,800 B..... 4,800
Capital assets.---------------------.- ----- 2,000 800 -.---.---------

Total ------..---.-------- ------.... 10,000 9,600 9,600

The partnership is treated as purchasing C's interest in inventory of
$2,000 and in capital assets of $400, for the non pro rata portion of
the section 1231(b) property distributed to C, having a basis to the
partnership of $3,000 and a fair market value of $2,400. Accordingly,
the partnership is treated as having sustained a loss of $600 on the
constructive sale of the non pro rata portion of section 1231(b) prop-
erty distributed. The partnership balance sheet after the transaction
is as follows:

Assets

Inventory ------

Sec. 1231 (h) property .------- .----- ----------.---
Capital assets .....--------------------------------..-

Total.---------------------

Basis

$4,000
3, (X)
2, 400

9, 400

Fair market
value

$0, 000
2, 400
1,200

9, 600

Partners' shares
of fair market

value

A .-.---. $4,800
3-...-- 4, 800

9,600

Example (2).--Assume the same facts as inl example (1) except that
C receives inventory having a fair market value of $2,300 and section
1231(b) property having a fair market value of $2,500 in liquidation of
his interest in the partnership. Since C has received in a distribution
substantially appreciated section 751 assets in exchange in part for
his interest in other partnership assets lie is treated, ullder section 750,
as having entered into a sale with the partnership. The analysis and
consequences of this constructive sales transaction both with respect
to C and with respect to the partnership as constituted after the
distribution are as follows:

Analysis for C.---First, C is treated as receiving a pro rata distribu-
tion of all partnership property as follows:

Assets Basis Fair market
value

Inventory --------- - ------------------------ ---------------------- $1,000 $2, 000
Sec. 1231(b) property - ------------------ 3,000 2,400
Capital assets ..-------------------------...- ------ 1,000 400

Total..----------------..----.------------------ ----- ---.-- 6,000 4, 800

.- --- -- ----

---- ----- ------------------
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At this point, C's basis in his interest il the partnership is treated as
zero an his basis in the property deemed to have been distributed to
him is deemed to total $5,000. Secondly, C is treated as selling the
capital assets deemed to have been distributed to him for the addi-
tional (non pro rata) amount of inventory having a fair market value
of $300 and section 1231(b) property having a fair market value of
$100 received by him in the actual distribution from the partnership.
Consequently, C recognizes a capital loss of $600 (capital assets with a
basis of $1,000 and a fair market value of $400 sold for inventory
worth $300 and sec. 1231(b) property worth $100). C's basis in the
inventory received in the distribution is $1,300 ($1,000 attributable
to his pro rata (one-third) share of the partnership's basis for in-
ventory plus $300) the "purchase price" paid by C for the non pro
rata portion of the inventory distributed to him). C's basis in the
section 1231(b) property distributed to him is $3,100 ($3,000 attribut-
able to his pro rata (one-third) share of the partnership's basis for
sec. 1231(b) property plus $100, the "purchase price" paid by C for
the non pro rata portion of the sec. 1231 (b) property distributed to
him).

Analysis for the partnerslhip.-----After the assumed pro rata distriblu-
tion to C, the partnership) balance sheet is as follows:

Fair market PIarllors' shares
Assets Basis value of fair market

vallle

Inventory. --...--.------$--------------- $2,000 $4,0) A $4,8)0
Sec. 1231(b) property-.--,------------------.------------6,000 4, WX) 13--. 4,800
Capital assets...--- ---------..- ---------------. 2, 000 8(0

Total-------------------------------- 10, 000 9,to 0 0, c)

1The partnership is treated as purchasillg C's $400 illterest ill capital
assets in exchange for the non pro rata portion of the inventory items
($300) and section 1231(b) property ($100) distributed to C. Since
the $300 of inventory used in this purchase had a basis of $>150 to tlhe
partnership, ordillary income of $150 is realized b)y t.le plartnllershii
with respect to this item. On the other hand, the $100 of sec(tioll
1231 (b) property had t basis of $125, resulting in a loss of $25. 'his
is a 'section 751(1)) loss" a1lnd is applied ill reduction of the $150 gain,
with the result that $125 of or(tinlary ioinc e Ilus;t b)e taken into
account by )ai'tlners A and B. Thle partnerslilp balance sheet after
the transaction is as follows:

Fair market Partners' shares
Assets Basis value of fair market

value

Inventory . . ........- ----------- $1,850 $3, 700 A .--.- - $4,800
ee.. 1231(b) property---.........-..-.. ----,876 4, 7(X n 4,800

Capital assets .--.. ------.--------------------------- 2, 400 1,200 --

Total.------- ------------------- ---------------- 10, 125 9, C00 9, 60X
__ -----^I.------I.--·----_ ...__ __
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Section 751. Definitions of section 751 assets and substantially appre-
ciated section 751 assets

Section 751 corresponds to section 751 as contained in the bill
passed by the House, but several changes have been made by your
committee in section 751(d), relating to substantially appreciated
section 751 assets.

Section 751(a) is new. It replaces subsections (c) and (d)(2) of
section 751 of present law which define unrealized receivables and
inventory items.

Section 751 (a) defines "section 751 assets" to mean, for purposes of
subchapter K, all property of the partnership except (1) capital assets,
(2) property the gain on the sale or exchange of which would be
treated as gain from the sale of a capital asset held for more than 6
months, and (3) property described in section 1231(b). For purposes
of this definition all property of the partnership is deemed (under sec.
751(c)(2)) to have been held for more than 6 months (or for 12
months or more in the case of livestock described in sec. 1231(b)(3))
whether or not so held.
The test prescribed by section 751(a) substitutes for the special

definitions of unrealized receivables and substantially appreciated
inventory items contained in present law the capital gains rules which
are generally applicable to taxpayers. Thus, in general, if sale or
exchange of the asset would result in capital gain (taking into account
the deemed holding period of sec. 751 (c) (2)) such asset is not a section
751 asset. Conversely, if disposition would result in ordinary income
the asset is a section 751 asset. Section 751(c) describes hlow the gen-
eral capital gains rules are to be applied for purposes of section 751 (a).
It provides that the character of the property of the partnership in
which the partner relinquishes an interest is determined (1) at the
time of the sale or exchange of the interest (or at the time of dis-
tribution), (2) as if all property treated as sold or exchanged were
sold directly by the person (or persons) relinquishing an interest in
the property (giving due regard to any business, financial operation,
or venture in which the partnership is engaged), and (3) as if all such
property had been sold to one person in one transaction. As a result
of rule (2) referred to in the preceding sentence, the property involved
in a transfer or distribution might be- a capital asset with respect to
one partner and an ordinary income asset with respect to another
partner. This difference ill characterization stems from the require-
ment that the property in question be treated as if it were sold directly
by the partner or partners giving up an interest in the property
(disregarding the fact that the property interest was actually relin-
quished through the medium of a sale of an interest in a partnership
or by means of a partnership distribution). See the analysis under
section 702, supra, for the effect of determining tile character of an
item primarily at the individual partner level.

Section 751 (b) is new. It is (designed to reduce the ordinary income
content of a collapsible partnership transaction to the extent of any
offsetting ordinary loss element (i.e., the "section 751 (b) loss") pres-
ent in the same transaction. Section 751(b) defines the tern "sec-
tion 751(b) loss," for purposes of both section 749 and section 750,
to mean the amount of any net loss which would result from the
separate application of section 1231 with respect to all partnership
property treated as sold or exchanged under section 749 or section
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750, if all such property were sold at its fair market value. In other
words, in the case of a sale or exchange of a partnership interest to
which section 749 applies, all section 1231 (b) property of the partner-
ship in existence at the time of such transfer is treated as if it were sold
at its fair market value at that time and tle partner's share of the
net loss, if any, which results from such computation is the section
751 (b) loss, The transferor partner applies his share of the section
751(b) loss in reduction of the gain attributable to section 751 assets
realized by him under section 749. In applying section 751 (b) in the
case of a distribution to which section 750 applies, separate determina-
tions must be made with respect to property relinquished by tlhe distrib-
utee partner and with respect to property relinquished by the partner-
ship (as constituted after the distribution). Thus, in determining the
amount of any section 751(b) loss attributable to a distributee, for
example, there would be taken into account only the particular sec-
tion 1231(b) property in which he was surrendering more than a pro
rata interest. A similar rule would apply in the case of such a loss/
attributable to the remaining partners as constituted after tle-dis-
tribution. In addition, "te si rtea application of section/1231"
means that section 1231 is to be applied only as of the time of tlle
particular transfer or distribution and without regard to any prior
or subsequent section 1231 transactions (except insofar as prior b&sis
adjustments are concerned).

Section 751(c)(1) is new and provides tliat for pu)llrposes of section
751(b), as well as section 751(a), tile character of any partnership
property in whIich a partner relinquishes an interest, s d(eterminedl
(1) at tile time of tlle sale or exchange of the )partnership interest (or
at tlhe time of distribution), (2) as if all property treated as sold or
exchanged were sold directly by the person (or persons) relinquishing
an interest in the property (giving (du regard to any business, financial
operation, or venture in which the partnership is engaged), and (3)as if all such property lad( been sold to one person in one transaction.

Section 751(c)(2) is new and provides that for purposes of section
751(a) and section 751(1)) all property of the partnership shall be
deemed to have been held for more than 6 months (or for 12 months
or more in the case of livestock described in sec. 1231 (b)(3)) whether
or not so held. This means that it will not be necessary to provide
separate treatment for short-term capital gains and long-termc capital
gains.

Your committee has c(lange(d section 751 (d) as passed by the House
by increasing the perentage tests of section 751(d)(1) (A) and (B) to
125 and 15 percent, respectively, by adding a $1,000 de minimis rule,
aind b)y providing that certain property acquired within a 12-month
period is to be (lisregarde(l in applying tlhe tests of substantial appre-
ciation.

Section 751((1) is (derivCed from section 751(d)(1) of present law but
difere's therefrom in several respects. First, whereas under present
section 751((d)(1) the sullstantial appreciation test applies only. to
inventory itetlms of tlle partnership, new section 751(d) applies this
test to all section 751 assets. In other words, tlhe collapsible partller-
ship rules of sections 749 and 750 do not come into play unless tilte
aggregate section 751 assets of thle partnlershlil) are substantially
al)preciated. Under present law if tlhe partnership hlas unrealized
receivables (regardless of how small the amount) the collapsible
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partnership rules become operative in the case of every transfer of a
partnership interest and( il the case of every non-pro-rata distribution.
Under new section 751(d) the presence of unrealized receivables will
bring the collapsible partnership rules into play only if such items,
together with any other section 751 assets, satisfy the test of substan-
tial appreciation.
The percentage tests for substantial appreciation have been in-

creased by your coiInniittee's bill from 120 and 10 percent to 125 and
15 percent, respectively, so that section 751 assets will not be con-
si(lerd substantially appreciated unless their fair market value
exceeds (1) 125 percent of their adjusted basis to the partnership
and (2) 15 percent of the fair market value of all partnership property,
other than money, reduced by the liabilities ot the partnership.
Another respect in which section 751 (d) differs from present law is

the requirement that in applying the 15-percent test the fair marrket
value of partnership property be reduced by the liabilities of the
partnership.

Section 751(d)(2) as contained in your committee's bill provides a
$1,000 de minimis rule not found in present law or in tile House bill.
Under this rule section 751 assets are not considered substantially
appreciated unless tle excess of the fair market value over the adjusted
basis of all such assets considered as sold or exchanged in a trans-
action, together with the excess of the fair market value over the
adjusted basis.of section 751 assets considered as sold or exchanged
by the same palrtnler or partnership in all other similar transactions
within tihe 12-month period ilnmediately prc(e(lillg or following the
transaction, exceeds $1,000. Thus, for example, if a partner sold a

portion of his partnership interest on January 1, 1961, and( another
portion on January 1, 1962, and part or all of the amount received in
each of these transactions was attributable to section 751 assets (whicl
would be considered substantially appreciated, apart from the $1,000
test), then the excess of the fair market value over the adjusted basis
of the section 751 assets deemed sold in each of the transactions would
be lumped together in determining whether the $1,000 figure had
been exceeded. For this purpose there would be no reduction for any
section 751(b) loss. If the aggregate amount involved in the two
sales mentioned above exceeded the $1,000 figure, then the section
751 assets involved in both sales would be considered "substantially
appreciated" section 751 assets.
As used in section 751(d)(2) of your committee's bill the pllrase

"all other similar transactions" means, in the case of a transfer of an
interest by at partller, all other transfers of interests in the )artnership
bv the salle partner, and, in the case of distributions, all other dis-
tributions with respect to tle particular distribute partner or with
respect to the partnership (ais constituted after the distribution), as
thle case may be. In other words, transfers of partnership interests
in which ordinary gains are realized are not to be aggregated with
distributions wllich produce such gaills. Also, transfers or distribll-
tions in which ordinary gains arc realized by one person are not to be
aggregated with transfers or distributions in which such gains are
realized by another person.,

Finally, section 751(d)(3), as added b)y your committee's bill,
provides that, for purposes of the 125- and 15-percent appreciation
tests, any assets contributed to, or otherwise acquired by, the partner-

56707-a0o---9
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ship within a 12-month period immediately preceding the sale or
exchange or distribution with respect to which the appreciation tests
are being applied, shall be disregarded, unless there was a bona fide
business purpose for the transaction in which the assets were contrib-
uted to, or otherwise acquired by, the partnership. This rule applies
to all assets, whether section 751 assets or capital assets, and regard-
less of whether the assets were acquired by incurring indebtedness or
the use of borrowed funds.
Section 761. Special rules for contributed property

Section 761 is identical to section 761 as contained in the House
bill and, except for the addition of a cross-reference, is identical to
paragraphs (2) and (3) of section 704(c) of present law.
Section 762. Family partnerships

Section 762 is identical to section 762 as contained in the House
bill and is identical in substance to section 704(e) of present law.
Section 763. Alternative rule for determination of basis of partner's

interest
Section 763, which is identical to section 763 as contained in the

House bill, is derived from section 705(a) of present law. The
circumstances under which the rule in section 763 is applicable are
discussed in connection with the analysis of section 705, supra.
Section 764. Closing of partnership taxable year for deceased partner or

partner who sells or exchanges part or all of interest
Section 764 corresponds to section 764 as contained in the House

bill, with the exception of certain changes made by your committee in
subsection (a).

Subsection (a) is new and provides that the taxable year of a part-
nership shall close with respect to a deceased partner as of the date of
his death. However, under subsection (a) the successor in interest
of the deceased partner (such as his executor or administrator) may
file an election not to close the taxable year of the partnership with
respect to such partner as of such date. Such election is to be filed
in accordance with regulations.

If the election provided by subsection (a) is made, then, under
your committee's bill, the taxable year of the partnership with respect
to the deceased partner will close as of the time the first of the following
occurs: (1) The close of the partnership taxable year, (2) the date
of the sale or exchange or liquidiation (occurring after his death)
of the entire interest of the deceased partner, or (3) the day following
the death of such partner if the entire interest of such partner is sold
or exchanged or liquidated at death by reason of an agreement which
is operative on the death of such partner. These rules differ from
the corresponding provisions of the Iouse bill in that, in your com-
mittee's bill, the taxable year does not close, in the case of a deceased
partner, upon sale, exchange, or liquidation of only a part of the
interest of such partner. Under your committee's bill if part, but
not all, of the interest of the deceased partner is disposed of at the
time of his death, or after his death but before the close of the partner-
ship taxable year, the distributive share of items described in section
702 (a) or (e) with respect to such interest is determined by taking
into account the varying percentages of such interest during the
partnership taxable year.
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Subsection (b) corresponds to section 706(c)(2) of present, law,
except for the transfer to subsection (a) of the rules relating to the
closing of the partnership taxable year for deceased partners and
except for the addition of a reference to new subsection (e) of section
702.
Under section 204(b)(2) of the bill section 764 is made applicable

with respect to a partner who dies on or after January 1, 1960.
Section 765. Certain sales or exchanges of property with respect to con-

trolled partnerships
Section 765, as contained in your committee's bill, corresponds to

section 765 as passed by the House, except that section 765(b) has
been clarified so as to specifically cover sales and exchanges between a
partnership and a corporation and a partnership and a trust or estate.

Section 765 (a), (b), and (c) is derived from section 707(b) of
present law.

Subsection (a) disallows any deduction for losses arising from sales
or exchanges of property (other than an interest in the partnership),
directly or indirectly, between the following related parties:

(1) A person and a partnership in which more than 50 percent
of the capital interest, or the profits interest, is owned by such
person. The word "person" has been substituted for the word
"partner" in existing law in order to encompass a transaction be-
tween a partnership and a person closely related to a partner,
such as his wife. The words "directly or indirectly" in section
707(b)(1)(A) of present law are omitted from the new section
765(a)(1).

(2) Two partnerships in which the same person or persons
own common interests of more than 50 percent of tlhe capital
interests or profits interests. The words "directly or indirectly"
in section 707(b)(1) (B) of present law are omitted from the new
section 765(a)(2), and a new concept denominated "common
interests" and discussed below has been introduced.

(3) A partnership and a corporation in which the same person
or persons own common interests of more than 50 percent of the
capital interest, or profits interest, of the partnership and of the
value of the outstanding stock of the corporation.

(4) A partnership and a trust or estate in which the same person
or persons own common interests of more than 50 percent of the
capital interest, or profits interest, of the partnership and of the
value, actuarially computed, of the trust or estate.

Present section 707 does not deal with transactions between a part-
nership and a corporation, trust, or estate, and paragraphs (3) and (4)
of subsection (a) have been added to specifically cover such cases.

Subsection (b) is based on section 707(b)(2) of present law but has
been modified to exclude from its application land used in the trade
or business. Consistent with the changes made in subsection (a),
subsection (b) has been expanded by changing the word "partner"
to the word "person," by introducing the "common interests" con-
cept, and by deleting the phrase "directly or indirectly."

Subsection (b) as contained in your committee's bill makes it clear
that ordinary gain, rather than capital gain, will result from sales or
exchanges (1) between a partnership and a corporation in which the
same person or persons own common interests of more than 80 percent
of the capital interest, or profits interest, of the partnership and of
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the value of the outstanding stock of the corporation, and (2) between
a partnership and a trust or estate in which the same person or persons
own coinmion interests of more than 80 percent of the capital interest,
or profits interest, of the partnership and of the value, actuarially
computed, of the trust or estate. Thus, subsection (b) of section 765,
as contained in this bill, is coextensive with subsection (a) of that
section, with the exception of the requisite percentages of ownership.

Subsection (c)(1) makes section 765 the exclusive provision for the
disallowance of losses resulting from sales or exchanges between a
person and a partnership, between two partnerships, or between a
partnership and either a corporation, a trust, or an estate.

Subsection (c)(2) is identical, in substance, to section 707(b)(3) of
present law.

Subsection (c)(3) is derived from the last sentence of section
707(b)(1) of present law.

Subsection (d), which has no counterpart in present law, sets forth
a "common interests" rule the purpose of which is to establish when
the relationship between the parties to a transaction is sufficiently
close to bring the provisions of section 765 into operation. Your
committee has made only correcting changes in the subsection in tlhe
House bill. Tills new concept applies to both tile loss and gain
provisions. Under subsectioni (d) th.e "common interests" of a per-
soil or persons in two organization, between which there is a sale or
exchange of property, is the smaller illterest held by such person, or
tlhe siumi of tile smaller interests held b)y each of such p)ersols, in such
organizations. For purposes of this rule, an interest in an orgaliza-
tion includes all interest in the capital or profits (whichever proportionI
is larger) of a partnership, the holding of outstanding stock in a cor-
poration, and the beneficial interests, actuarially computed, in a trust
or estate. The application of thle new common interests rule may be
illustrated by the following examples:
Example (1).-Partnership ABC sells property at a loss to partner-

ship ABD. A has an 80-percent interest in the capital and profits of
partnership ABC and a 10-percent interest in the capital and profits
of partnership ABD. B has a 10-percent interest in tile capital alnd
profits of partnership ABC and an 80-percent interest in the capital
and profits of partnership ABD. The common interest of A in tile
two partnerships is 10 percent, and the common interest of B is 10
percent. Therefore, the sum of the common interests held by A an(l
B is 20 percent, and the loss will not be disallowed under section 765(a).
Example (2).-Partnership AB sells property (which in the hands of

partnership AC is neither a capital asset nor land used in its trade or
business) at a gain to partnership AC. A has a 90-percent capital
interest and a 10-percent profits interest in partnership AB, and a
10-percent capital interest and 90-percent profits interest in partner-
ship AC. Since the larger of A's capital and profits interests in eacll
partnership is taken into consideration, A is deemed to have a 90-lper-
cent interest in each partnership. Applying the commoini interests
concept the gain is treated as ordinary income to partnership AB.

Subsection (o) is new and provides a cross-reference to section 707
for general rules applicable in tihe case of transactions between partners
and partnerships.
Under section 204(b)(3) of the bill section 765 applies only if the

loss described in section 765(a) or the gain described in section 765(b)
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arose from a sale or exchange occurring on or after the date of enact-
ment of the bill in a taxable year ending after such (late.
Section 766. Continuing partnership in mergrs-or- co-nsolidations and

divisions
Section 766 is identical to section 766 as contailled ill the House

bill and is identical in substance to section 708(b)(2) (A) and (B) of
present law.. .....

Section 770. Interest in partnership capital exchanged for services
Section 770 corresponds to section 770 as contained in tlhe House

bill, except for a change made by your committee in the language of
subsection (a)(2) and the addition of a new subsection (c)(2).

Section 770 provides specific rules which govern the treatment of an
exchange of an interest in partnership capital for services rendered to
the partnership. It is important to note that the section does not deal
with the transfer of a partnership interest which gives tlih service
partner merely the right to share in appreciation in partnership assets
which occurs, or in partnership profits which are earned, subsequent
to the date of transfer. Thus, for example, assume that a person who
lhas been associated with a cash basis partnership as an employee is
admitted as a partner in the partnership, and acquires an interest in
the appreciation then existing in partnership assets, as well as an
interest in profits of the partnership which have been earned as of that
time, but not yet taken into partnership income. Such preexisting
appreciation and previously earned profits are considered to be an
interest in partnership capital, and section 770 is applicable. How-
ever, if such service partner had acquired only an interest in the appre-
ciation occurrin'lg subsequent to his admission and in profits of the
partnership earned after such time, the rules of section 770 would have
no application.
Under subsection (a) the person receiving an interest in capital of

the partnership in exchange for the performance of services for the
partnership must include in gross income the amount determined
under subsection (c). Ini addition, such amount is deemed to be a
contribution to the partnership by the person performing the services.
Since suchIan amount, is trelated as a contribution it also may increase
tihe basis of partnership1)roperties. However, this increase in basis of
1)artnlc- ship) properties will be limited to the amount of the excess of
tlhe fair market value of tlle interest transferred to the service partner
over its adjusted basis to the partnership, since tlhe remaining fair mar-
ket valle is already reflected in the Ibasis of partnership pro])erty.
TI1,herc also are situatiions ill which this blsis adljllstmlenlt for partner-
s'lil) Iproplerties is Inot to be made. IThs,11under subsection (c) (dis-
cussed ii'fi) tl(here is to be no plarltnlership basis adjustment for (or
to) section 751 assets since appreciation attlibu)tal)le to these assets
is ilot initially taxed to t.he service partner. Also, under slubsection
(1b) discussedd ilnfral) provisions is arIea(ly 1ma1de for aldjustllenlt to the
l)bsis o-f partIiership) properties where tlie amounts attril)lltablel to the
IIew part n(er's services are properly chargeable to capital accoillt.
Thus, ill such cases a second up)wa\rd adjustment to the basis of
partllership properties would not be made as a result of the operation
of sublsection (at).
Under subsection (b) the partners relinquishing an interest in the

capital of the partnership in exchange for the performance of services
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for the partnership do not recognize any gain or loss, even though the
interest relinquished may have a fair market value different from its
basis to the relinquishing partner. Furthermore, upon the relinquish-
ment of a capital interest by a partner in exchange for the performance
of such services, the partnership is allowed a deduction to the extent.
that the amount determined under subsection (c) constitutes a trade
or business expense to the partnership, and the adjusted basis of the
partnership property is increased to the extent that the amount
determined under subsection (c) constitutes an amount properly
chargeable to capital account. Subsection (b) also provides that the
deduction allowed to the partnership is to be allocated among the
relinquishing partners (or their successors in interest) on the bnsis of
the portion of the deduction which is attributable to each such partner.

Subsection (c) sets forth the rules for determining the amount to
be taken into account as income by the partner rendering the services
and as a deduction or capital item by the partnership. If the interest
at the time of the exchange is not subject to substantial restrictions or
limitations as to its transferability by the service partner, such amount
is the fair market value of the interest at the time of the exchange.
However, if the interest transferred is subject to such restrictions or
limitations, the amount to be taken into account is the lesser of the
fair market value of the services rendered or the fair market value the
interest would have had at the time of the exchange if there had not
been such restrictions or limitations. The substantial restrictions or
limitations as to transferability referred to in subsection (c)(l)(A)
and (B) are restrictions or limitations which substantially affect the
value of the partnership interest.

Subsection (c)(l) also sets forth the rules for determiinig the time
when the amounts determined under that subsection are to be taken
into account. If tlhe interest acquired by the service partner is not,
at the time of its acquisition, subject, to substantial restrictions or
limitations as to its transferability the amount determined under
subsection (c) must be taken into account at that time. If tlie interest.
is subject to such restrictions or limitations at tile time of its acquisi-
tion, the amount determined under subsection (c) must be taken into
account at the time when those restrictions cease to be substantial
(unless the interest is previously disposed of). If the interest acquired
by the service partner is disposed of prior to the removal of the
substantial restrictions and limitations upon its transferability, the
amount determined under subsection (c) is taken into account at the
time of such disposition. Under subsection (c)(1)(1B) ai transfer of a
partnership interest by reason of de,th alone does not constitute a
disposition for purposes of this subsection unless such restrictions or
limitations terminate upon death. If substantial restrictions and
limitations upon transferability terminate upon death, the amount
determined under subsection (c) must be illcluded in the decedent's
return for his last. taxable year and must be taken into account by
the partnership as of the late of death.
Subsection (c)(2) of your committee's bill adds a provision not

found in 'the House bill. Subsection (c)(2) provides that the amount
required' to be taken into account under section 770(c)(1) for purposes
of section 770 (a) and (b) shall be reduced to the extent the fair market
value of the interest exchanged is attributable to an excess in the fair
market value of section 751 assets over their adjusted basis to the
partnership. This provision assures that the service partner will not
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be taxed twice upon the appreciation which has taken place in
ordinary income assets of the partnership prior to the acquisition of
his interest.

Subsection (c) (3) (subsec. (c) (2) in the House bill) provides that the
amount of the deduction allowed to the partnership under subsection
(b)(1) is not to exceed the aggregate amount determined by taking
into account, with respect to each relinquishing partner, his adjusted
basis (as of the time of the exchange) in the relinquished interest, or
that portion of the amount determined under subsection (c)(1),
which is attributable to his relinquishment, whichever is the lesser.

For example, if, in exchange for services rendered to the partnership
(which constitute a trade or business expense) partner A relinquishes
an interest in partnership capital having a basis to him of $100 and a
fair market value of $150, and partner B relinquishes such an interest
having a fair market value of $150 and a basis to him of $200, the
deduction allowed to the partnership shall be $250 ($100 attributable
to A plus $150 attributable to B). Pursuant to the provision in sub-
section (b) that such deduction be allocated among the relinquishing
partners on the basis of that portion of such deduction which is
attributable to each such Iartner, this deduction is allocated $100 to
A and $150 to B.
Under section 204 (b) (4) of both the House bill and your committee's

bill section 770 applies only in respect of exchanges described in sec-
tion 770 occurring during any partnership taxable year beginning on
or after the date of enactment of the bill.
Section 776. Amounts paid to a retiring partner or a deceased partner's

successor in interest
Section 776 is identical to section 776 as contained in the House

bill and is derived from section 736 of present law.
Subsection (a)(l) provides that amounts payable in liquidation of

the interest of a retiring partner or a deceased partner shall (except to
tile extent that they are attributable to anl interest in partnership
property as determined under subsection (b)) be considered as a
distributive share of partnership income if such amounts are deter-
mined with regard to the income of the partnership and are paid or
payable on or before the 15th day of the 4th nlonth following the close
of the partnership taxable year with respect to which such amounts
are determined. Under subsection (a)(1)(B) such amounts are con-
sidered to be guaranteed payments if they are determined without
regard to the income of the partnership or if they are paid or payable
after the 15th day of the 4th month following the close of the partner-
ship taxable year with respect to which such amounts arc determined.

Paragraph (2) of subsection (a) adds rules which specify the time
when the amounts referred to in subsection (a)(1) are to be taken into
account. Under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph, any amount
which is considered to be a distributive share under paragraph (1) (A) is
to be taken into account by the partnership, and by the recipient, as of
the last day of the partnership taxable year with respect to which such
amount is determined. Under subparagraph (B) of this paragraph
any amount considered to be a guaranteed payment under subsection
(a)(l)(B) is to be taken into account by the partnership, and the
recipient, as of the last day of the partnership taxable year in which
such amount was paid or payable.

119
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Subsection (b)(1) provides that amounts payable in liquidation of
the interest of a retiring partner or a deceased partner shall be con-
sidered as payable in a distribution by the partnership, and not as a
distributive share or guaranteed payment under subsection (a), to
the extent that such amounts are determined under regulations to be
attributable to the interest of such partner in partnership property.

Subsection (b)(2) provides that amounts attributable to an interest
in partnership property shall not include amounts attributable to
unrealized receivables (as defined in subsection (c)(4)) and shall not
include amounts attributable to goodwill except to the extent that the
partnership agreement provides for a payment with respect to goodwill.
Of course, reference to the partnership agreement is to the agreement
as it existed at the time of death or retirement.

Subsection (c)(1) provides that if all amounts payable in liquidation
of an interest in a partnership are payable within a 12-month period,
such amounts are to be considered as a distribution and subsections
(a) and (b) shall not apply. Thus, in such cases payments attributable
to the retiring or deceased partner's interest in unrealized receivables or
to goodwill (regardless of whether the partnership agreement provides
for a payment with respect to goodwill) and payments in the nature
of mutual insurance, as well as payments attributable to such part-
ner's interest in other partnership property, will be subject to the
distribution rules of section 731 (which, of course, includes the applica-
tion of section 750 where appropriate).

Subsection (c)(2) provides that if amounts paid in liquidation of a
partner's interest consist both of amounts considered as a distributive
share or guaranteed payment and amounts considered as distributions,
and such amounts are paid both in money and in other.property, the
money shall first be deemed to be in payment of the distributive share
or guaranteed payment and only the excess of such money over such
distributive share or guaranteed payment is deemed to be a distribu-
tion.

Subsection (c)(3) provides-rules with respect to amounts, to which
subsection (a) was applicable, which are paid after termination of the
partnership in liquidation of the interest of a retiring or deceased. part-
ner. Subsection (c)(3)(A) provides that the recipient of such pay-
ments shall include them in his gross income as ordinary income, while
subsection (c) (3) (B) provides that, if the person making such payments
is an individual, was a partner of the partnership immediately before
the retirement or death, is under a binding legal obligation to make
such payments, and is operating a trade or business as a sole proprietor,
then such individual is entitled to deduct such amount as a trade or
business expense under section 162(at). The trade or business referred
to in subsection (c) (3) (B) need have no relation to the trade or busi-
ness carried on by the partnership, but it must consist of more than
the performance of services as an employee.

Subsection (c)(4) defines unrealized receivables as rights to pay-
ments for services rendered and goods produced (or delivered in the
case of a partnership predominantly engaged in a distributing trade
or business such as retailing, wholesaling, and jobbing) to the extent
that proceeds from the sale of such goods would be treated as amounts
received from the sale or exchange of property other than a capital
asset. The term does not include rights to payments previously in-
cludible in income under the method of accounting used by the
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partnership. Rights to payment for services not yet rendered or
goods not yet delivered (or produced) do not come within the defini-
tion of unrealized receivables in subsection (c)(4). However, for pur-
poses of section 776 such rights to payment constitute goodwill of the
partnership. Accordingly, payments made to a retiring partner which
are attributable to such rights to payment would come within section
776(b)(1) (if the partnership agreement provided for payment with
respect to goodwill)- or within section 776(b)(2) (if the partnership
agreement contained no provision for payment with respect to good-
will). If the payment is a section 776(b)(1) payment, and if it results
in a special basis adjustment under section 781, such adjustment will
be allocable under section 783 to partnership goodwill and not to
other partnership assets such as, for example, a bill rendered for
services to be performed in the future.
Under section 204 (b) (5) of both the House bill and your committee's

bill section 776 applies only in respect of partners who die or retire
during any partnership taxable year beginning on or after the date of
enactment of this bill. Thus, even though payments are made to a

retiring partner or a deceased partner's successor in interest after the
date of enactment, section 776 will not apply to such payments if the
partner retired or died in a partnership taxable year which began prior
to the date of enactment.
Section 777. Cross-references relating to partnership income treated as

income in respect of decedent and exception as to application of rule
for property acquiredfrom a decedent

This section, which is identical to section 777 as contained in the
House bill, provides a number of cross-references relating to part-
nership income treated as income in respect of a decedent and relating
to an exception as to the application of the rule of section 1014 for
property acquired from a decedent.
Section 780. AManner of electing optional adjustments to basis of partner-

ship property
Section 780, which is identical to section 780 as contained in the

House bill, is derived from section 754 of present law. It provides
for an election by the partnership with respect to distributions of
property and transfers of partnership interests, pursuant to which
the basis of partnership property is to be adjusted as provided in
section 781 or 782, whichever is applicable. Unlike present law,
section 780 permits the election with respect to transfers of partner-
ship interests to be made separately from tlhe election with respect to
distributions. Also, unlike present law, section 780 provides that
either such election may be filed, or changed, at any time prior to the
expiration of 1 year after the time prescribed for filing the partnership
return for the taxable year for which such election was filed, not
including any extension of such time.
Under section 205(a) of both the House bill and your committee's

bill if an election has been made under section 754 of present law,
such election is to be treated as an election made both with respect
to paragraph (1) and paragraph (2) of section 780. However, such
election may be revoked either as to paragraph (1) or as to paragraph
(2), but not as to both. The revocation of the election with respect
to either paragraph may be made without the consent of the Secretary
or his delegate, but, if made, must be"made prior to the expiration of
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1 year after the time prescribed by law (not including any extension
of such time) for filing the partnership return for the first taxable year
of the pattrtnership beginning o or after the (late of enactment of this
bill. The revocation will have no effect with respect to any taxable
year of the partnership prior to such first taxable year.
Section 781. Optional adjustment in case of distribution of property

Section 781, which is identical to section 781 as contained in the
House bill, is derived froin section 734 (b) and (c) of present law, but
differs from that section in the manner of making the optional adjust-
ment to the basis of partnership prol)erty. Under subsection (a)(1),
if an election under section 780(1) is in effect, a partnership increases
the adjusted basis of its property by the excess, if any, of the adjusted
basis to the partnership of the property distributed over the reduction,
as a result of the distribution, in the distribute partner's proportionate
share of the adjusted basis of the partnership property. Under sub-
section (a)(2) the partnership decreases the adjusted basis of partner-
ship property by the excess, if any, of the reduction, as a result of the
distribution, in the distributee partner's proportionate share of the
adjusted basis of the partnership property over the adjusted. basis to
the partnership of the property distributed. Thus, the adjustments
under section 781 will reflect the difference between the basis to the
partnership of the distributed property and the reduction which occurs
n the distributee partner's proportionate share of the adjusted basis
of the partnership property.
The application of subsection (a) (1) may be illustrated by the follow-

ing example:
Assume that the assets of equal partnership ABD have a partnership

basis of $9,000 and a fair market value of $15,000. D, who recently
purchased his interest in the partnership from C for $5,000, has a
$5,000 basis for his interest. A and B each has a basis for his partner-
ship interest of $3,000.

JIUder present law if a $5,000 cash distribution is made by the
partnership to either A or B in liquidation of his interest, the partner-
ship would be entitled to an upward adjustment of $2,000 to the basis
of remaining partnershiI assets. However, a similar distribution to
D would result in no adjustment.
Under subsection (a)(l) there would be an upward adjustment of

$2,000 regardless of which partner received the distribution.
Another respect in which section 781 differs from-present law is

the mandatory de minimis rule which it contains. Under this rule,
if a distribution with respect to which the section 781 adjustment
would otherwise be made would result in an aggregate upward or
downward adjustment to partnership property of less thall $1,000,
no adjustment, to the basis of partnership property shall be made.
For example, if, as a result of a distribution at aI time when thle elcc-
tion under section 780(1) is in effect, upward aljustnments of $2,000
are attlibutablet to Ollne cla-ss of assets andi downward adjustments of
$1,500 are attributable to another class of assets, the aggregaot ad-
justinment to tle basis of partnership property under section 781 is
only $500. However, because of the application of the $1,000 (Ide
minimis rule of section 781, no adjustment, either upward or down-
ward, shall be made.
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Section. 782, Optional adjustment in case of transfer of interest
Section 782 is identical to section 782 as contained in the House bill.
Subsections (a) and (b) of section 782 arc identical, ill substance, to

section 743 (b) and (c) of present, law, except for the mandatory de
mininis rule of subsection (a). Under this rule, if t tle transfer of a
partnership interest, with respect to wiichl the section 782 adjustment
wou(l otherwise be made, would result in al aggregate upward or
downward adjustment to partnership property of less than $1,000,
no adjustment to the basis of partnership property is to be made.
Section 783. Allocation of basis for optional adjustments

Section 783 is identical to section 783 as contained in the House bill.
Subsection (a) is identical, in substance, to section 755(a) of present

law.
Subsection (b) is derived from section 755(b) of present law but,

differs in some respects. Present law requires a special basis adjust-.
ment attributable cither to a distribution of partnership property or
to a transfer of a partnership interest to be allocated to (1) capital]
assets and property described in section 1231(b), or (2) any other
property of the partnership. The amended section 783(b)(1) omits
the reference to a transfer of a partnership interest, and thus the rule
contained in such provision will be inapplicable in the case of such a
transfer. Second, subsection (b) provides that any special basis ad-
justment under section 781 shall be allocated to property of the same
character (i.e., either capital assets anld sec. 1231(b) property on one
hand, or any other property of the partnership onl the other hand) as
that to which the adjustment is attributable. Thlis differs from present
law which requires that such allocation be made to property of tile
same character as that distributed. Third, subsection (b)(2) clarifies
present law by specifically providing that thle tldjusted basis of any
partnership property shall not be increased above its fair market
value as a result of any special basis adjustment.
Section 784. Special basis to transferee upon subsequent distribution

Section 784 is identical to section 784 as contained in the I1ouse
bill and correspoI(ls to section 7:32(d) of present l'aw. 'L'he opera-
tion of section 784 differs, however, fronl tlhe operation of present
,732(d) in that if tlhe de minimis rule of section 782 would have
precluded an adjustment under that section, no adjustment is to be
made under section 784.
Section, 785. Special basis to transferee upon subsequent sale or exchange

Section 785, which is identical to section 785 as colitained in the
HTous(1 bill, provides for an election, not found in present law, lund(er
which a special basis adjustrentl is available to a tranlsferee of a

partnership interest.
Section 785 applies to a partner who acquired all or part of his

interest by a transfer with respect to which the section 780(2) election
was not. in effect.

If such a partner sells or exchanges anl interest in tIhe partlnersllip
in a transaction to which section 749 is applicable, withlin 2 years after
a prior transfer, then. for purposes of det(ermninilg tli partnership
basis allocable to section 751 assets under section 749, lie Hmay elect
to treat as the adjusted basis of the section 751 assets, attributlable to
cle prior transfer, thie adjusted basis which such section 751 assets
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would have if the section 782 adjustment were in effect with respect
to the prior transfer. If the do niinimis rule of section 782 would
have precluded an adjustment under that section, no adjustment shall
be made under section 785.
Section 788. Terms defined

Section 788 is identical to section 788 as contained ill tle House bill.
Under present section 761(a)(l), the Secretary of the Treasury or

his delegate may exclude an unincorpora ted. organization (which
satisfies the requirements specified in the law) from the application
of all or part of subchapter K, but only at the election of all the mem-
bers of the organization. Under section 788(a)(2) the election is to
be made by the organization. Of course, anly organizations with
respect to which a valil election was Imade under section 761(a) of
present law will not b)e required to make an election ul(ler section
788(a)(2) as contained inl tiis bill ill ord(le' to b1e exclulde(l from the
application of all or part of subchapter K.

SECTION 202. INCOME IN RESPECT OF A DECEDENT

Section 202 of the bill, which is i(lentical to sectiion 202 of the IHouse
bill, amenl(ls section 691 of present law, relating to recipients of income(
in respect of decc(lelts, by (eletillg sublsectioln (e), whli(ch iS (1ross-
reference to section 753 of present law, and by a(l(lilg a lnew sullbsection
(e) conttainlillg a specific listing of partnersllihp items whlicll are illcome
in respect of a, (de('ednt. No iiferenc te to tllie (effect tllat anly of suchl
items do not constitute icome ill reSl)ect of a (leccedclt ildl(eripreselnt
lawm s}all be drawn(l from tle enactlmlent of se(ctionl 202.

TIle specific items of income in re'pect of ia lecedeilt are contained
in paragralplhs (1) through (4) of new section 691 (e). Paragraphs (1)
provides that where thet( partnership taxable year with respect to a
deceased pIartn'er closes after tltealte of his death, the amount of Ilis
distributive share of items of income tad gainl described in section
702 (a) or (e) attributable to the portion of such taxable year ending
onl tle date of his death is inconie ill respect of a d(ecedent.

Pagragaph (2) is similar to present section 753. It provides tlat
amounts includible under section 776(a.) in tlie gross income of a
successor in interest of a decreased partner constitute income in re-
spect of a decedelnt. Ill general, sucll amlounlts fare those Il)ayable) in
liquidation of tlhe deceased partner's interest in tie p)artllers'liI), ex-
cel)t amounts attril)utable to the interest of tle partner in partner-
shpl) prolertyI'

Paragraphl (3) relates to amounts includible in tile gross income of
a successor iinterest of a deceased partner which are attributable to
tle decedlent's interest in partniersllip income of tlie type described in
section 776(c)(4), wllich definess unlrealized receivalbles. Palragraphl
(3) applies only in cases where sucll amounts are not already classi-
fied as income in respect of a decedelt under paragrapnll (2). For
examinple, if thle executor of rt (deceased(I partner's statee sold, pursulnllt
to t buy an(d sell agreement, tlhe decedenlt's e'.tire interest inl tihe
partnership, tlhe proceeds attr.ibut.able to the (dced(ent's shlre of tl)e
nlrelalized receivables of the I)lpartnership aftt lie date of his deatt}
would constitute incomel'in respect of a (lecedent tnlder paragraph' (3),
since palnragran. )li (2) would not apply to such income. Silmilarly, if the
partnership interest. of tlie deceased partner is liquidatedl by pay-
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ments from the partnership to his successor in interest made within a
12-month period, the portion of such payments attributable to the
decedent's interest in thbe partnership's unrealized receivables at the
date of his death is income in respect of a decedent by reason of
paragraph (3).

Paragraph (4) applies to the case where a decedent acquired his
interest in partnership capital in return for his services, but where
tlie value of such interest was not includible in the income of the
decedent before his death because of substantial restrictions or limi-
tations upon his right to transfer such interest. Under paragraph (4),
the amount required to be taken into account under section 770(a),
determined as if section 770(c) applied, is taken into account as in-
come in respect of a decedent by the successor in interest of the de-
ceased partner at the time the restrictions orI limitations cease to be
substantial or such interest is transferred (within the meaning of
section 691(a)(2)), whichever first occurs.

Deductions and credits with respect to partnership items shall be
allowed under section 691(b) notwithstanding the fact that no specific
listing of them is made in this bill.

Section 204(c) of the bill provides that the amendments made by
section 202 shall apply only in respect of decedents dying during
partnership taxable years beginning on or after the date of the enact-
inent of the bill.

SECTION 203. TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS

Section 203 of the bill makes changes in a number of cross-references
in other provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 in order to
reflect changes made in subchapter K by section 201 of tlhe bill.

Section 203(b) of tile House bill, which made a technical change in
the language of section 901(d)(2) to reflect the amendilent which tlhe
House bill niade in section 703, has been deleted in your committee's
bill to correspond to the amendment made by your coImmittee to
section 703 as contained in the House bill.

Section 203(b) of your C(ommittee's bill corresponds to section 203(c)
of the House bill. Section 203(b) of your committee's bill clarifies
present law by amending section 1014(c) to provide that section
1014(a) and (b) shall not apply to that portion of the value of an inter-
est in a partnership attributable to property which constitutes a right
to receive an item of income in respect of a decedent under section 091.
Thus, a person who acquires a partnership interest from a (lecedent
will not obtain a step up (or step down) of the basis of such interest to
the extent that its fair market value is attributable to property of the
partnership (such as unrealized receivables) which constitutes anl item
of income in respect of a decedent. However, your comlllittee's bill
provides that nothing in section 1014(c) shall prevent an increase in
the basis of tlie interest of a deceased partner attributable to his dis-
tributive share of items of income and gain described ill sc('tion
691 (e)(1) to the extentsuch share was not withdrawn from theltart-
lnersh'ip prior lo thle d(latl of the deceased partner. Since-the sliare of
partnershlil) incollie for' ilieportion of the partnership taxable year prior
to thle )artnerl's deatli is incol(me in respect of a decede(nt, it Ibe(comles
taxable to his successor ui(der section 691. 'Tle share of )patrtnlersip
incolle for tlhe portion of the part nership taxable year following death
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becomes taxable to the successor under section 702 as his distributive
share and results, under section 705, in a corresponding increase in the
basis of such successor's interest in tlih partnership. The portion of
the income taxed to the successor as income in respect of a decedent, of
course, does not result under section 705 in an increase in interest basis.
However, since that amount is taxed to the successor it properly should
(to the extent not withdrawn before death) produce a corresponding
increase in interest basis. Your committee's bill insures that such a

step-up in basis will occur under section 1014.
Section 204(c) of the bill provides that the amendments made by

section 203(b) shall apply only in respect of decedents (lying during
ally partnership taxable year beginning on or after the date, of enact-
meilt of tlhe bill. However, no inference as to the treatment under
present section 1014 of a partnership interest acquired froon a decedent
is to be drawn from the enactment of this subsection.

Subsectiol (e) laments section 1402(a), relating to the definition of
net earnings from self-employment, in order to reflect the addition of
subsection (e) to section 702.

SECTIONS 204 AND 205. EFFECTIVE DATES AND SPECIAL RULES

Sections 204 and 205 of your committee's bill are substantially
identical to sections 204 and 205 of tlie House bill.

Subsection (a) of section 204 of the bill provides a general effective
date. The amendments made by the bill are to apply with respect to
any partnership taxable year beginning on or after (late of enactment
of this bill and with respect to any part of a partner's taxable year
falling within such partnership taxable year.

Subsections (b) and (c) of section 204 provide a number of special
effective date rules for certain new subchapter K provisions and for
new provisions added to sections 691 and 1014(c). These rules are
explained, supra, in connection with the various substanltive provisions
to which they relate.

Section 205(a) of the bill sets forth a transitional rule for making
the separate elections under section 780 (as added by sec. 201 of the
bill) in cases where the election has been made under present section
754. Section 205(b) provides for the continuation of certain provi-
sions of present law during the transitional period.. Under section
205(b), until the rlles provided in the amendments made by this bill
take affect, the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (as
in effect before the enactment of tlis bill) shall continue to apply.
Section 205(c) provides that, for purposes of the application of sec-
tions 7851 and 7852 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, any refer-
ence in those sections to ths 1939 code shall be deemed to include a
reference to the provisions of the 1954 code (as in effect before the en-
actment of this bill) unless manifestly incompatible with the intent of
this bill.



V. APPENDIX

CROSS REFERENCE TABLES FOR PARTNERSIPIl' PROVI-
SIONS

TABLE 1I

1954 Code section
niulller

701---------------
702(a) -----------

702(b) _..._......
702(c)-----------
703(a)-------..---
703(b)_. ..-------

704(a)------------
70 (1(b) ...

764((c)) (1).----__
704(c)(2) __._----_
704 (c) (3)_
704(d) ----------

704(ce)-----------
7()05(a)----------
705(b) -

706(a)_-----.-__-_
706(b) ----------.._
706(c) (1)-------. -

706(c) (2)
707(a)---------
707(b)(1) .......
707(b)(2)---------
707(b) (3)---------
707(c)---------
708(at) - _----
708(b)(l)
708(b) (2) (A)___
708(b) (2) (B)
721------------ .--

722---------------
723 --------------

Section number as con-
tained in section 201 of
bill

701.
702(a),
702 (b).
702(c).
703 (a).
703(b).
704 (a).
704 (b).
704 (c).
761 (a).
761 ().
704 (d).
762.
763.
705(a).
706(a).
706 b).
706 ).
764 (b).
707 (a).
765(a), (c)(3).
765(b) .

765(c) (2).
707(b).
708(a).
708(b) (1).
766(a).
766(b)
721 (a).
722.
723,

1954 Code section
nullll'dr

731---------------

7:32(1b) --------
732(c)------.
7:32(d) ..---.----

732(c)_
733. -------------

7341 (a) ..- .,-----

734 (c)-----------
735(a) ---.--------

735(b)
736(b)
741------ .
7,42-..-------------
743(a)) ----------
743(b) ------------

743(c)_
751(a) ----------_
751(b)----------_-
751(c)_---__-..---
751(d)(1) ..-_
751(d)(2)_
752..---_----.---
75:3 ..-------.--.
754 ._-----.-----_
755---------------
761---------------
771---------------

Section nImber as con.
tmined In sectlIo 201 of
bill

731.
7:32(a).
732(b).
732(c).
784.
732(d).
733.
734.
781 (a).
781(b).
735.
736.
776(a).
776(b).
741 (a).
74,12.
743.
782(a).
782(b).
749.
750.
751(a).
751(d).
751(a).
74,6.
777.
780.
783.
788.
(*).

*Section 771 carried the effective date provisions which are applicable to the
transition from the 1939 Code to the 1954 Code. The comparable provisions,
for the transition arising by reason of the amendments made by title II of the
bill, are contained in section 204 of the bill.
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TABLE II

Section number as con- 1954 Code section Section number as con- 1954 Code section
talned In section 201 of bill number talined In section 201 of bill number

701-------------
702(a)-----------
702(b)..----------
702(c)------------
702 (1)-----------
702(de)----------
703 (a)------------
703(b)_-----
704(a)_----------
704(b))-----------
704(c)-----------_
704(d)-----------
705(a)--_--------
705(b)-__---------
706(a)
706(b)_
706(c) ------------

707(a)--------
707(b)--_-------
708(a)-----------
708(b)(1) ----------

708(b) (2)---------
721 (:a)----------
721(b)...----------
722--------
723.---------------
731.-------
732(at) ___----_ ----

732(b)-..--_
732(c)__----------
732(d)_-----------
7:1:33------------
7:34--------------
7:35-----------
736--------
74 1 (a) ----_
741(b)-_----------
742----------
743---------------
746..-------.----

749--------.-----
750--------------
751(a)-_----------
751 (b) ..---------
751(c)-----_
751(d)-____-----_-
761 (ta)---_----_---.
761(b)-----------
761(c) ---------

762--------------
76(3 .--------------
74 (a)------------
764(b)-----------_
764(c) _-----------
765(a)
76)5(b) -----------
765(c)(l)--------
765(c)(2)-------_-
765(c) (3) ---------
765(d) --_-------
765 (e)_----------
766(b)
766(bc)-------.---
770---------------
776(a)
776 (b)) --
776(() ------------77((c);
777---------
780---------------
781 (a)_
781(lb))-__---___-
781(c)---------__
782(al)_----------
782(b) ---------_-
782(c)------------
783 -------------
784-----------
785-----------
788-----

751 (a),
751(b).
751 (c), (d)(2).

751(d)(1).
704() (2).
704 (c) (:3).
704 (e).
705(a).
706(c) (2).
707(b) (1).
707(b) (2).
707(b) (3).
707(b) (1).

708(b) (2) (A).
708(b) (2) (13).

736 (a).
736(b).
753.
754.
7:34(b).
7:34 (c).
743(b).
743(c).
755.
732(d).
761.

VI. CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

In the opinion of the committee, it is necessary, in order to expedite
the business of the Senate, to dispense with the requirements of sub-
section 4 of rule XXIX of the Standing Rules of the Senate (relating
to the showing of changes in existing law made by the bill, as reported).

0

701.
7(02(a).
702(b).
702(c).

703 (a).
703 (b).
704 (t).
704 (b).
704(c)(1).
704(d).
705 (b).
706(a).
706(b).
706(c) (1).
707(a).
707(c).
708(a).
708(b) (1).
721.

722.
72:3.
731.
732(a).
732(b).
732(c).
7:32(e).
7:33.
734 (a).
7:35(a).
735 (b).
741.7'11.

742.
743 (a).
752.


